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Accurate and efficient computational methods to evaluate the

quasi-TEM parameters of various planar structures such as microstrips,

coplanar lines and coplanar waveguides are developed. The character-

istic parameters of all these structures which are used extensively

in microwave integrated circuits for applications as transmission

lines and other circuit elements are computed for the general case

of single, symmetrical and nonsymmetrical multiple coupled lines.

For the case of microstrip lines, the existing Green's function

integral equation method used for single and identical coupled lines

is completely reexamined to devise a much improved efficient version.

In addition, new methods which are based on similar principles are

developed for the case of coplanar striplines and waveguides.

The quasi-TEM parameters of these structures are evaluated by

utilizing the spectral domain Green's function. The kernel functions

in the resulting Fredholm integral equations are found to be singular



for coplanar structures without ground planes and numerical tech-

niques to solve such equations are formulated. In many instances,

it is shown that the use of basic physical laws can be quite effec-

tive in resolving the problems due to such singularities.

The solution procedure adopted is the general Galerkin method

employing the local basis approximation schemes with a piecewise

constant (gate) function for basis functions. The local basis approx-

imation scheme is readily adaptable to the case of multiple coupled

line structures.

A novel decomposition concept for the quasi-static spectral

Green's function is introduced. This decomposition of the Green's

function into a homogeneous part with singularities and the remainder

leads to the formulation of efficient schemes for evaluating the

needed numerical quadratures and to the analytical integrations of

many terms with the singularity problem.

The quasi-TEM normal mode parameters such as the characteristic

impedances of all the lines and phase velocities for all the normal

modes for various structures have been computed for typical range of

several parameters. The accuracy of these computations is examined

by comparing the computed results with exact analytical solutions for

the special case of the homogeneous medium problems. A simple extra-

polation scheme to improve the accuracy of the results is also

included.

It is shown, that the techniques developed can be applied

to several Pther useful structures. In addition, the limitations and

weakness of the numerical schemes adopted are also examined together

with possible improvement schemes and alternatives.
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COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR THE QUASI-TEM CHARACTERISTICS

OF FUNDAMENTAL MIC PLANAR STRUCTURES

Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION

With the advent of microwave integrated circuits (MIC), the

planar transmission structures have been extensively used as the

distributed circuit elements. The basic properties of these trans-

mission structures which need to be specified for various applications

are the propagation constants, the phase velocities, the attenuation

constants, and the characteristic impedances for each normal mode of

propagation. The purpose of this thesis work is to study these quasi-

TEM properties of certain planar structures which form the basis for

many microwave device applications.

There are many physical forms of transmission structures which

are planar. Among them, there are four important strip structures'

of open type which are the basic building blocks in MICIs (Pucell

1981; Gupta et al. 1979) and are shown in Fig.1.1. These are ;

a) Microstrip line (MS) which consists of strip conductor sepa-

rated from the ground plane by a dielctric substrate,

b) Slot line (SL) which is formed by two semi-infinite conduct-

ing planes separated with a slot,

c) Coplanar waveguide (C.P.W.) which consists of central strip

conductor separated by slots from two adjacent semi-infinite

ground planes,
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3

d) Coplanar Stripline (C.P.S.) which is the physical compliment of

C.P.W., and one of the two conductor strip serves as a ground.

In the inhomogeneous medium as shown in Fig.1.1, the pure TEM

propagation modes cannot be supported,but the dominant modes show a

strong resemblance to TEM characteristics (thus called Quasi-TEM)

relatively low frequencies for all the planar structures except the

slot line. Thus, the theory of TEM transmission lines which

can be characterized completely with the static field analysis alone

applies approximately to the planar MIC structures at low frequencies.

Nevertheless, the range of frequency spectrum over which this Quasi-

TEM model may be adopted is broad enough to provide many direct appli-

cations of MIC devices, and furthermore, the quasi-TEM analysis is a

prerequisite for the full wave dispersion analysis at higher frequen

cies since it specifies the dominant modes of propagation.

In addition, the initial basic design and synthesis of most

of the circuits is based on the quasi-TEM properties of these struc-

tures. For single and two line circuits the design is primarily based

on the quasi-TEM properties of the structures and the dispersion prop-

erties are normally used to find the deviation of the device perfor-

mance from the initial design. For multiple line structures, the dis-

persion characteristics for any of the basic structures have not been

evaluated as yet mostly because the knowledge of propagation constants

alone may not be enough for the design of actual circuits.

Among the four fundamental planar structures, the microstrip line

shown in Fig.1.1(a) is the most widely used one in applications. Since

its inception from the pure TEM structures in the 19501s, it has been
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studied and tabulated quite extensively by many workers (Wheeler 1965 ;

Bryant and Weiss 1968 ; Denlinger 1971 ; Mittra and Itoh 1974) for its

quasi-TEM as well as complete dispersion properties. The frequently quoted

quasi-TEM analysis was the method of Bryant and Weiss on the single and

a pair of symmetrical lines. In our study, many features of that work

are refined to make it numerically efficient, and extented to cover

the general multiple coupled line structures.

One of the unique features of microstrip line is that the major

part of the propagating fields are confined to the region of the die-

lectric layer just below the strip conductor such that its character-

istic is dependent to some extent upon the height of the layer.

Contrary to this, the other three planar structures are essentially

"edge-coupled" devices with high concentration of fields near the strip

edges, which makes their characteristics less dependent upon the layer

height, but their corresponding dielectric losses tend to be somewhat

higher than the microstrip lines. They permit simpler means of inter-

facing with other circuit elements than the microstrip lines, because

all the conductors are on one side of the substrate.

For the slot line shown in Fig.1.1(b), no quasi-TEM propagating

mode exists because it is composed of two ground planes only (Cohn

1969). The use of slot line in MICs is therefore limited to few spe-

cial cases (Pucel 1981), and it will not be the subject of this work.

For the coplanar waveguide shown in Fig.1.1(c) which was first

proposed by Wen (1969), and the coplanar strip line,shown in Fig1.1(d)

which is useful for transmission media in high-speed computer circuits

and their interconnections, exact quasi-TEM results have not been



reported. Until now, the static analysis has been limited to the appli-

cation of the conformal transformation for assumed infinite thickness

of substrate layer (Wen), with approximate-modifiCation to correct for

the effect of finite thickness (Davis et al. 1973), or to assume some

physical approximation (Hanna and Veyres 1980). In our study, the

analytic difficulties which these structures pose _are thoroughly

examined, and exact solution with the help of generalized function

concepts and physical insights is presented.

Now, it will be appropriate to examine briefly the properties of

various substrate materials. The materials used in MIC should have

the general properties (Pucel) like 1) low loss (high resitivity) at

microwave frequency, 2) good adherence with metal conductors, 3) pol-

ished surface and relative freedom from voids, 4) no deformation during

the fabrication process, and 5) relatively high dielectric constant

where size reduction is important. Alumina, sapphire,epsiam-10 and

quartz are commonly used for hybri MIC1s, and for monolithic MIC

devices, the semi-insulating semiconductors like. GaAs, Si and Si-on-

Sapphire (SOS) have the high potential to be exploited in conjunction

with the excellent microwave performance of metal-semiconductor FETIs

(MESFET). Some of the pertinent physical constants of these materiels

are quoted in Table 1.1.

It should also be noted that many of the substrate materials are

anisotropic having different dielectric constants in different orienta-

tion. However, for the quasi-TEM case it is known that an affine trans-

formation reduces the problem to that of an isotropic medium (Szentkuti

1976) such that identical treatments can be applied.
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Material Dielectric
Constant (c )

r

Resistivity
(p) in 2.cm

Dissipation
Factor
at 10 GHz

Alumina 9.7 10
11

().,-10

14
1^,-,2x10

-4

Sapphire 11.6/9.4 > 1014 10-4

Epsilam-10 15/10

Quartz(fused) 3.8 > 10
12

10-4

S.I.GaAs 12.9 10 7 VI09 16x10-4

S.I.Si 11.7 10
3005

10,,100x10
-4

Tablel.1 Properties of Typical Substrate Materials

As the needs and expertises grow in application of MIC1s, coupled

line structures are being increasingly used for the filtering and

coupling elements. In order to achieve tighter coupling and broader

bandwidths, particularily in applications in balanced mixers, ampli-

fiers, and phase shifters, multiple-coupled interdigitated lines over

two edge-coupled lines have been utilized. Since the introduction of

Lange coupler in 1969 (Lange), the microstrip interdigitated multiple

line structures began to serve as the effective means to meet those

tight coupling requirements. Several forms of useful interdigitated

multiple lines are illustrated in Fig.1.2. In addition, multiple line

has itself considerable importance as the circuit element in formal

multi-port network analysis and synthesis procedures as has been ex-

plicitly reviewed by Scanlan (1980) and Uchida (1967).

To understand the physical mechanism resulting in high performance

of interdigitated lines such as shown in Fig.1.2, the exact analysis of

normal mode propagation characteristics is a prerequisite. In addition,

the impracticality of circuit tuning with MIC devices, once fabricated,

requires the adoptation of a design philosophy which should be based
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on prior analytical or empirical expectations, thus does not allow

much room for blind guessing.

Until now, the numerous studies of qusi-TEM characteristics for

multiple coupled lines have been either based on the rough approxima-

tion of coupling only between adjacent lines (Lange ; Ou 1975), or on

the assumption of simplified overall even and odd mode configurations

(Tajima 1978). It is the purpose of this thesis work to provide some

solid analytical tools for studying general multiple coupled micro-

strip as well as coplanar waveguide and stripline circuits.

Mathematical formulation for the static field analysis begin with

the conversion of 2-dimensional Poisson equation with specific boundary

conditions in an inhomogeneous medium into Fredholrn integral equation of

the first kind via Green's function technique. The formulation of

integral equation can be made quite conveniently by applying Fourier

transform method because the medium of our interest is homogeneous

along certain directions. In the Fourier transform domain, the integral

equation or the differential equation turns into just simple algebraic

equation, and thus manipulations become straightforward. The resultant

integral equation has its kernel (Green's function) weakly singular

for micro strip and coplanar strip structures, and Cauchy-singular for

coplanar waveguide structure.

The solution approach we have adopted is essentially the numerical

method based on the variational principle of the physical system.

Specifically, we take the Galerkin method with local basis approximat-

ing scheme, i.e., the region of interestisdiscretized into many fine

segments, and the approximating function for each segment is applied
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to convert the integral equation into corresponding linear equation.

The basis function we select is the piecewise constant function (gate

function), and the test function is chosen based on either point collo-

cation or Rayleigh -Ritz method using the same gate function for micro-

strip and coplanar stripline structures, and general Galerkin method

choosing a little different set of gate function for coplanar waveguide

structure. All of these methods belong to the Galerkin method in a

broad sense. Numerical process is applied either in Fourier

spectral domain directly or in spatial domain indirectly. Though the

approximating function set is one of the simplest, it turns out to

demand some thorough analysis in several cases and to be quite versa-

tile and leads to very efficent numerical results.

One deficiency of gate function approximation which is common to

any local basis method is that it is difficult to include the effect

of edge conditions which exists physically near the sharp boundary

edges of the conducting strips. The more comprehensive, but much more

involved scheme may be formulated by adopting global basis approxima-

tion to which edge effects may be conveniently combined. This approach

may have immediate research interest in sequel to improve the present

method.

In pursuing our development, emphasis has been placed on devising

numerical schemes and due-algorithms which are efficient, but simple

enough to generalize reaciily to cover any number of multiple coupled

lines for all the three planar structures. Mathematical rigor has not

been taken into serious consideration, and thus , error analysis of

approximation is not done at all, and some mathematical terms are used
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rather loosely. Instead, whenever analytic difficulties arise, physi-

cal reasoning and insights are relied on to uncover the hidden reasons

behind the difficulties rather than mere mathematical manipulations.

1.1 Outline of Thesis

This thesis is composed of 6 chapters and two sets of appendices.

In the second chapter, the general properties of multiple transmission

line system are described for the homogeneous and inhomogeneous medium.

There, the relevant characteristics needed to specify the transmission

system are defined, and it will be clearly .shown that all of the quasi-

TEM characteristics of various planar structures can be found, once

the distributive capacitance matrix of the system is determined.

Chapter 3 deals with the method to obtain the capacitance matrix.

In order to do that, one needs to solve the electrostatic field prob-

lem for the given configuration of conductors and surrounding mediums.

Here, the formulation and the numerical solution technique for each of

the three planar structures will be treated in depth. The analytical

and numerical difficulties associated with the solution process are

identified and most of the time the physical reasons are sought to

resolve these.

In chapter 4, actual computer implementation details are described

with the emphasis on simplicity and efficiency. A novel concept of

the decomposition of Green's function is introduced here to achieve

efficient evaluation of integral over infinite intervals. Then, the

methodology about how one can extend and generalize the basic schemes

to cover arbitrary number of general multiple lines for all three
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planar structures is developed in a descriptive programming form.

Numerical results for the normal mode parameters of various

structures are presented in chapter 5. The range and scope of the

physical configurations which can be covered by our work is very

broad, and thus an extensive presentation of data would be desirable.

But the computing resources allocated to our study arelimited, and

hence the presentation is restricted to show that the numerical

schemes developed do work as they were meant to. Some typical

examples for each of the three planar MIC structures are presented.

The complete working computer program codes are included in the

appendix and are available to any interested party.

Chapter 6 covers the concluding remarks along with some possible

subjects for future study which can either improve the present methods

or extend them to cover other important planar MIC structures.

Some mathematical concepts and formulas relevant to understand

the texts are included in the mathematical appendix. In addition,

the equivalence between the spectral Green's function and the spatial

Green's function which have appeared in the literature separately is

explicitly shown in the same appendix. The documentation of the

computer programs and their usages is included in the last part of

this dissertation.
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Chapter 2. MULTICONDUCTOR TRANSMISSION LINE SYSTEM

Transmission theory has two aspects (Collin 1960). In one case

we are given the characteristics of the line, and the problem is to

study the propagation of electromagnetic waves along the line. In

the other case, we know only conductor configuration and the surround-

ing media, and the problem is to determine the line parameters such

as normal modes of propagation, characteristic impedances, propagation

constants, and attenuation constants. The object of this latter

aspect is, ultimately, to examine the suitability of the lines for

the specified applications. It is this second aspect of the trans-

mission theory which is the main objective of this thesis work on

the various stripline structures in dielectric substrates for appli-

cation in microwave integrated circuits (MIC).

Since the modes of propagation on the ideal transmission lines

are purely TEM, and the dominant modes of propagation on the inhomo-

geneous lines are approximately quasi-TEM at relatively low frequen-

cies, the static electromagnetic field analysis is applicable for our

purpose. The rule of thumb for the range of validity of this assump-

tion is that it holds good with an accuracy of at least 1%, provided

the substrate thickness is no greater than about 3% of the associated

wavelength (Weiss 1974), and it can be fairly high (e.g., X band) for

certain structures.

In this chapter, the relevant definitions to specify the charac-

teristics of the general multiple lines are made along with the

methods to determine these characteristics. Towards the end of this
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chapter, it becomes clear that all the quasi-TEM characteristics of

the lossless transmission lines in the dielectric medium can be found

solely from the distributed capacitance coefficients of the system.

Then, the techniques to find these coefficients are explicitly

discussed for several configurations of our interest.

2.1 Analysis of Lossless Multi-conductor Transmission System

Letts begin the analysis of multi-line transmission system shown

in Fig. 2.1 with the classical distributed circuit formulation as

Matsumodo(1970) and Scanlan(1980) have done.

linel/ / /line n

1 Ground line

Fig. 2.1 N-line transmission system

We can follow exactly the same procedure as the single line circuit

analysis except that the line voltage and the line current are extended

into vector form of column matrix, and the distributed capacitances and

inductances are written in the matrix form including the self and mutu-

el terms.

For the single line incremental system as shown in Fig. 2.2(a),

the fundamental differential equations governing V and I are,
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L dz
31I+dz

C dz

Single transmission line

I V+--

av
zdz

b) Capacitive elements of N-line

n

a

1
c) Inductive elements of N-line

Fig. 2.2 Incremental Equivalent Circuit
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where L is the distributed inductance of the line per unit length,and

C is the distributed capacitance between the lines per unit

length.

To extend egs.(1) into multiple lines as shown in Fig. 2.2(b) and (c),

let V = [V V
2'

...

L1211 12

[LI = L21 L22

.

n2
L

V
n
]T

L
ln

L2n

L
nn

, I =

, (c) =

C11-C12

.°C21 C22

-C
n1

1T

-Cln

-C2n

C
nn

where C. = C
ji

: Capacitance per unit length between i -11 and lines
lj

: Self-capacitance per unit length for i
th

lineC.

( = Cig + E C. )
lj

j=1

jii

Cig : Capacitance per unit length between i
th

line and the

ground line

: Self-inductance per unit length of ith lineLii

L. = Lji : Mutual inductance per unit length between i
th

and
lj

j
th

line

and, the superscript T denotes the transpose of the matrix.

Then, we get,

3z
aV

att
-- = - ELI -- (2a)

a

al. . _Co 21 (2b)
' at .

Note that due to the reciprocity property, [L] is symmetric, and [CI is

symmetric with positive diagonal terms and negative off-diagonal terms
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such that the sum of each row or column is nonnegative, i.e., [C] is

hyperdominant (Matsumodo 1970).

For the uniform system under consideration, we assume a propagation

constant 6 along the direction of propagating z axis, and harmonic time

variation in the form of e
j(wt - 8z)

, then eqs.(2) become

-j8 V = -jw [L] I (3a)

-j3 I = -jw [C] V . (3b)

These eqs. may be decoupled to give the relations containing voltages

only or currents only as

8
2
V = w

2
[L1 [C, V (4a)

2
I = w

2
[C] [L] I . (4b)

By letting A 82/w2 , and rearranging, eqs.(4) become

(MC) - A U ) V = 0 (5a)

([CIEL3-AU)I= 0 (5b)

where U is the identity matrix.

Now, from eqs.(5), it can be properly reasoned that finding the

propagation constants 8, and the normal modes of propagation for vol-

tages and currents of multiple transmission lines renders into famil-

iar matrix eigenvalue and eigenvector problems. The solutions are

in terms of the elements of L and C matrix- and one must find their

values and possible relationship between L and C for various config-

urations of interest so that the properties of the normal modes of

propagation can be examined. For this purpose, the electromagnetic

field analysis provides the link between L and C .

A transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave is the one for which the

electric and magnetic field vectors lie in the plane which is ortho-

gonal to the direction of propagation. As has been discussed before
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this is the principle type of wave which exists on the ideal transmis-

sion lines, and can also be applied approximately on the inhomogeneous

lines.

For the orientation of multi-line system shown in Fig.2.1 with

assumed propagation in the direction of z axis and time factor of e
jwt

,

the Maxwell's field equations are

7x E
t
= -jwp H

t
(6a)

vx H
t
= -jwE E

t
(6b)

where E : Transverse electric field vector

Ht : Transverse magnetic field vector

: Permittivity of the medium

p : Permeability of the medium ,

and the subscript t to the field vectors indicates that they have

transverse, i.e., x and y components only. The medium is assumed to

be ideal which implies lossless, isotropic, and homogeneous.

The vector operator V may be split into two parts,

V = Vt + Vz

,

x ay
A

y
where

t ax
= 6 + -- a : Transverse part

V
t az

= a
z

Longitudinal part.

Now, V
t
xE

t
is a vector perpendicular to the transverse plane, and same

for Vt x ht. Since the fields are purely transverse, eqs.(6) reduce

to the following ;

, ta
a

=

a x t = -iwEE

pz

7
t

x E
t

=

t
x H

t
= 0

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

(7d)
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Differentiating eq.(7a) with respect to z, and substituting from eq.

(7b) after taking vector product

.a2E
g x(g

z
-

9z
z

2

Expanding this result gives

Et +82 E
t

= 0
;z2

where Q = w : Propagation c

By the same way,

t = 0

Z2

Note that the propagation constant is defined explicitly in terms

by az gives

211a
t

= 0 .

onstant.

(10)

of the frequency and the medium parameters. Thus, eqs.(9,10) show

that the pure TEM waves propagate along the lines with a phase velocity

equal to (pE) 2 which is the same as the velocity of light in that

medium.

In addition, it is known that if there are N separate lines

with one additional ground lines, there exist N basic TEM

modes of propagation (Collin 1960). Thus, it is concluded that for

the ideal pure TEM N-transmission lines, there are N TEM modes which

have the same propagation constants of wV:TE. In other words, the prop-

agation modes are completely degenerate such that the normal modes can

be determined arbitrarily having convenient values.

This conclusion may not be applied to the propagation modes of

multi-lines in inhomogeneous medium. Nevertheless, it provides the

necessary clues to examine the normal mode characteristics of the inho-

mogeneous transmission lines in relation with the corresponding homoge-

neous transmission lines, which is the subject of the next section.
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2.2 1`ormn1 Modes of Propagation

The study of the normal mode characteristics of multiple coupled

lines begins with eqs.(5),

([L] [6.1- AU) V = 0

( (C1 11] - AU) I = 0

where A = 2/c1J,2 .

(11a)

(11b)

This indicates that the normal mode characteristics can be drawn di-

rectly from solving the matrix eigenvalue and eigenvector problems

given by eqs.(11).

For the pure TEM transmission lines in homogeneous medium

(consider air or free space, and denote by the subscript o ), the

previous field analysis shows that there exists only one phase velocity)

that is, the eigenvalues of eqs.(I1) should be completely degenerate

as (12)x p 2/w2
0 ' 0 0

This can be possible only when the matrices[1,0 and (Co) have the re-

lation like
Kl[Col = (Co] [1,01 = 110E0 u = (1/v02) U (13)

where v
o
is the velocity of light in air.

For such degenerate eigenvalues, the eigenvectors may be determined

arbitrarily by any orthogonalization procedures. There are seemingly

many choices for eigenmodes of voltages and currents in a homogeneous

medium as was reviewed extensively by Uchida (1967).

The important consequence of eq.(13) is that the distributed induc-

tance and capacitance matrix for homogeneous medium are related to

each other by
[1J 1 E rC 1-1 or [C 7

1' E
7 -1

0; = 0 01.. 00-
Even though the capacitance and inductance matrix can be found

(14)
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separately by solving the electrostatic field and the magnetostatic

field problems,respectively, it is seen from eq.(14) that either one

is sufficient to specify the whole system.

The inhomogeneous medium of our interest is dielectric such that

electrostatic field analysis is preferred, and the inductance matrix

is not dependent upon the dielectric properties of the medium so long

as the magnetic properties of the medium remain unchanged. Thus, the

inductance matrix [11 remains the same, so that we can now drop the

subscript o for (La). Rewriting eq.(14), we get

0 0- 1
[11 u c 01 or !-(c 1

c 1

o'
=

o o
(15)

Now, let's turn our attention to the quasi-TEM modes for the inho-

mogeneous medium. In inhomogeneous medium, rTirC1 rc]ri2 in general

such that the product matrix 11,701
is not symmetric and its eigenmodes

J

may not be orthogonal, and its eigenvalues may not be real, either.

However, rLi[c] = (r0]711)T, that is, [1][C] and [C] [L] are adjoint to

possess the property that the eigenmodes of voltages and the eigenmodes

of current share the same eigenvalues, i.e., the same phase velocities,

and moreover, they are B-orthogonal (Acton 1970).

To examine these in detail, rearrange eqs.(5) after multiplying

with [1:1-1 and ro]-1, respectively as

1-01 V =
J
-1 V (16a)

rL I = [Ci 1 I . (16b)

Substituting eq.(15), these can be expressed in terms of either capac-

itance or inductance matrices only. Now, eqs.(16) are the general-

ized matrix eigenvalue and eigenvector problems of the type Ax =XBx.

As can be found in many linear algebra texts, for example, Strang

(1980), so long as both A and B are symmetric and positive definite,
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its eigenvalues are real, and its eigenvectors can be chosen B-ortho-

gonal,

Obviously the capacitance matrix [C] is symmetric dueto reciprocity

and positive definite because its quadratic form with any sets of non-

zero voltages, i VTIC1V, stands for the electrostatic energy stored in

the system which is, of course, always positive. Similar analogy ap-

plies to the inductance matrix with the magnetostatic energy.

In conclusion, the voltage eigenmodes and the current eigenmodes

have the same positive real eigenvalues, that is, the same phase propa-

gation constants,and are B-orthogonal. The physical implication of bi-

orthogonality between the voltage and current eigenmodes is that the

power between various normal modes is ortogonal. Let the superscript

denote the eigenmode, and the subscript the line, then the power ortho-

gonality property is written as
.T . N . .

V1 Ij = Vk Ij
k

0 (17), if i j

k=1 i = j .

Now, it will be appropriate to give the relevant definitions needed

to specify the transmission chaacteristics of multiple coupled line

system. Rewriting eq.(16a) in terms of capacitance matrice gives,
X

[C] V =-17-06jC0] V 5[Co] V (18)

where k2 = w2p 6
0 0 0,

[col : Capacitance matrix in homogeneous medium of air,
L.

[C.] : Capacitance matrix in inhomogeneous media.

The generalized eigenvalue and eigenvector problem for eq.(18) can be

solved either algebraically for single, double, or triple-coupled lines

or numerically for general N-lines. They will render in general dis-

tinctive eigenvalues and eigenmodes for each eigenvalues.
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Let 1-32 = W2I1 E
eff o

where E
eff

is defined as the effective dielec-

tric constant, then eq.(18) can be written as

[Cl V = 6eff[Co] v . (19)

Thus, the effective dielectric constant for each normal mode is nothing

but the eigenvalue of eq.(19). Because the capacitance matrix is sym-

metric, and positive definite, the eigenvalues, (the effective dielec-

tric constants) are bound to be positive and real. In addition to that

the upper bound and the lower bound of the eigenvalues are prefixed by

the given physical configurations of the transmission system, so that

they may be of help to speed up the solution process, if numerical

process is used.

From the definition of the effective dielectric constant, 6eff, the

mode phase velocity is given by

1
v
ph 4 /T

o
Ee

ff oCo eff

(20)

where v
o
is the velocity of light in free space.

The mode propagation constant, , is obtained by

= wiA0
o
6
eff

6
o
= k

o
E
eff

where k = tulip E
0 0

The voltage normal modes are exactly the same as the eigenvectors

of eq.(19). Once the voltage normal modes are fixed, the current nor-

mal modes which are biorthogonal to voltage modes can be found directly

from eq.(4) which can be rewritten as

I = W[c] V = vph[c] v . (22)

In the subsequent study, we will adopt the normalization scheme for

the voltage and current modes with respect to the first line, line 1,

among the N' -line system, if the corresponding value at this line is not

zero. If zero, normalize with respect to the line 2, and so on.
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Now, let's examine the characteristic impedances of the multiple

coupled line system. Many different definitions for the characteristic

impedances of the multiple transmission lines exist in the literature

(Uchida ; Caroll 1980 ; Lindell 1981), and it is important to follow

the definition chosen, consistently, to avoid possible confusion.

The definition we will adopt is very straightforward, and it readily

reduces to the known ones for simple line cases. However, it has some

minor deficiency of being too rigid which will be exemplified later in

the results for multiple coplanar striplines.

Let's define the characteristic line impedance as the ratio of the

line voltage to the current on the same line for each mode before nor-

malization,
i

Vi

Z. =

T.

(23)

where superscript denotes the eigenmode, and subscript the line.

th
Thus,Z.is read as the characteristic impedance of the j line for

the i
th

eigenmode. By using eq.(22), it can be expressed more explic

itly in terms of voltage mode only as

Vi. 1 V.
Z = (24)

vph c. )

k1 k

where c.
i= C..

: the coefficient of self-capacitance
m m

c..= -C.. for i A j : the coefficient of induction (Ramo et Al.
mj mj

1965).

Then the characteristic admittance is defined as the ratio of the line

current to the voltage on the same line, i.e.,

I.
= = c Vl )

J zi ph k=1 jk k

V. j
V

(25)
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The definitions given so far as eqs.(24) and (25) are very general

and easily computable to give numerical values, once the normal modes

for voltage and current are known. For several simple cases, they can be

derived in closed forms to show the equivalence with the well-known

results :

a) Single line ;

Eq.(19) becomes for single capacitance only,

C V = E
eff

C
o
V (26)

Thus, the effective dielectric constant is found as

C

Eeff C
o

and the characteristic impedance is

Z
1

v
ph

C

b) 2-coupled lines ;

i) General asymmetric lines ;

(27)

(28)

Since the algebraic method beginning with eqs.(4) had been

neatly shown by Tripathi(1975), we begin with eq.(19) to get

the same results in terms of capacitances only. By letting

the primes denote the homogeneous air medium, and C. the self-

capacitance of line 1 (=C11)' C2 the self-capacitance of line

2 (=022), and Cm the mutual capacitance (=C12=021) for brev-

ity, we obtain in full form from eq.(19),

-Cm1FV1 r C1' -Cm'i[Vi

= E (29)
[-Cm C2 eff L-C; CiLV,

Solving the second order matrix equation of eq.(29) for ceff,

results in two distinct eigenvalues which correspond to

in-phase mode (C mode), and antiphase mode (Tr mode) waves,

respectively as



C,7
=

( C C/ C1C 2 C'C ) 1/1
E
eff

1 2 12 - mm
2 ( - C;2 )
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(30)

where A ( C
1 2
C'-

1 2
C'C )2+ 4 ( C

2
C' - C'C ) ( C

1
C' - C'C

m
),

m 2 m
C'

and ( + ) goes to C mode, and ( - ) to Trmode.

[
The corresponding voltage normal modes are designated as for

R
e

C mode, and [ 1

R
ifor 7 mode of which R

C,7

Q
7

Vest7
R - 2 =

C - ECP7 C' C -ef 1 = M
C,7 C,7 COT

1
Cm -

SCOT
Cm C2 -

are given as

Eeff
C

eff m
Cor

eff 2

(31)

Then, from eqs.(24) and (25), the characteristic immitances are

found as
Cp7 p7 / 1

Y1 = vc - C R ) = -----ph M C,7 C,7
Z1

Yc'7 = ( C - C /R
1

2 ph 2 m
Zc'71
2

)

ii) Symmetric lines ;

(32)

For the case of identical lines, in-phase (C mode) and antiphase

(IT mode) become even and odd mode , respectively. Setting

C
1

= C
2
in eq.(30) leads to the effective dielectric constants

as given by
e C - C

= 1 m
Eeff

C' - C'
1 m

o C + C
= 1 m

Eeff
C' + C'

m

The voltage normal modes are
ri

Ll-

(33)

i
for even mode, and 1

r
for odd

L-1_1

mode. And the characteristic immitances are

Y
e

'

o
= Y

e
'

o
= vieph

o
( C1 - Cm ) = .

1,2 e,o e,o (34)
Z
1,2

Z

In addition, the symmetric 3-coupled lines had been analyzed in

closed forms by Tripathi (1977), and the symmetric 4-coupled

lines were partly discussed in (Rizzoli and Lipparini 1978).
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Beyond 4-coupled lines, no closed form solutions exist and we have to

rely solely on the numerical methods to solve eq.(19).

In summary, it has been shown that the normal modes of propagation

of the N-line transmission system can be fully analyzed, once the ca-

pacitance matrices for both the homogeneous medium of air, and the in-

homogeneous media are found. Then, the next step is to examine as to

how the capacitance matrix may be determined for .a given multiple

line configuration, which is the subject of the next section.

2.3 Coefficient Matrix of Distributed Capacitance

The classical discussion of the several conductor problem is that

of Maxwell in terms of defined coefficients of potential, capacitance,

and induction and has been clealy explained in many texts including

(Ramo et al).

Ground

C
g

a) Four conductors, one is ground b) Equivalent circuit

Fig.2.3 Multiple Conductor System

From the principle of superposition in linear systems, it is obvious

that for a system with charges Q1, Q2, n
on n conductors ( for

example, Fig.2.3(a) with 4 conductors ), the potential at any conduc-

tor is linealy related to the charges. This linear relation between

charges and potentials leads to the set of linear equation as



Q
1

= c
11

V
1

+ c
12

V
2

+ + c
ln

V
n

Q
2
= c

21
V
1

+ c
22

V
2

+ + c
2n

V
n

Qn cn1 V1 cn2 V2
+ c

nn
V
n

where is called the coefficient of self-capacitance, andc.. c.

27

(35)

(i # j) the coefficient of induction which is related to the mutual

capacitance of the equivalent circuit as shown in Fig.2.3(b).

The relation between the coefficients of capacitance and induction,

and the capacitances appearing in the equivalent circuit such as Fig.

2.3(b) can be obtained by writing the charge equation for the various

nodes of the equivalent circuit in terms of the node potentials,

Q
1

= C
1g

V
1

+ C
12

(V
1

- V
2

) + + C n(Vi -

Q
2

= C
21

(V
2
- V1) + C

2g
V
2 C2n(V2 Vn)

.. (36)

Q
n

= C
n1

(V
n

-
1

) + C
n2

(V
n-

V
2

) + + C
ng

V.

By comparing with the set of eq.(35), the generalized relations are

obtained as
c. = Ci + E C
1i g =1 ijj

gi
ci = -C. for i j

j

C. =.r c. .

ig 3=1 ij

(37)

The properties of these elements have been discussed at the beginning

of this chapter.

The set of eq.(35) shows that for any given set of applied poten-

tials, the charges induced on any conductor can be determined, once

the coefficients of the capacitance matrix are known. Conversely, the

coefficients of capacitance can be determined by finding the induced
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charges on any conductor for the specifically applied potentials on

all the conductors. For general n-line system, there are i(n+1)n

independent coefficients of capacitance because of the symmetry of

the [C] matrix. They can be determined easily column by column by

applying simple potential configurations to the lines as follows.

th.
Let's apply a potential V on the o line (say 1.0 volt for

convenience), and the zero potentials on all other lines, and assume

we solve the electrostatic field problem for these applied potentials

for the induced charges per unit length on each line, then eq.(27) is

reduced to

Q1 c1jVj c1j

Q = c V. = c
2 2j 2j (38)

Q
n

= c
nj
.V. = c

nj

Thus,oncethe.Q1sarefound,ci=Q
1'

c
2j

= Q2, c = Q
j 2'

C.
n

In general repeating the above procedure for the next lines, all the

coefficients of capacitance will.be found. Thus, we can write for

C. as

( c. . Q.13 1
, i = 1,2,..n j=1,2,..,n

V4=1.0
VJ= 0, k=1,2,... n but k # j (39)

In actual application to the planar transmission lines, the symmet-

rical lines are more frequently used than the general non-symmetrical

lines. In this case, it may be of some advantage to make use of the

symmetry of lines to reduce the required computational resources

such as the memory sizes and the time needed to solve related electro-

static field problem. For this purpose, the potentials are applied

in the form of even symmetry or odd symmetry.
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plane of! symmetry plane of:symmetry

4.13 <--S -S-> ,1

4-814
3
-4

-.W
1-4

4._*
2

_.

i

.4.-4%T3-- 414 .4.4,i .&-li <--)

4

(a) Even-numbered multi-line (b) Odd-numbered multi-line

Fig.2.4 Symmetrical Multiple Lines

a) Even-numbered symmetrical lines as shown in Fig.2.4(a) :

i) Even potentials applied ;

Let V. = V17
-j +1

= 1.0 volt, and all others to 0, and solve for

the charges induced on each line, then from the set of eq.(35),

we get
Q1 =

n-i+1
= ci

j
Vj + c1

,n-j +1
V
n-j +1

= ci
j

+ c1
,n-j+1

.

(40)
ii) Odd potentials applied ;

Let V. = -V
n-j+1

= 1.0 volt, and all others to o, then we will

get
Qo _QO

1 n-i+1 cijUj ci,n- j +1Un -j +1 cij ci,n -j +1'

(41)
Now, combining eqs.(40) and (41) leads to

c
ij

Q( . + Q. )

( Q? Q? )ci,n-j+1 1 1

where m is defined as m = n/2 .

Repeating the above procedure for each j from 1 to m will give the

values of all the coefficients of capacitance.

b) Odd-numbered symmetrical lines as shown in Fig.2.4(b) :

Let n = 2m +1, then we can follow a similar procedure as the pre-

vious case as follows :

i=1,2,.... m (42)



i) For j=1,2,...,(m-1) ;

Let V. = V
m+j

. = 1.0 volt, and all others to 0, then
j

e e
Q. = 0 = c. .V + c. V = C. + C.
1 'm+i 13 i

1,m+j j ij 1,m+j

Similarly for odd potentials, we will get

Q1 = -0m
o

i+i
= ci

j
Vj - c1

,m+j
V
j

= ci
j

c1
,m+j

.

Therefore, we get

c.. = T?: t .i-

A oe

ij Q1 i=1,2,... m (45)

1
A e o

c.
,m+3 . =

,

( Q.1 Q1. )

ii) For center line of j=m ;

Let V
m

= 1.0 volt, and all others to 0, then we will get

30

(43)

(44)

c. = 0. i=1,2,.... m (46)

In conclusion, it has been shown that the coefficients of the dis-

tributed capacitance matrix can be determined in a straightforward

manner, once the electrostatic field problem for the given potential

configurations is solved. The solution of the electrostatic field

problem for a given geometrical configuration of conductors and

dielectrics leads to the characterization of single or multiple

coupled transmission line problems.
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Chapter 3. QUASI-STATIC FIELD FORMULATION OF

MIC PLANAR TRANSMISSION STRUCTURES

The problems we are facing are basically 2-dimensional potential

problems with Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e., for any applied

potentials on n-strip lines, we need to solve the associated electro-

static problems for the unknown charges induced on every conduc-

tor. That is, we need to solve

V2( = p(x',y')

with boundary conditions, b = V. , for j=1,2,...,n

where denotes the potential, p the distributed charge, and prime

indicates the source point, and 6 the permittivity.

We shall approach the problems via the Green's function techniques

based on the single-layer potentials. This representation reduces to

the direct formulation of the Dirichlet problem in terms of the Fred-

holm integral equation of the first kind for the unknown charge dis-

tribtion, while the double-layer potential formulation leads to the

Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. Thus, in principle,

the field problem reduces to

(x,y) = fG(x,y1x',y')p(x,,y1) dl'

where G(x,yjx',y') is the appropriate Green's function to be defined

later.

It is generally understood that the Fredholm integral equation of

the first kind with non-singular kernel may be difficult to solve

numerically, being inherently unstable (ill-conditioned) (Atkinson
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1976). This might have been part of the reason as to why many

workers, in the past, preferred to deal with the double-layer potential

formulation or to convert the first kind into that.of the second kind

where the numerical solution techniques are well developed (Atkinson ;

Baker 1977).

However, one of the main features of 2-dimensional potential problem

is that its Green's function usually shows the logarithmic behavior

like log jr-r'l. The inherent singularity in the logarithmic kernel

when the source and field points coincide ensures the strong diagonal

dominance in the resultant matrix of the corresponding algebraic system

derived from integral equation with numerical discretization process

and thus, in general well-behaved numerically (Jaswon and Symm 1977).

Though, for some planar structures, another singularity in the kernel

when (r -r'l÷c° necessitates to introduce an auxiliary condition

in order to get a balanced system.

Among the many advantages of the integral equation formulation,

the dimensionality reduction is particularly useful in relation with

the computational burdens over the conventional method like finite-

difference formulation. Another significant advantage is that the

kernel function of integral equation is essentially of the convolution

type in potential problems. This allows one to use the integral trans-

form technique such as the Fourier transform, and in this transformed

domain, we can manipulate the terms algebraically whenever such a

change is needed.

The geometric structures of our interest are planar and the Fouri-

er transform technique is well suited to these problems. In this

chapter, the method of finding the boundary Green's function for the
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inhomogeneous dielectric medium is studied in the Fourier transformed

spectral domain, and the means of discretization process to get approx-

mate solutions are discussed for the three fundamental planar structures

of our interest along with the introduction of the necessary mathematics

and physics. Eventually, we are to be faced with two different types

of Fredholm integral equation of the first kind, i.e.,

i) Weakly singular for the microstrip and coplanar striplines,

ii) Cauchy-type singular for the coplanar waveguides.

3.1 Boundary Green's Function

In this section, the boundary Green's function will be formulated

for the open configuration as shown in Fig.3.1, which is useful not

only by itself for the double layer microstrip lines, but also can be

easily reduced to the single layer microstrip line or coplanar struc-

tures by changing the physical parameters.

0 0

o
' 616

o

Ground plane

Fig.3.1 Cross-section of open MIC structure
on double layer medium

The potential function satisfies the Poisson equation

02 (I)(X,Y) = P(Xl,Y1) (1 )

and a boundary condition that it vanishes on the ground plane, and
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all other continuity conditions. We define the Green's function

G(x,y1x1,y') for unit impulse line charge located at (x',y') shown in

Fig.3.1 via
V2G(x,y1x',y') = - 6(x-x1)6(Y-Y') (2)

where G(x,y1x1,y') satisfies the same boundary and continuity condi-

tions as cl)(x,y) except for the source condition, and S is Dirac delta

impulse function.

Applying the superposition, it follows that potential function

(1)(x,y) is expressed as

cgx,y) = iG(x,y1x',y') p(x',y') ax'

where the integral is defined over the strip surfaces.

(3)

To find the Green's function, we follow the standard procedure of

utilizing the Fourier transform technique. First, we set eq.(2) for

each region in Fig.3.1 as

for region 1, V2G(x,y) = - 1 6(x-x')6(y-y') , y > h1 +h2

1 5(x-x')6(y-y') (4)
for region 2, V2G(x,y) = --

for region 3, V2G(x,y) = 06160 , 0 < y < h2 .

Note that the infinitely thin conducting strips are located between

region 1 and region 2.

Next, we introduce the Fourier transform along the x axis ( see

Appendix 1A for definitions used ) since along this direction, the

medium is homogeneous,

, d2 1 jax'
--2- a ) (a,y) = - T e cS(y-hi-h2), in I
dy

d2

'

( a2 ) a(a,y)
e1 co

ejaxics(y-
h1-h2), in II (5)dyi

d2
a2( 772- C42 ) (04,Y) = 0

Writing the homogeneous solution for the spectral Green's function in

each region gives,
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a(a,y) = A(a) e-Ial(Y-h'-h2)+ A'(a) elal(Y-hl-h2) , in I

= B(a) sinh Ial(y-h2) + C(a) cosh Ial(y-h2) , in II (6)

a(a,y) = D(a) sinh Ialy + D'(a) cosh luly , in III.

Applying the boundary condition at y=0, and regular condition at y 4 co

results in,
D'(a) = 0 , and A'(a) = 0 , respectively.

Then, eqs.(6) reduce to

"flot,y) =
e-I 1(Y-1-11-h2) , inI

a(a,y) = sinh lal(y-h2) + C(a) cosh laI(y-h2) , in II (7)

1(a.,Y) = D(a) sinh lalY

The unknown coefficients A(a), B(a), C(a) and D(a) are determined

by applying the following boundary conditions for potentials and elec-

tric flux densities at the interfaces in. the spectral domain.

a(a,h1 +h2+0) = a(a,hi+h2-0)

a(a,h2+0) = a(a,h2-0)

e(a,Y)I da(a,y) jaxl
SO

iI c150
(8)

dy y=hi+h2+0 dy y=hi+h2-0
= -e

da(a,y)
51E0

dy
da(a,y)

-y=h2+0 525° dy
= 0 .

y=h2-0

Applying the above B.C.'s leads to the solution for the unknown coeffi-

cients as follows,

coth a h + E coth
jaxl

A(a) =

coIaI LE1(Ei+coth Ialhi)+E2coth Ialh2(1+Eicoth laihD)

D(a) =
El A(a)

E2sinh Ialhi cosh Ialh2 + Elcosh I Ihi sinh laIh2

C(a) = D(a) sinh lathe

B(a) =
ci

D(a) cosh lalh2

By substituting these coefficients into eqs.(7), the spectral

Green's function in each region may be obtained. Since the domain of

)
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our interest lies on the interface where the conducting strips are

placed, and all the integrations in eq.(3) should be done for that

interface, it is sufficient to consider the Green's function on that

interface, y=h1 +h2, and we can define it the boundary Green's function.

Thus, the boundary Green's function a(a) is defined by

(a,) = (a,h1 +h2) = A(a) (10)

( ci coth jalhi + 62 coth lalh2 ) ejaxt

cola! Cel(ci+coth lalh1)+62coth lalh2(1+cicothahi2

By taking the inverse Fourier transform for eq.(10), we can get the

boundary Green's function in spatial domain as

co

G(x-x') = F- [G( )] =
7

f -0;(a) e-jxc' da
2

Note that G(x-x') is of the convolution type.

Thus, from eq.(3), the potential on the interface of y=h1 +h2 can

be expressed as 00

c(x) = I G(x-x') p(x') dx' .

The Fourier transform pair for eq.(12) is

.(a) = a(a) .f3(a)

(12)

(13)

where
'a(a) =

( 61 coth lalhi + 62 coth lalh2 ) (1)
Eolal [61(61+coth 1011111)+E2coth loll h2(1+coth laihi)j

.

axt
Note that we can drop ej in eq.(10) by letting x1=0, since it

simply represents the shift of the source position.

In the following sections, the spectral domain Green's function for

microstrip lines and coplanar lines is presented. These are derived in

a straightforward manner from eq.(14) and represent the special cases

where h2 + 0 for the microstrip lines and h2+03 with E2+ 1 for the

coplanar structures.
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3.2 Microstrip Line Structures

In this section, the microstrip line, the most widely used structure

is treated with the introduction of simple but efficient computational

method for approximate solutions. The static field solution technique

which is the groundwork of this thesis has originated primarily from

the well-known method of Bryant and Weiss (1968) for the single and

2-coupled symmetric lines. For our work with a strong emphasis on

efficient computations, that old method needs to be completely over-

hauled and extented into the case of general multiple coupled lines.

For the microstrip line on a single layer substrate shown in Fig.3.2

the boundary Green's function in spectral domain is found from eq.(14)

and is given by letting h2 4 0,

1

colul(l+Ercoth lath)

0

OW M.O. IMO

C
E

r

1\

h

(15)

Fig.3.2 Single Microstrip Line

A great deal of work has been done and numerous papers have been

published during recent years on the quasi-TEM characteristics of

the single and coupled microstrip lines as well as the high frequency

dispersion characteristics. For quasi-static analysis, typical methods

are ; i) Modified conformal mapping approximation (Wheeler 1965)
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ii) Finite difference method (Green 1965; Stinehelfer 1968;
Lennartsson 1972)

Integral equation method

a) Image Green's method (Silvester 1968)

b) Eigenfunction expansion method (Yamashita and Atsuki 1970)

c) Fourier transform method

1) Local basis approximation (Bryant and Weiss 1968)

2) Global basis approximation (Yamashita and Mittra 1968).

Most of these methods have been well reviewed in (Mittra and Itoh 1974;

Weiss 1974; Gupta et al. 1979). Among these, the method we will devel,

op is that of Bryant and Weiss. The reason is that though it isnot the

best, it is a relatively simple. and efficient method. In addition, it

can be extended easily to the case of multiple coupled line structures.

A. Method of Solution

Numerical technique to be developed is based on the Galerkin method

which is founded upon variational principle of stationary physical

systems. The relevant mathematical properties of these are reviewed in

Appendix 1A.

Let us begin with

(a) = (a) I3(a)

(1(x) = f G(x- x')p(x') dx .

Choose the basis function set for the charge distribution p(x) by the

(16)

(17)

piecewise constant (gate or pulse) function which was used by Bryant

and Weiss, and is one of the simplest amongst many possible basis func-

tions. The pre-condition to be a valid basis function is that it should

have finite support® Expanding p(x) in terms of these gate functions

gives,
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p( x) =

j1a.7(x-x.)

(18)

where the gate function Tt(x) is defined as

1/b , -b/2 < x < b/2

i 0 , otherwise .

The Fourier transform of gate function is the familiar sinc function as

ri(x) (19)

illustrated in Fig.3.3,

II(a) = sin (b/2)a
(b/2)a

(20)

Fig.3.3 Gate function and its Fourier transform

Nov, we need to divide the width of the strip into small steps

of equal width as shown in Fig.3.4. This implies that in multiple line

structures, each width of conducting strips and spacings between them

should be the integer multiples of the basic steps. In this straight-

forward way, we can ease a lot of computational burden, since the ob-

jective of our work is to devise simple and efficient computational

models. In practical device application, it is found that this resric-

tion would not impose any disadvantages because of the inevitable error

margins.
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Fig.3.4 Discretization of single strip line and its ordering

For each gate function used in the j
th

step, the point x. denotes

the middle point of that step as indicated in Fig.3.4, and the step

width b is equal to W
1
/N . Transforming eq.(18) into Fourier spect-

ral domain and using shift theorem gives,

N jx.a

13(06) = X a. e 11(a) (21)

j=1

Sustituting this into eq.(16) leads to obtain,

N jx.a
= I a. (a) e J H(a) . (22)

j=1

At this stage, we have several options of selecting the test func-

tion set for the potential function to solve eq.(22). Typical ones are

i) Collocation method :

Choose the Dirac delta function at the midpoint of each steps as

the test fumction,

fi(x) = 6(x-xi) (23)

for which the Fourier transform is

jx.a
377 .(a) = e (24)

Then, taking the inner product of this .(a) with both sides of

eq.(22) gives,

rco -jx.a r'
-i(x.-x.)a

je 1 .1(a) da = X a. I (a) .(a) e 1 da . (25)

-m j.1 J..00

Applying Parseval's theorem to the left hand side of eq.(25) and

transferring the factor of 217 into the right hand side

will reduce eq.(25) into the following compact form,



where

0(xi) = y
1

K.. a.
3 3

K..

= 1,2,....,n

1
-j(x.-.)u

G(a) fl(a) e 1

1

Tr

da

G(a) Not) cos (x.-x.3 )a da .
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(26)

(27)

ii) Rayleigh -Ritz method :

Choose the test function set the same as the basis function set

as given by
f.(x) = ?1(x -x.)

then, jx.a
= e 1 11(a) .

Following the same way as in the previous case, we obtain

11

(28)

-jx.0 N .= -j(x.-x.)a
e 1 H(a) .(a) da = a. 1 a(a) 112(a) e 1 3 da (29)

j=1 J

Applying Parseval's theorem, the left hand side becomes

rco -jx.

H(a) (a) da = 27 1.
1

11(x -xi) 0(x) dx

,x.+b/2

= 27 1 I (x)dx=d)(x.1 ),

1

because potential 0(x) is defined constant throughout the strip.

(30)

Then, we obtain the compact result for this method as

where

((x.) = 1 K. . a. i = 1,2, ....,N
j1 13 3

f"'

Kij = ) 2(a) 112(a)

7(1/7)17 a(u) I12(a)

-j(x.-x.)a
e

1

cos (x.-x.)a da
3_ 3

( 31 )

(32)

Now, by applying the potential, say 1.0 volt to ('s, we can solve

both sets of linear equations (26) and (31) for unknown coefficients

of charge distribution a Is. The total charge induced on the strip
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will be determined by

Q = a. . (33)

1 j=

a

1 j

Note the similarities between collocation and Rayleigh -Ritz method.

In addition, in both cases the matrix [4, as defined by eqs.(26) and

(31), respectively, is positive definite and symmetric, which makes

the numerical process very stable and many routines are available to

exploit these properties. The evaluation of the integral, however, is

not fast enough in view of the numerical efficiency. This problem is

addressed again in the next chapter where it is shown that very fast

schemes based on the decomposition of the Green's function can be de-

veloped which are applicable to both the collocation and Rayleigh-Ritz

method.

NotealsothatthematrixelementKiiis dependent upon relative

positionofx.and x. . The resultant matrix is known as Toeplitz

type which occurs quite often in the finite element methods or in the

moment methods for antenna problems (Stutzman and Thiele 1981). In

multiple coupled microstrip line structures, the resultant matrix turns

out to be block-Toeplitz type. This Toeplitz property can be used to

obtain more efficient numerical matrix schemes, although it is not

employed in our work.

It is determined that the simple numerical scheme developed in

this section is very general such that we can extend similar ones to

the problems of the coplanar strip and waveguide structures. Though

some modifications are required to resolve the analytic difficulties

associated with these structures.
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3.3 Coplanar Stripline Structures

For the coplanar stripline with a single layer substrate as shown

in Fig.3.5, the spectral boundary Green's function can be derived from

eq.(14) by taking the limit) h24-0D. Let ci=cr, and hi=h , then

we get 1 + c
r

coth lalh

:rifT(a)
1

(34)
so loll Lt-1-62r -)4-26 coth Ictih]

r

co

Fig.3.5 Coplanar Stripline Structure

There has not been any significant work published on the exact

numerical treatments of these structures for their quasi-TEM charac-

teristics, although several dispersion analysis have appeared. One

of the reasons for this is that there are some analytic difficulties

in dealing with the spectral Green's function G(a) as given by eq.(34).

Thus, the studies in the past for the quasi-static analysis have been

confined to the use of the formula derived from the conformal mapping

technique by assuming a homogeneous medium (Hanna and Veyres 1980;

Gupta et al. 1979). Furthermore, such analytic method cannot be ex-

tended to tackle the multiple coupled line structures.

The difficulty in 'a(a) is that there exists an extra singularity

different from other MIC structures as 4- 0, in addition to the
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common singularity as ot4-00. This common singularity as a÷co corre-

sponds to the usual source point singularity of Green's function in

spatial domain which arises always for any kind of problem. The

extra singularity as a÷0 is peculiar to the 2-dimensional potential

function for an isolated system, which shows logirl singularity as r+CO

in spatial domain. Even in elementary electromagnetic theory for a

unit line charge problem, we have to adopt to this situation, and thus

choose some arbitrary point as the reference of zero potential to

define the potential difference from this datum to any field point so

as to avoid log(r) singularity as r±03.

Though the direct integral with "(a) of eq.(34) is not feasible

in usual manner due to strong singularity at origin and the Cauchy

principle value concept is not applicable, there is a remedy to over-

come this kind of difficulties. It is called the Regularization which

appears in the theory of Generalized Functions (Gel'fand and Shilov

1964). Abrief treatment of the subject is given in Appendix 1B. It

turns out that the analytic regularization process, which is sometimes

called the renormalization (Reed and Simon 1930), is just equivalent

to physically taking some arbitrary point as the reference of potential

for the line charges as was descrived before. There remains the prob-

lem of setting this reference point in the implementations, and formu-

lating the problem to be proper. To make it proper, we need to intro-

duce an auxiliary condition of the total charge balancing.



A. Method of Solution

We begin with

and
(a) = a(a) c3(a)

gx) = fc° G(x-x') p(x') dx'
cc
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(35)

Choosing the basis function set for the charge p(x) as the same gate

function set used in the previous section leads to expand p(x) in

terms of gate functions as

p(x) 11(x-xi (36)

j=1

with the spectral domain form as given by
jx.a

F5(a) = I a. e TI(a) . (37)
j=1

Note that it is assumed that on the spacing between the strips as shown

inFig.3.6,thecoefficientsvardsh,Le.,a.=0 for j=n1+1,n

1 2 ... n n +1 n +2 11*94.1

x...1 xlf-1 + 1 1 t 1----
ni+mi+11 2 n1 4W1 s1 W.2

X.

Total Width

Fig.3.6 Discretization of coplanar striplines and its ordering

From the discretization shown in Fig.3.6, it is noted that

Total Width = ( W1 + W2 ) + S1

Step Size = Total Width / N (38)

where N= (n1+n2)+m1, n1= Wi/b, n2= W2/b, and m1= Si/b .

Following the same procedure, we have two choices for the test

function set of potential functions. In either case, we get

(xi') = X
j

K.
l

a. and n1 +m1+1,..,N (39)
'

j=1
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where for the collocation method,

K..
lj

= (1/7) a(a) 7
j

(a) cos (x.-x. )a da
0

and for the Raleigh-Ritz method,

CO

K.. = (1/n) I a(a) 712(a) cos (x.-x.)a da .
ij j

(41)

Now, the following discussion is directed toward eq.(40) for the

collocation result, and the same arguments will apply to eq.(41) for

the Rayleigh-Ritz method.

Ashasbeenindicated,thematrixelementK..of eq.(40) cannot be
ij

evaluated in normal sense due to singularity at a+ 0, and also the

left hand side of eq.(39) is not well defined because it is implicitly

referenced with respect to co. Thus, eq.(39) shows indefinite terms on

both sides as o0E00, and not much can be expected directly from it.

To resolve these difficulties, we need to introduce the relative

potential (potential difference) with respect to some fixed point in

the l.h.s. of eq.(39) as was done for unit line charge potential, and

to apply the regularization of generalized function concept to the

integral for matrix element
j

Kid. From the definition of K1.. ,

Kii = (1/,) I G(a) fl(a) cos(xi-x, j)a da
J

= (1/7)
oa

aa(a)ri(a)cos(x.-x.j )a da .

Regularization is defined as

(42)

f(x)-f(°)dx + f(x)dx . (43)
0 0 )1 3(

Denoting the regularized result by prime('), and applying eq. (43)

gives, R

= (1/7) .1. --ika(a)R(a)cos(x.-x.)a - 14a +
ij a j E0,1

(1/7) a(a)Ti(a)cos(x.-x.j )ada . (44)
1

'R
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1
Here, -1...Fj(a)ff(a)cos(x.-x.)al = is used. (44)

3. 1 2m0
la=0

Note the use of free constant R which is finite but not zero, instead

of 1 used in eq.(43). The reason for this is that the regularization

process is not unique (Reed and Simon).0ne may conveniently leave it

with R, and later one can choose some large value for it to obtain

efficient numerical quadrature for eq.(44). Actually selecting any

fixed value of R is physically equivalent to choose the reference

point of zero potential. Let us denote that datum r with respect to

free constant R, then the left hand side of eq.(39) should be modified

to reflect this datum in the form of potential difference between field

pointx.and the datum such as
1

d(xi) c:)(xi) - (1)(r) . (45)

Now, the seemingly implausible formulation of eq.(39) has been turned

into a new form which makes perfect sense,

[(xi) - cl)(r)1= K:.a. , i=1,2,..,n1 and (46)

j=1 13 3 n1 +m1+1,...,N

Now, it will be shown that the actual choice of the free constant R,

and hence the datum r, is not relevant in due procedures.

By selecting any known point on the conducting strips, e.g., the

last point x, for convenience, we may reformulate eq.(46) in terms of
lv

potential difference with respect to this x, as
A

Mxi)-(r))-MxN)-(r)) = '1)(xi)-CxN) (47)

Let v(xi) = q5(xi)-(xN), and Lij = Icy then eq.(46) reduces to

N
11)(x.) = L..a. , i=1,2,..,n

1
and (48)

3.0 j

j=1 n
1
+m

1
+1

'

n
1
+m

1
+2,...,(N-1)

Now, we have the linear system which has (n1 +n2-1) equations for

(n
1
+n

2
) unknown coefficients. This is an undetermined case in which
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unique solution is not expected, and we need to seek the missing one

more equation to make the linear system exact, because we know the

physical system is uniquely determined.

It has been discussed in many texts including classical text of

Stratton (1941) that the 2-dimensional potential function is in general

not regular at infinity, but that if the total charge is zero, so that

f

co

p(x)dx = 0, then r.) is bounded as r4-00. This principle is exactly

the one needed for the coplanar stripline structures. When the poten-

tial is applied, we know that it induces equal amount of positive and

negative charges to make total charge zero. So the missing relation-

ship is
a. 7 0 .

J =1

This is the concept of total balancing which makes the problem with

(49)

this kind of singularity to be proper. On the contrary, in problems

with Cauchy-type singularity, all terms are balanced by themselves,

and may be called self-balancing.

Rewritng eqs.(48) and (49),

where

= L..a. , i=1,2,...,n1 and
j

n
1
+m

1
+1,n

1
+m

1
+2,...,(N-1)

0 = a.

J=1
'W(xi) = (x.) cb( ,)

K - K'
ij Nj

rEi

K. = (1/7) i -.1Z(c)lf(a)cos(x:-x.)0c -20 ]da +

J'

(1/7) J (a)111(a)cos(xi.,xj)ada .

(50)

It should be noted that the resultant matrix LL) is no longer sym-

metric, but still maintains a weak diagonal dominance to render
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stability in numerical procedures. The induced charge on each strip

is found by n1

Q = X a. , and Q
2

= a. . (51)
1 j

j=1 j=n
1
+m

1
+1

Note that the total charge ( Q
1

+ Q
2

) = 0 .

With the understanding of above development, we may devise another

much simpler formulation which does not necessiate the introduction of

generalized function concept at all. Beginning with the indefinite

form of eq.(39),
(b(x.) = X K..a , i=1,2,...,n and (52)

j=1 10 j ni+m
1
+1,n

1
+m

1 1

Let us take the direct potential difference between xi's and the fixed

point, say xv again, then we get

ct,(xi) - 1)(xN) = X (K.. - NW.)
j=1 10

i=1,2,...,n
1

(53)

i=n
1
+m

1
+1,.,(N-1)

Here, the resultant new matrix element (K.. -K
Nj

) is no longer singular

due to cancellation as shown below,

Kij = (1 /n) I

o

''(a)17(ce)[cos(x.-x.)a-cos(xN
-x

j
)ajda.

(54)

Thus, we obtain another equivalent formulation as

.q)(xi) = X L..a. , .i=1,2,..,ni and n1 +m1+1,...,(N-1)

0 = X a. ,

j=1
where

i1(xi) = (xj) - q)(N)

(-
L.. = K.. - KNj (1/7) j a(a)ff(a) Ecos(xN-x.)0:

JO --cos(x-x3.)aldu .

A

Since the relations (50) and (55) are identical, in computational

implementation, either one can be employed to fill the matrix element

(55)

r
of LL,1.
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Two previous methods mentioned are conceptually precise, but have

the slight disadvantage of rendering non-symmetric linear equation,

which usually requires as much as twice the storage and the computing

time as compared to the symmetric linear equations of the same order.

After some consideration, it is seen that the symmetry can be recovered.

directly from eq.(46) as shown below.

From the intermediate relations of

N

[(x.) - (1)(r)1 = I Z. a. , i=1,2,....,N
j`

(56)(56)
and

0 = I a. ,

j=1
rather than trying to remove the unknown datum and its potential 0(r)

as have been done before, we can consider it to be one additional

unknown coefficient, and transfer it to right hand side leading to,

= y K. a. + c(r) , i=1,2,...,N
41 1°

0 = y a. .

j=1 0

The resultant matrix now is symmetric and is given by

[.11 [a 1

LI.1 3 0 cb(r)

(57)

(58)

In summary, it has been demonstrated in this section that physical

interpretation of the problem has been helpful in resolving the diffi-

culties associated with the formulation having singularities. It is

advisable that in case of such singularity formulation, we should at

first try to cancel out or at least attempt to mute the singularity

by examining the physical consequences before attempting to de-

vise the numerical schemes for the computational solutions.
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3.4 Coplanar Waveguide Structures

The coplanar waveguide structure can be considered as a physical

dual of the coplanar stripline structure, and requires completely dif-

ferent approach to treat numerical solutions from those for the micro-

strip line or the coplanar stripline.

co

Fig.3.7 Coplanar Waveguide Structure

Due to the semi-infinite extension of grounding strips on both sides

on the same surface with intervening conducting strips as shown in

Fig.3.7, the usual integral equation like eq.(12), i.e., the relation

for potential vs. charge, is not useful. The reason is that the un-

known charge distribution does not possess the property of finite sup-

port exactly. Instead, we need to set up the integral equation of a

different type, namely, charge vs. tangential electric field as

p(x) = Y(x-x') E
x
(x') dx'

To find the integral kernel, Y(x-x'), which may be called the

Green's function for this formulation, Fourier transform technique

is again utilized. In spectral domain, eq.(59) becomes

p(a) = (c)6) x
(0) .

(59)

(60)
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From the definition of tangential electric field as E
x

= -
ax '

in

spectral domain this gives

t (a) = ja(a) = jaa(a)'15(a) (61)

where a(a) is the same spectral Green's function as that of coplanar

striplines. Transferring jad(a) to the other side, and rewriting

eq.(61), we get
1 -

Na)
jok. G(a)

E (a)

L(1+62') + 2E coth lajh)
(62)

-
= -jco sgna E (a)

(1 c coth 4a(h)

{-1
for ek<..0

1 for ck>0
where sgna = : is read as signum (Bracewell 1978).

Thus,

(a) -jco sgna
[(1+Eit) + 2E coth lalh]

= .

(1 + E
r

coth lalh)
(63)

Note the odd symmetry for Y(a), which might have been one of the

reasons as to why the exact numerical treatments for coplanar waveguide

structures have also been rare. Only recently, using a similar formu-

lation, but employing different numerical scheme called the global

basis method, the case of a single coplanar waveguide on an anisotropic

substrate has been studied (Kitazawa and Hayashi 1981). Most of the

work reported has been restricted to the use of the conformal mapping

as has been the situation for coplanar striplines (Wen 1969; Davis et

al 1973).

The integral equation appearing here is the Fredholm integral equa-

tion of the first kind with Cauchy-type singular kernel in spatial

domain. In related mathematical literature, there has been an abundunt

treatment of this subject, but they are mostly bound to the single open

arc ( from -1 to 1), or the closed curve like circle (Baker 1977;

Delves and Walsh 1974). The region of our interest is multiple-
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connected open arcs which has been one of the rarely mentioned fields.

In this section, general schemes .are developed which can be easily

extended to treat multiple line structures.. It is seen that we encoun-

ter the same kind of irregularities as were descrived in (Atkinson 1972)

and these need to be resolved and reasoned out explicitly by utilizing

the basic physical properties of the system.

A. Method of Solution

The beginning procedures for this case is similar to the previous

structures, except here the roles of E
x

and p are interchanged.

We start with the discretization of the single coplanar waveguide as

illustrated in Fig.3.8.

.11C Total Width
1 2 ni n1 +1 n+mi N

- -I--- 4
1 e-FX

1
X
2

s1 w1
S2 -->

Fig.3.8 Discretization of single coplanar waveguide and its ordering

From this figure, it is noted that

Total Width = ( Si + S2 ) + W.

Step Size = Total Width / N ,

where N = (n1 +n2)+m1 , n1= Sl/b n2=S2/b , ml= W1 /b .

Recalling,

")-(a) = Y(u) (a)

p(x) = 1 Y(x -x') E
x
(x') dx'

.

(64)

(65)

and applying the same basis function set of gate function for tangen-

tial electric field function,
x

can be expanded in terms of these



gate functions as

E (x) = E a. R(x-x.)
j=1

with the corresponding spectral form of

N jxa_
2 (a) = I a, e R(a) .

j=1 j

It is assumed that at the steps on the intervening conducting strips,

51.

(66)

(67)

no tangential electric field exists such that

a. = 0 , for j= n1 +1,n1+2, ,ni+mi .

Substituting eq.(67) into eq.(65) gives,

Id jx.a

Na) = I a. 7(m) e TI(m) .

j=1

At this stage, due to the nature of odd symmetry of Y(m), the

(68)

straightforward schemes employed in the previous two structures cannot

be repeated in the choice of the test function set for charge. In the

previous cases, the integral operators were positive definite and sym-

metric such that Rayleigh-Ritz or collocation methods were well suited.

Where as for the present structures, the integral operator is neither

positive definite nor symmetric. Either method, if applied, will fail

to give any results as shown below. We need to devise a different

test function set space from the basis function set space and this

procedure is called the general Galerkin method ( see Appendix 1A ).

In order to apply the general Galerkin method, it is more construc-

tive to consider the corresponding homogeneous problem for which the

integral kernel is known exactly in spatial domain. In homogeneous

medium of air, the Green's function of the admittance type, eq.(63)

becomes
Y(a) = -j2s0 sgn a. (69)



The corresponding spatial form is

1 2E0
Y(x-x') =

F LY(a)) 7(x-x')

The integral equation in spatial domain is expressed as

r. E (xl)

p(x) = (-260/77) j dx'

-m
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(70)

Eo.(71) is the singular equation with a Cauchy-type kernel.

Let us consider the response of e for a single step gate function

of
X
at x. , rop E (x')

1
. (x) = (-2E0/70pi

-m (xxi-xl)
dx' (72)

rooll(x-x.)

(- 2E0 /Tr) i

Integrating eq.(72), we get

Pi
(x) = (-2E0/7b) log

which is plotted in Fig.3.9.

dx' (-2E0/7rb

b/2

b/2
(73)

Fig.3.9 Graph of pi(x) vs. x

Now, to extract some information from pp), we need to select

some test function for pi and take the inner product with pi .

Let us see what happens if we try to apply Rayleigh-Ritz method

by taking the test function the same as the basis function.
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Fig.3-104plication.o.firmerproductswithIlbc-xils

Let us denote by Gij , the result of the inner product of p.(x) and

ll(x -x.) , then r.

Gij = P,(x) II(x-xj) dx . (74)
4.0D

pi

As is seen easily from Fig.3.10, due to the odd symmetry of pi(x),

the self-term is G.. = 0 , but other terms are not zero, i.e., in
11

general , for i ¢ j .

1j JI

The resultant matrix becomes skew-symmetric and behaves extrane-

ously in numerical computations. It is also contradictory to our phys-

ical perception that the diagonal terms (self-terms) should be dominant

because they are the cloSest to the source of field. The same analogy

applies to the result of collocation method. That is, both the Rayleigh

-Ritz and the collocation method fail to give proper solutions. To

resolve this deficiency, we should carefully look at the physical prop-

erties of the original problem.

As seen in the previous sections, one may take the same space set

of test functions and basis functions for the charge distribution and

the potential, and it does not matter as to whether one argues about
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the relationship between the potential and the electric field or be-

tween the charge and the electric field. Let us examine the relation-

ship of potential and electric field, because it provides a more lucid

physical picture.

From the definitionof tangential electric field, Ex= , it can
dX

be reasoned that the discretization set of electric field cannot share

the same discretization set of potential function as is depicted in

Fig.3.11(a).

1)1 1)2

I I

1)11 1)1 1)2 ."
I I I

4

I EH I E
x1

E
x2 .."/". Exn x1 Ex2

xn+1

a) Incorrect space sets b) Correct space sets

Fig.3.11 Interpretation of potential and electric field space

The rationale is that the derivative process can be approximated by

the averaging difference process such as E = - (1)=
((x-FAx) - (p(x)

,and
x Bx Ax

the space of one step potential alone is not sufficient enough to pro-

vide any meanings to the space of the same step electric field such as

1'x1 ,

2
E
x2 n

E . If we approximate the potential
' xn

as a piecewise constant function on each interval, the resultant elec-

tric field should then be defined by the average difference of poten-

tials (c51. )
1-1E.

Ax
Thus, physically acceptable space for the electric field can be con-

structed as the set of the intersecting intervals from the potential

space intervals as is shown in Fig.3.11(b). It should be noted that
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due to the intersecting space sets, the dimensions of two spaces are

not to be the same for open regions as is our case. In the example

shown in Fig.3.11(b), the, dimension of the potential space is less by

1 to that of the electric field space.

The above interpretation of the physical meaning can be used to

find the suitable test function space set different from the basis

function space set. The test function set of charge, since it is iden-

tical with that of potential, can be -chosen on the intersecting steps

from those of electric field as ,shown in Fig.3.12

E
x1 '-'x2

x2 'xn
I

P1 p2 Pn-1

Fig.3.12 Sets of electric field space and charge space

Now, let us select the test function for charge as the same gate

function but on the intersecting steps as

f.(x) = 11(x-(x,+b/2))

with spectral form of
j(x.+b/2)a

T.(a) = e 11(a)

Taking the inner product with these f.(x) and p.(x) of eq.(73), and

(75a)

(75b)

denoting the result by Gij gives

r
Gib

00

= p.(x)f.(x)dx = j
-

j
.(x)I1(x-(x.+b/2))dx

GJ

x
r

+b

ON' .Pi (x)dx
lx.

As is shown in Fig.3.13, it is evident that Gii(Gi,ijis not only

(76)

finite, but also dominant,
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f.(x) f
i+1

(x)

/

/ II(x- (xjio+b/2)

x.-b/2 x.xi -b /2
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11(x-(xi+1 4-b/2))

1----+
x +b/2 --- Sr --F-5/2

1
,

1+1.
...."

/'
1 /

Fig.3.13 Application of inner product withlT(x-(xj+b/2))

because 1G. 1=IG.
1i 1,i-1 I > G-ij

for all j except j=i and i-1.

That is, the resultant matrix is strongly diagonal dominant and shows

some modified form of skew-symmetry.

In brief, the difficulties in formulating simple numerical tech-

niques for singular integrn1 equation of Cauchy -type kernel have been

presented together with the procedure to surmount them by utilizing

the physical properties of the problem. The foregoing

analysis would suffice to clear up the doubts raised by Atkinson (1972)

who reported without any explanation that by choosing the basis func-

tion set as the piecewise linear function, and applying collocation

method for the test function, it has been found after several trials

that taking collocation point at the middle of the intervals rendered

good results, whereas collocating at the interval nodes would not.

Analytically, taking the piecewise linear basis function set and col-

locating is equivalent to our scheme of taking piecewise constant func-

tion set as both basis and test function.
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For the coplanar waveguide in an inhomogeneous medium, it is nec-

essary to formulate the problem in spectral domain, and we have to

introduce auxiliary conditions to make up for the dimensional differ-

ences between electric field and charge space. Recalling eq.(68),

N jx.a
= a.-Y(a)e J II(a) (77)

j=1

with the assumption that a. = 0 for j=n1+1,n1+2, ,n
1
+m

1

takingtheirmerproduc"riththete8tfuncticmse"fn(x-(x.+b/2))

into both sides of eq.(77), and applying Parseval's theorem to the left

hand side gives N fn -j(x.-x.+b/2)a
27p. = I a. Y(a)I12(a)e

j
da . (78)

b j

The left hand side becomes zero since there is no charge on

the spacings. Rewriting in matrix form gives

pi = 0 = b/ K.. a. , i=1,2,..,n1-1 and 09)
5:.1 10 J ni+m1+1,ni+m1+2,...,(N-1)

fa) -j(x.-x.+b/2)a
K.. = (1/2n) j .7(a)112(a)e 1
ij

da . (79)

where

CO

<----- S1 ----> S2 --->
1 n n +1 ... + +m+1

1-En 1 .7 1 1 1 1 1E 1 4 -k
4c1 -x2 x

n1+m1+1

lA 1
P
n1

I 1'1+91 1 1-0

N-1

CO

00

Fig.3.14 Discretization(I) of electric field and charge in C.P.W.

From Fig.3.14, it is evident that the number of charge distribution

steps is short by 1 for each spacing between conductors such that the

the resultant matrix in eq.(79) is (n1 +n2-2) by (n1 +n2) which makes it



undetermined. Now it is necessary to fill the missing two equations

by introducing the auxiliary conditions for potentials which are spec-

ified as for S
'1

for S
2

= -.I

cb

2

E
x
dx =

S
1

x
dx =

n
11 1

- 1 E = -
11

a.

j=1

N
xi j=1

N
3

(81)

- E.yj =
3

/ a' -D1 .

S
2

j=n
1
+m

1
+1 j=n

1
+m

1
+1

In compact forms, these expressions are rewritten as

where

N

0 K. . a.
j=1 3 3

11,1

= - L a.
1

N

-1)1 =- L a.

i'=.111+Th1+1

rc° i(x.x.+10/2)06
Kij = (1/2Tr) Y(a)112(a)e 1 du .

i=1,2,...,n1-1 and
ni+m1+1,ni+m1+2,...., (N-1)

(82)

By solving.eq.(82) for the unknown coefficients , a.'s fora given

potential configuration, the charge induced on the intervening strip

is computed by
n
1
+m

1

=
. .

'1 Pi
i=n

1

Using eq.(79), Q1 is given, by
n +m1

1 N N
n

1
+m

1

Q1 -b/ (/Kij aj) b/
a. /Kii

i=n
1

j=1 j=1 i=n
1

(83)

(84)

Now, we have devised in general the simple numerical schemes which

can be used to solve for coplanar waveguide structures. There is one

other aspect which is of some importance in examining Fig3.14, and

related development closely. It might have been observed that as far

as the charge distributions are concerned, the intervening conducting

strip width seems to be broadened by one step, and the spacing width

narrowed by one step. This is an inevitable consequence to any numer-

ical scheme which is to be based on the local approximation. However,
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this property may be exploited to improve the numerical results.

It is known that any schemes based on variational principles will

reduce the solution stationary with respect to the first order pertur-

bations. These stationary results are either upper bound or lower

bound to the true solutions, but not both. In order to obtain both

upper bound and lower bound, two different methods are usually required

(Collin 1960). In this respect, the simple scheme we have developed

for the coplanar waveguide offers the versatility of yielding both

the upper bound and the lower bound with slight modifications.

As is seen in Fig.3.14, the broadening effect of conducting strips

would render convenient upper bounds for charges induced on the strips,

thus the upper bounds of distributed capacitances in its present form.

By simple modifications to that, it is seen that the narrowing effect

of conducting strips can be realized to yield the lower bounds.

Total Width

Si W1

1 .... n n +1

x1 x2
xN+1_.>

1 1

1 pril+11 J .

S2

ni+mi ni+mi+1 N

. I
1

I 1p
N

n +m
1 1

i -E 1- 1 E' 4

... n +1 n+2

1 1

CO

Fig.3.15 Discretization(II) of electric field and charge in C.P.W.

Instead of discretization scheme by total width vs. basis steps for

electric field as shown in Fig.3.14, we may discretize the total width

with respect to the resultant test charge steps beforehand as shown in

Fig.3.15. Since the basis electric field steps are always of dimension
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1 greater than that of the charge steps, the electric field seems to

extend into the conducting strips as shown in fig-3.15. The width of

the conducting strip, W1 is narrowed to W.? by one step, thus it results

in the lower bound of charge induced.

3.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, relatively simple numerical schemes for the static

electric field problem of the 3 fundamental planar MIC structures have

been formulated. It should be pointed out that in many situations,

the difficulties in formulating simple numerical schemes for the prob-

lem are not due to the physical nature of the original problem.

The physical system, by itself, is usually well-defined and well-posed

to possess apparent unique solutions which can be measured, if suitable

experiments are available. Rather, the difficulties arise at times

from the limitations in the analytical procedures employed.

The kind of problems dealt in this chapter frequently occur as

a rule when one employs the fictitious impluse delta function or

the singular function in the analysis.

As a consequence, in order to resolve such difficulties, one has

to turn his attention more to the physical properties to find out what

causes them than to mere analytical re-manipulations. Thus, once

the physical causes are found, the analytical procedures can then

be modified to reflect these causes. Several examples of this nature

have been tackled successfully in this chapter by utilizing this

approach.
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Chapter 4. COMPUTATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION

In the preceding chapter, we have described, in general, relatively

simple methods of constructing the approximate numerical solutions of

the single line structures for each of the three fundamental planar

quasi-TEM structures. Many computational details remain unresolved,

however, and it is the purpose of this chapter to consider some of

these to achieve the other half of the objective of this thesis, i.e.,

devising good efficient computational tools.

Solving integral equation numerically involves two major steps.

These are : i) Discretizing the equation to form the well-posed

linear matrix equation,

ii) Solving the linear equation.

The elements of matrix converted is usually in definite integral

form. In our case, for inhomogeneous substrate, these are the inte-

grals with infinite intervals in Fourier spectral domain, and for homo-

geneous medium of air, these can be converted to integrals over finite

intervals in spatial domain. Fortunately, due to simple gate function

approximation, closed form integral results are usually available for

homogeneous case to ease the computational burden. But, for the in-

homogeneous medium, it becomes necessary to evaluate numerical quad-

rature over infinite intervals, and thus this aspect is to be considered

seriously in order to formulate efficient computational schemes. For

this purpose, we need to study the behavior of the inhomogeneous Green's

function and investigate the possibility of utilizing the closed form
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expressions associated with the homogeneous Green's function.

Linear matrix equations are well-established disciplines.

There remains hardly any need for a layman to devise new nice

schemes. What one has to do is to choose the best routines avail-

able for one's specification of the matrix. That is, we need to

concentrate on effective arrangement of matrix elements in order to

make use of the best efficient routines rather than solution tech-

nique for the linear equations. In extending the basic schemes to

incorporate the multiple coupled line structures, considerable

programming efforts and skills are required, and in many situations,

it becomes necessary to exploit the symmetry of the geometry for

symmetric multiple coupled line structures in order to reduce the

computational resources required. And such symmetric structures

have more practical interest than non-symmetric line structures.

Above all, for actual implementations, it is very important,

throughout the calculations, to arrange the intermediate computationS

quite carefully so as to avoid repeating the same computations

unnecessarily. This kind of redundant computations, if not avoided,

will offset all or parts of the good-will schemes and make the

efforts fruitless.
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4.1 Decomposition of Green's Function

As is seen in many situations of boundary value problems in mathe-

matical physics (Morse and Feshbach 1953, Ch.8), some Green's functions

may be decomposed into two parts as follows,

G(x,x') = U(x,x') V(x,x')

where U(x,x') has all the singularities at souce point and others with-

out necessarily satisfying the boundary conditions, while the latter

part, V(x,x') (= G(x,x')- U(x,x')), is very regular throughout the re-

gion defined but is adjusted to make G(x,x') satisfy the boundary con-

dition (Mathews and Walker 1970). The behavior of Green's function is

essentially dominated by the singular part, U(x,x'), which is called

the fundamental solution. This process finds its counterpart in singu-

lar integral equation theory where the integral kernel is composed of

the dominant part and the regular part (Golberg 1979). In spectral

domain, it becomes

'd(a) = Na) + ;k'T(a)

Now, the task is to extract the fundamental solution from the

Green's function in an inhomogeneous medium. Since the decomposition

procedure does not need to be unique, there are some flexibilities in

choosing an appropriate form for it based on one's convenience. For

this purpose, it may not be difficult to figure out that by considering

the similar behaviors of both Green's functions for the one in an inho-

mogeneous medium, and the other in a homogeneous medium, the homogene-

ous Green's function may play a vital role as the fundamental solution.

In this section, beginning with the microstrip line structures,

it is shoWn that one can indeed devise efficient integration

schemes with the introduction of this decomposition concept.
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A. Microstrip line structure

We begin with the spectral boundary Green's function in inhomo-

geneous medium as shown in Fig.4.1(a),

co al (1 +c cothlalh) '

(1)

and the corresponding Green's function in homogeneous medium of air as

shown in Fig.4.1(b) is

-°(e4) I6o I
a.(1+cothlalh)

(2)

The general features of these two Green's functions are not much dif-

frent, and it is noted that

G(a) = c2
+1 0(a)r0(1/a)

as a ÷ 00.

r

Since the behavior as a 4-ec'in spectral domain specifies the source

point singularity in spatial domain, we may decompose G(a) into a

homogeneous singular part and a regular part as

G(a) = Na) + Na)

where

(3)

(4)

Nu) 0(a) (5)

r

-
V(a) = (a) 1+c c

U(a) = r- e
-21alh

-(a) (6)1r
The regular part approaches to zero exponetially faster than ff(a) as

2ha
V(a) 0(ea ) as a +00. (7)

a

unit line charge

r o

E0 1.
h

le,

4r hi

a) Inhomogeneous mediums b) Air medium

Fig. 4.1 Unit line charge in microstrip line structure
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We note that .d(a) appears as a factor in eq.(6) for '7(a), and the

decomposition process can be iterated, and thus, in turn leads to

get the spatial Green's function as an infinite series which is

otherwise obtainable by using the image charge method (Silvester 1968).

This equivalence along with similar results for coplanar structures,

are described in Appendix 1C.

Now, let us consider how one can make use of this decomposition

in actual computations for the matrix elements of our interest. For

microstrip line structures,

K..
lj

= (1/27

= (1 /Tr)

the matrix element, K..,
ij

-j(x.-x.)a
) 'a(a)11(u)e 1 da

I 'O-(a)11(a)cos(xi-xj)a da

The direct evaluation of this integral is not effective due to slow

rate of decaying for (a). Several schemes have been considered to

speed up the numerical integration (Weiss 1974). Yet, we propose an-

other scheme which is believed to be better, and is closely related to

the simple comparision method discussed in (Dahiquist and Bpirck 1974).

To this end, we begin our discussion with the homogeneous case.

1) Homogeneous medium of air ;

is given as

(8)

The matrix element is

r-

K. = (1/27 'd

0

j
) 1 (a)(a)e da .

-m
(9)

Eq.(9) can be analytically integrated in spatial domain to give closed-

form results. At first, it should be noticed that the Fourier inverse

transform of 'd

0
(a) is

4h
2
+x

2

F 1P0(01)) =(1/47
X

60) log 2 t (10)

which is nothing but the potential from the unit line charge located
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at distance h from the infinite ground plane as shown in Fig.4.1(b).

Substituting eq.(10) in eq.(9) and. applying Parseval's theorem

leads to the spatial domain relation as follows,

0
K. =
ij

2
+x

2

Using log(1---:=) dx
xx

become

F
1

[G o(a)]H(
co4.

rx.-x.
(1/47E0b)i J

x.-x.
21

2J

= x log(VH

x'-(x.-xj ))dx'

+b/2
4h

2
+x

2

-b/2
log(

x
2 ) dx .

+ 2a tan
-1

-(-8-.x ) , eq.(11) will

K.
0

j
= (1/47E0)f(i-j+1/2)1) log{ Ci7j+1/2)10)2+4h21+

i
Ui-j+1/2)42

4h tan
-1

I
(i-j+1/2)1D Ci-j2-1/2)bi
2h h4h tan-1

-(i-j-1/2)b log{
((i-

JL4 74"} }. (12)

[j-1/2'(i-j-1/2)

Since and x. ,c0
1 J

0

i0j
denoting nt-j, and g = K. , eq.(12) can be rewritten.as

n

where

0
g
n

= (1/4760b) ( I
n

- I
n-1

) (13)

)2b
y212

/1- 4h tan liI
n

= (n+1/2)b log{
(n+1/2)b (n+2-111/2)b).

(14)

In this way, we can eliminate the redundant computation of In , twice

for each consecutive n.

2) Inhomogeneous medium ;

Since ".(a) = t(a) + V(a),

the matrix element, g
n ij

= K , is decomposed into two parts as

(x) -j(x.-x.)a
q
n ij

= K = (1/27) j Na)11(a)e
°

1 0
da +

(1/7) I0V(a)T1(a)cos(x.-x.)a da . (16)
1 j

the same as that for the homogeneous medium,The first part is

thus eq.(16) becomes

(15)
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2 0 1 rc°

'n E
r
+1 gn j

V(a)f(a) cos nba da . (17)
o

The second part can be evaluated numerically very fast, since V(a)

decays to zero exponentially as is exemplified in Fig.4.2.

Fig.4.2 Typical graphs of (01.),Z1(u) and V(a)

Therefore, the merit of decomposition for inhomogeneous Green's

function is fully exploited to achieve the goal of efficient numerical

schemes by :

a) Replacing the slowly convergent integrals with the rapidly

converging ones,

b) Utilizing the analytic results as much as possible without

any needs of re-computations.

Similar procedures can be applied to the evaluation of the matrix ele-

ments formed by the Rayleigh-Ritz method. In this case, however, the

analytic integration is a little cumbersome and lengthy.



B. Coplanar stripline structure

Following in the same manner as before, we begin with spectral

Green's function for inhomogeneous medium shown in Fig.4.3(a),

1 + c cothlalh

-((1) cola' (.(1+c',2) + 2cr cothlalh)

and for air medium shown in Fig.4.3(b), (:)(a) is obtained from eq.(18)

by setting c=1 ,

(19)
0 2colal.

71

(18)

E
o

unit line charge

11, .,m

E
o

co

a) Inhotogeneous mediums b) Air medium

Fig.4.3 Unit line charge in coplanar stripline structure

The general singularity behavior of these two Green's functions is

according to

d(a) = Ya) ti 0(1/a) as a ±0 . (20)

2
?`z(a) 'ya) ti 0(1/a) as a 00. (21)

As was discussed before, the singularity behavior as a 0 has much

more influential effects in this problem, and hence, G0(a) is chosen

as the fundamental part in the decomposition process as a first step,

T(a) = TO(a) + U(a) - T0(a)) (22)

After some manipulations, we get

(a) - G (a)
1-E

r 1

0
2(1+E2)Eolal(1+2(E

r
/(1+62) cothlalh)

(23)
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Note that eq.(23) no longer has singularity as a--4-0, but still has the

singularity as a -4- co. Let s; = 2Er/(1+q) , and r(a) = a(a)-;)(a),

then eq.(23) becomes
1 -c2 1

"1(a) 60(a) 72(1;c2)colal(1+c'cothlaih)
(24)

Eq.(24) is similar to the Green's function for the microstrip line,

and thus, can be decomposed once again as

r(a) = K f(')(a) +
) K2 e-21(1111 "a)

r
where 1 -c

K L1+6 , and (c)4)
cola1(1+cothl ih)

By combining eq.(25) with eq.(22), we get the decomposed Green's func-

tion as

(a) = U(06) + V(a) (26)

where
U(a) = G0(a) +K acya), (27)

1-62
V(a)

2(1+c2)
K2 e-21alh

(28)

we must now consider the evaluation of integrals for the matrix element

for optimization as given by

K.. = (1/7) [

o
-a(a)h(a)cos(x.-x.)a da . (29)

10 J 1

1. Homogeneous medium of air ;

(25)

rco

K?. = (1/7) .,-,
j

(a)11(a)cos(x.-x)ada
1j jo

Due to the singularity as a+ , direct evaluation of eq.(30) in usual

sense is not feasible and one needs to introduce the regularization.

Fourier inversion of Go(a) aided by regularization is quite involved,

and-is explicitly shown in (Vladimirov 1971). It is quoted in Appendix

1B to help understand the process. However, from Fig,4.3(b), we may

deduce the potential, which is just the Fourier inversion of (a),

directly as

(30)
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F-t0(a)1 = C - 1/(27E0) loglx-xil (31)

where C corresponds to the choice of datum.

As was discussed in Chap.3, the role of the free constant C may be

nullified and we can conveniently drop it in advance. Applying

Parseval's theorem, or formulating directly in spatial domain, eq.(30)

becomes
0

I
K
ij

= -(1/27E0) loglx1 11(x-(xi-xj))dx
JJJ c,

rxi-xi+b/2
= -(1/2760b) j, _x'_10/2 loglxidx

-i

Using f logx dx = x log x - x, eq.(32) is evaluated and is written

as

where

(32)

0 0 1 1 1

g = K. = ( E -E )(E -E ) (33)
n ij 27E0 2760 n 111 27E0 n-1 n
4
n= i-j ,

E
n

t.1"- (n+1/2) login+1/21b . (34)

The constant term appearing in eq.(33) can also be dropped by using

the same logic as that for constant C discussed in Chap.3.

2. Inhomogeneous medium ;
1-c2

Since U(a) = acoUo+K-vc and V(a)
0 0

co , -27
K2e-21alh

t77)
(x),

the matrix element g
n

= K. is decomposed into

0
1-6

r
o

,0 1
g
n

= gn gn +
7T o

V(u)R(a)cos nbce da (35)

r
where

o 1

gn 27E0
( E

n-1
- E

n
) as defined in eq.(34)

to 1

gn 4TrEob
( I

n
- I

n-1
) as defined in eq.(14),

thus,

E
n

= (n+1/2) login+1/21b ,

In = (n+1/2)b log{
(n+1 /2) b

2+4h2
+ 4h tan-

1r(n+1/2)bi.

((r1+1/2)b) 2 " 2h J

Note the similarity between the coplanar striplines and the microstrip

lines, once the regularization (the choice of datum) is undertaken.
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C. Coplanar waveguide structure

Here again the procedures are similar to those of previous cases,

we begin with spectral Green's function of admittance type for inhomo-

gemeous medium shown in Fig.4.4(a),

(14-E2)+2E cothlalh

1(u)
-jEo sgn a (36)

1+6
r
cothlalh

and for air medium shown in Fig.4.4(b),

Yo(a) = - jEo2sgn a .

Eo
unit line tangential

electric field

E E0,
E
o

O

(37)

Co

a) Inhomogeneous mediums b) Air medium

Fig.4.4 Unit line tangential electric field in coplanar structure

The singularity behavior is according to

(1+6 )

(et)
2

r
o
(a) rk, 0(1) as a .4- c*.

Using eq.(38), "1.(a) can be decomposed as

Y(a) = 11(a) + V(a)
where

(38)

(39)

11(a) =
(1+6

r
)

0
(a) (40)

2 -21alh

V(a) = Y(a) - 11-(a) sgn a 2E K (41)
r

(1
-21alh)

Let us now consider the evaluation of integrals for the matrix

element -j(x.-x+b/2)a
K.. = (1/27) -"(a)T12(a)e 1 ;3 da . (41)
lj
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1. Air medium

(' -j(x,-x.+b/2)a

j
K?. = (1/27) I Y

0
(a)112(a)e 3 da (43)ij -m

Fourier inversion of Y
o
(a) is given by, (aee Appendix 1B)

F-lrY (001 -2E° (44)

Applying Parseval's theorem and using eq.(44), eq.(43) can be converted

into spatial domain as

oo 11(xLx.)

go = Ko.j = ,-2E0
L.

1Tr
II(x-(x.+b/2))dx

...
x- x'

J dx'

,),-. rx4+1) x.+b/2
dx1

= -tti i j" dx f 3

x. x.-b/2x-x t

xj."+b 3 x-x.+b/2
= -. 1

dx log
x-x.-b/2

J

t+b/2

77D7-2--

x.

Trio

2c
= 1 log

x.-x.
J

dt (45)

As usual, letting n = i-j , and x.-x. = nb, eq.(45) becomes
j

Lg _g. 77 7t+b/2
-Trbz

nb
dt .

After some manipulations, we get

o o 2c

gn Kij
-7r177( Dn+1 - 2Dn + Dn_i )

where
D
n

= (n+1/2) logl(n+1/2)bl .

(46)

(47)

(48)

2. Inhomogeneous medium
1+c

Since Y(c) = r 70(a) + V(a) . (48)

1+c . ro
Thus, r o j

g
n

= K
ij 2

= g
n

V(a)T12(a)sin(n+1/2)ba da (49)
7 j

-21alh

V(a) -ico sgna K 2

r (1-Ke-21u1h)

where
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4.2 Numerical Quadrature

In the preceding section, it has been shown that the definite

integrals to be evaluated are finally reduced to the forms of

r"

F
n

= Jo f(a) cos nba da , for microstrip and coplanar
strip lines, (50)

r.
Gn = j

o

g(a) sin (n+1/2)ba da , for coplanar waveguides.
(51)

Since f(a) and g(a) approach to zero very rapidly, we can approximate

these integrals conveniently by

rF

= f(a) cos nba da
0

G
n

= g(a) sin (n +1 /2)ba da ,

R

0

(52)

(53)

where the finite truncation constant R should be determined by com-

putational experiments.

To evaluate eqs.(52) and (53) efficiently, the Fast Fourier Trans-

form technique would appear to be the first choice. Though it may be

fast, the number of data results we need is not sufficiently large

enough to utilize the full power of this technique effectively at the

expense of complex number calculations. So, more conventional numer-

ical methods are sufficient for our purpose.

After some computational experiments, the Bode's four point rule

(Abramowitz and Stegun 1965) was found to be more than adequate, and

thus is adopted. Bode's rule is

rx
2h

4
ix

f(x) =
45

( 7f
0
+32f

1
+12f

2
+32f

3
+7f

4
) . (54)

0

In applying Bode's rule to eqs.(52) and (53), it should be noted that

the region is divided into the multiples of 4 intervals, and the scheme
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which does not require the trigonometric computations at all except at

the beginning point will be devised.

Let the interval h = R/N, and N the multiple of 4, then eqs.(52)

and (53) can be approximated as

N

F
n

2! / A. cos i8 (55)
.

1=0

G = y B. sin (56)
n 1

where

and

A. = W. f(ih) , B. = W. g(ih)
1 1 1 1

8 = nbh = (n+1/2)bh

45
2h

45
2hW = --x32N.
45

E4x14
4)
2h

x 7
45

, for i=1,5,9,....,N-3

, for i=2,6,10,...,N-2

, for i=3,7,11,...,N-1

, for i=4,8,12,...,N-4

, for i=0 and i=N .

(57)

The efficient way to compute values of a function defined by an ortho-

gonalization expansion as eqs.(55) and (56) is to use Clenshaw's re-

cursive formula (Acton 1970) as shown below.

N

a) F = X A. cos ie
n i=0 1

When the coefficients Ai's and the phase 8 are known, we set

up the recurrence formula as

C
k

= 2 cos° C
k+1 0k+2 + A

k
, k=N,N-1,....,0 (58)

Starting with C
N+2 CN+1

= 0, and computing eq.(58) recur-

sively in decreasing order of k, we conclude with

Fn = CO - C1 cos e . (59)
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N

b) G = B. sin ndp
n

The recurrence formula for the sine series is similar to

eq.(58),

C = 2 cos Ck1.1
Ck+2 Bk

, k=N,N-1,....,1 (60)

Starting with 0N+2 = CNI1 = 0, we finish with

G
n

= C
1

sin 4. (61)

The advantage of this approach in view of efficiency are :

i) .A.2 's and B.'s are needed to be computed only once for all n,

ii) Evaluation of the trigonometric functions such as cos(nha),

sin(n+1/2)ha for each value of a is eliminated completely

except their initial values.
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4.3 Formation of Shape Matrix

In the previous chapter, it has been shown as to how the integral

equation is converted into linear equation via .discretization process.

Let us call the matrix thus formed the shape matrix. The shape matrix

described, so far, has been confined and constructed in a rather loose

manner for the single line systems for each of 3 fundamental MIC

planar structures. In order to incorporate the multiple line struc-

tures, a more compact and systematic way of constructing the shape

matrix should be examined, since it requires considerable programming

effort to make efficient coding.

In this section, beginning with the microstrip lines, it is shown

as to how one can devise the general scheme and exploit the symmetry

of the problem fully to reduce the storage requirements as well as

the computing time.

A. Microstrip line structures

Let us recall the linear equation defined for the microstrip line,

Iv

K. a. = , i=1,2,....,N (62)

j=1
lj j

and let n = i-j, and g
n ij

= K , then g
n

= g
-n

from symmetry.

Our objective now is to develop the general algorithm to cover the

n-line structures beginning with the case of a simple single line

structure and gradually increasing the degree of complexity associated

with multiple coupled line structures.

i) Single line structure

From Fig.4.5 for a single line structure, we note that the resultant

shape matrix is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix. Toeplitz matrix may

be generated by the first row or column, and therefore, only the first
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Fig.4.5 Shape matrix for single microstrip line

row or column elements need to be computed. In addition, it is noted

that the shape matrix is persymmetric, i.e., symmetric with respect

to the antidiagonal terms, which enables one to utilize the symmetry

of the even or the odd mode potential excitations to compress the

matrix size further.

The mathematical routines chosen from IMSL (International Mathe-

matical and Statistical Libraries) to solve this kind of matrix equa-

tions requires a packed storage format (Dongarra et al. 1979) for a

positive definite symmetric matrix. Thus, the upper triangular part indi-

cated by the solid lines in Fig.4.5 will be stored column by column in

one dimensional array as
(g0, g1, g0, g2, g1, g0, ,g0

ii) 2-coupled line structure

a) Non-symmetric line

Due to the spacing between the conducting strips, the portion of

shape matrix which corresponds to the spacing part as is illustrated

with slanting lines in Fig.4.6 should be eliminated.
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g4

g3

g6

.

g5

g4
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g5 g4 g3 /g g0 g1

g6 g5 g4
_....."

g1
....___

g0
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n., n
2

a1

a
2

a3

a
6

a
7

Fig.4.6 Shape matrix for general 2-coupled lines

Thus the resultant shape matrix is given by

81

(63)

The matrix is still symmetric, but not persymmetric in general, and

also maintains the Toeplitz form by blocks as shown in dotted parts

in eq.(63). This matrix is going to be stored in packed form as

(g0, g1' g0, g2, g1, g0, g5, g4, g3, g0, g6, g5, g4, g1' g0 )
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b) Symmetric line

w s w --4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I I I + 1.1 i I

a1
g0

g1

g2

g1

g0

g1

g2

g1

g0

q4,

q3

/g2

g5

g4

g3

g6 g7

g5 g6

g4 g5

///g31// /
g4!

/

$3/ g4
/ /
2/

g5

g6

g7% .,..__

g4

g5

g6

g3

g4

g5. ,g4/ /

/g1

/'

g2,

;g3

g0

g1

g2

g1 g2

g0 g1

g1 g0

1 1
n
2

a
2

a4

/5

a6

a
7

V1

V1

=3

V
2

n
2
=n

1
=3

a
8

V
2

/

Fig.4.7 Shape matrix for symmetric 2-coupled lines

The resultant shape matrix shown in Fig.4.7 is symmetric and

block Toeplitz. And above n11, it is persymmetric so as to use the

geometric symmetry of the structure as follows.

By adding the last row equation into the first row, and the

second-to-the last row into the second row, and so on..., we get

(g0+g7)(a1jra8)+(g1+g6)(a2+a7)+(g21-g5)(a3+a6)= V1+V2

(g1+g6)(a1+a8)+(geg5)(a21-a7)+(g1+g4)(a3+a6)= V1+V2 (64)

(g21-g5)(a1+a8)+(g1 +g4)(a21-a7)+(geg3)(a3+a6):= V1 +V2

Subtracting the last row from the first row, and so on... results in

(g0-g7)(81-a8)+(g1-g6)(a2 a7)+(g2-g5)(a3-a6)-- V1-V2

(g1-g6)(a1-a8)+(g0-g5)(a2-a7)+(g1-g4)(a3-a6)= V1-V2 (65)

(g2-g5)(a1-a8)+(g1-g4)(a2 a7)+(g0-g3)(a3-a6)= V1-V2
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Eqs.(64) and (65) can be solved separately whenever V1 and V2 are

specified. Thus, the original N by N matrix is reduced into 2 inde-

pendent N/2 by N/2 matrices. Moreover, by applying the potentials

in symmetric way, either one is sufficient to characterize the system

as shown below.

1) Even mode excitation ;

Let's apply the potentials in even symmetry as V1= V2= 1.0 volt,

then eq.(65) becomes indeterminate such that every unknown coefficient

terms be zero to give trivial solution. No non-trivial solution exists

since it is obvious that the determinant of matrix cannot be zero.

Thus, we get a1= a8, a2= a7, and a3= a6 , which agrees

with our physical conception. The resultant shape matrix is

2) Odd mode excitation ;

V

V1

V1

(66)

Applying the potentials in odd symmetry as V1= -V2= 1.0 volt,

and using the same analogy, we will get

The resultant shape matrix is

al=

=

-a8,

V
1

V1

V
1

. ,

a2= -a7, and a3= -a6.

(67)

0- g1

g1- 6

g6 g2- g5

-g5 g1-g4

g2-g5 g1-g4 go-g3

{

a3

Both matrices are symmetric, and therefore need to be stored in packed

form as ( g0 ±g7, g1 ±g6, g0 ±g5, g2±g5,g1 ±g4, g0 ±g3 ) , respectively.
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iii) General n-line structures

In previous subsections, it has been shown as to how the shape

matrix can be constructed and be stored in one-dimensional array col-

umn by column for simple single and 2-coupled lines. In this section,

These processes will be extended to incorporate the multiple n-line

structures, and the general algorothms will be developed in some de-

scriptive programming forms.

2 --) f
s
2-4 <- 3 -44-1--1 1--I

n1 m
1

n2
121.2

e"--143"
/

/ / /

/

1

/ / , /
.! /./

/

' //
/

' /

/ //./S//://7/ /

y///1/
//

i//
/ //

, //

//

,/,/,
7/7/ 7/

"/..///////////
/ / / //11. //, /

//
/7/ // / / / // / / / /7 / ' / / ,,,/ / / /

/
/ / 7 / / / /

, .

Fig.4.8 Shape matrix formation for general multi-line structure

Now, the immediate task is how to arrange these elements in one dimen-

sional array column by column from the upper triangular part shown in

Fig.4.8. At this stage, systematic way of reasoning is required in

order to begin building the general algorithm to cover arbitrary num-

ber of lines having any widths.
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Algorithm Development

a) General N-line structures

Problem Statement : For N-line structures, Ni ls for cond-

ucting strips, and Mils for spacings between strips are given

for i=1,2,..,N , and also G
n
ls for the matrix elements are

givenforn=0(1)1,2,...,(Nt-1) where N
t

= I (N.+M.) . The

object is to devise the algorithm for constructing one dimen-

sional packed storage array [K) in column by column order for

the upper triangular part as shown in Fig.4.8.

Note ; M
N

= 0 for convenience.

Algorhm : Global variables defined in problem state-

ment will be denoted by Capital letters, and local variables used

in algorithm by small letters for easy distinction:

nbegin=0( )

index=0

do 50 i=1,N

nend=nbegin+Ni-1

do 40 1=nbegin,nend

jbegin =l
(68)

do 30 k=1,i

if(k=i) then jend=0 else jend=jbegin-N
k
+1

do 20 j=jbegin,jend,-1
(2)

index=index+1

Ki =
j

Gndex

20 continue

jbegin=jend-Mk-1

30 continue

40 continue

Illegin=nerld+M.11

50 continue
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Note (1) ; In actual Fortran coding where index of 0 is not

allowed, just add 1 to begin with G(1) instead of G0.

(2) ; In actual Fortran coding where reverse direction

DO loop is not permitted, minor modifications. are

required.

b) Symmetric N-line structures

Problem Statement : For symmetric N-line structures, Ni's

and M.'s for i=1,2,..,N are given as well as G
n
's for n=0,1,2,..,

1
N

(Nt-1) whereNt=1 (N.+M.), and M =0 . The problem is to
1

i=1

devise the algorithm for constructing one-dimensional packed

storage array [Never], and
[Koddj

in compressed form for the

upper triangular part as shown in Fig.4.8 with the definitions

used in eqs.(66) and (67).

Preliminary Steps : Let M = N/2 for even N, and (N+1)/2

for odd N, and for odd N, let N
M

= half of the original N
M

which implies that for odd N, the center strip should be discre-

tized in even multiples of basic steps), then we can proceed the

similar algorithm as the one for the general cases. It is also

noted that the single line is symmetric by itself, and needs to

be even-mode only.

Algorithm : Global variables defined in problem

statement and preliminary steps will be denoted by Capital let-

ters and local variables by small letters for easy distinction.
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nbegin=0( )

index=0

do 50 i=1,M

nend=nbegin+N.-1

do 40 1=nbegin,nend

jbegin=1

n=N
t
-1-2*1

do 30 k=1,i

if(k=i) then jend=0 else jend=jbegin-Nk+1 ;

do 20 j=jbegin,jend,-1
(2)

index=index+1
even

Ki = Gj + G
ndex n+j

odd
Ki = Gj - G
ndex n+j

20 continue

jbegin=jend-M
k
-1

30 continue
40 continue

ribegin=nenc11-1C-01
50 continue

(69)

Notes (1) and (2) are the same as the ones for the general case.

B. Coplanar stripline structures

Among the three schemes discussed in Chap.3 for the coplanar strip

line structures, the one which results in symmetric matrix is preferred

because the numerical procedures for symmetric matrix require about

half the storage amount, and the computing time as compared to the

non-symmetric matrix of the same order, and the expense of adding one

more unknown coefficient to the system is negligible. This scheme has

another advantage of being similar to the one already developed for

microstrip lines. Therefore, we can proceed directly into the general
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n-line structure just after reviewing the simple 2-line structures as

follows.

From the linear equation (57) of Chap.3 defined for the coplanar

striplines,
N

K: a. ± C = d). i=1,2,...,ni and
j=1 lj n

1
+m1+1,n

1
+m

1
+2,..,n

1
+m +n

2

y a. = 0 . (70)

j=1

Let n = i-j , and g = K:. , then due to symmetry, gn = g_n
n ij

N.- I

S

1 2 3 4
i

5 6 7 8
---)

I II i F l I

n m n 1

g0 g1
g2'

g1
g0

g1

g2 g1 g0

g3

-'g2/ g3

'gl' /g2

g5
g6 g7 1

g4 g5 g6 1

g3 g4 g5 1

g2' g1

g4 /g3

g0;g1"

/g g6

g2 ,, g3' g.4"

g1 g2 g3,

g5 g4 g3

g6 g5 g4

g7 g6 g5

i 1 1,

g2 g1

/6 g2

g0 g1
g2 1

g1 g0 g1 1

g2 g1 g0
1

1 1 1

a1 V1

a
2

a3

4

5

a6

a7

a
8

C

N. I

vi

0

Fig.4.9 Shape matrix for 2-line coplanar striplines

As is obvious from Fig.4.9, the form of the shape matrix is

exactly the same as that for the microstrip lines except for an addi-

tional column and row of l's and 0 . Thus, the general algorithm

for n-line structures is the same as the one for microstrip line,

eq.(68) plus the followings.



i) General N-line structures

Algorithm :

same as eq.(68)

do 60 j=1, E N.
i=1 1

index=index+1

K
index

=1.0

60 continue

'Cindex+1 = 0

ii) Symmetric N-line structures

a) Even mode excitation ;

By using the analogy with microstrip line case, we.get

eq.(72) from Fig.4.9. Note that this is a fictitious

g0 +g7 g1 +g6 g2+g5 1

g1 +g6 g0± g5 g1 +g4 1

i

g24-g5
g1 +g4

geg3! 1

1 1 1 1 0
I ,

vi

V

0

expression, since for 2-line coplanar stripline struc-

tures, even mode cannot be excited, and is just given to

draw some conclusions leading to the general algorithm.

b) Odd mode excitation ;

By the same analogy with microstrip line, we get

89

(71)

(72)

g0 -g7

g1 g6

g2-g5

g1 -g6

go-g5

g1-g4

g2-g5

g1 g4

g0 g3

a
2

a3

(73)

It is noted that one additional term disappears due to subtraction

process for odd mode excitation. Thus, for odd mode excitation, the
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general algorithm is exactly the-same as the one fOr microstrip lines,

and for even mode excitation, it is the same except for an additional

column.

Agorithm :

same as eq.(69)
M

do 60 j=1, 1 N.

i=1
index=index+1
even

K. = 1.0
index

60 continue

K
even

= 0.0
index+1

C. Coplanar waveguide structures0110

(74.)

From the linear equation defined for coplanar waveguide structure,

1 K. . a. = 0 , i=1,2,....,(n
1

1

-1) and
j=1 1i n

1
+m

1
+1,n

1
+m +2,....,N

a. = V. , for i=1,2 (75)
J 1

and the charge matrix ,

N

p.=7, K. a; , i=ni,n
1
+1,

1
j =1

1j

Let n =i-j , and K. = g
n

, then g
-n -gn-1

due to odd symmetry.
ij

Uith the experience gained from the previous examples, one can proceed

,n +m
1 I

relatively fast to construct the general algorithms by just considering

the single line coplanar waveguide as shown in Fig.4.10.

Due to the odd symmetry, the shape matrix is not symmetric. Thus,

a 2-dimensional array is needed to store them, and to maintain its

weakly diagonal dominant form, let us insert the auxiliary condition

term for the potential difference between strips just after each spac-

ing segment.
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Fig.4.10 Construction of shape matrix for single line C.P.W.

The shape matrix is then formed as

n,

g0 -g0 -g1
,

:-g5 -g6 -g7

g0 -g0 i -g4 g5 g6

1 11 0 0 0

- -

g-I

1

-

g6 g5 gip.) g0 -g0 -g1

g7 g6 g5 g1 g0 -g0

0 0 o: -1 1 1
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0

0

a3
(76)

a
7

0

a
8

0

a9 V2



And the charge matrix is formed by

-1
n
2

g2 g1 g0:-g3 -g4 -g5

g3 g2 g1;-g2 -g3 -g4

4 g3 g2i-g1 -g2 -g3

-5 g4 g31-g0 -g1 -g2

a9

Now, we proceed to develop the general algorithms for N-line C.P.W.

Algorithm for general N line coplanar waveguides

Problem Statement : For general N-line structures, the intervenig

92

(77)

conducting strips are discretized into N. steps for i=1,2,..,N ,

and the spacings between strips into Ni steps for i=1,2,..,N+1,

and V.'s are given for i=1,2,..,N+1 , and Gn'sfor the elements

of matrix are specified for n=0,1,2,....,Nt-2 where
N+1

N
t

= (M + N
i
), and M

N+1
= 0 for convenience. The object is

1=1

to devise the algorithm for constructing 2-dimensional shape

matrix array, [1, and charge matrix array, as as is defined in

eas.(76) and (77), respectively for the single line case.

Preliminary Steps : Due to the odd property of G
-n

= -G
n-1

as

shown in Fig.4.10, it is convenient to introduce a temporary

local I-dimensional array f of which elements are arranged as

,

--(-g
t i-

-2'-gN
t-

3' '-g2'-gl'-g0g0'g1'g2"..'gN
t
-3'gN

t
-2).

l'

index: 1 , 2 , , N
t
-1,I

r
N
t'

,2N
t
-3, 2N

t
-2

i

Algorithm : Global variables defined in problem statement

will be denoted by Capital letters, and local variables by small

letters for distinction.
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do 10 i=0,N,-2

=G
lNL +i i

f =-G.
N
t
-i-1

10 continue

jbegin=Nt+1

jcol=0

do 100 i=1,N+1

do 80 1=1,N.
1

jbegin=jbegin-1

index1=1

index2=jbegin

index3=1

jcol=jcol+1

do 60 j=1,N+1

do 40 k=1,N -1

K.
index1,jcol

f
index2

index1=index1+1

index2=index2+1

40 continue

if(j=i) then K
index1,jcol

=V
j

else Kindex1,jcol =0!

index1=index1+1

if(j=N+1)then skip else do 20 k=1,M.+1
0

Qindex3,jcol index2
=f

index3=index3+1
index2=index2+1

20 continue:.

60 continue

80 continue

jbegin=jbegin-M.

100 continue.

Note : The parts with asterisk(*) need to be modified in actual Fortran

coding.
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2. Algorithm for symmetric N-line coplanar waveguides

From Fig.4.10 and eqs.(76) and (77), we can readily apply the

symmetry to get reduced storages for shape and charge matices.

a) Even potential excitation ;

For even potential applied as V2 = -V, , it is seen that

thetangential electric fields . will show the odd symmetry

such that al =

of eq.(76) reduces

a2 = -a8, and a3 =

to

g0+g7 -geg6 -g14-g5

g1 +g6 g0 /Lg5 -g0+g4

1 1 1

-a7 .

a1

a
3

Thus, the shape matrix

(79)

And the charge matrix of eq.(77) reduces

g2+g5 g1 +g4 g0 +g3

to

a1

(80)

g34-g4 g24'g3 g1 +g2
a
2

a3

p4

b) Odd potential excitation ;

For the single line C.P.W., odd potential mode cannot exist, but

in order to draw general algorithm, we can proceed fictitiously.

For odd potential configuration as V2 = V1 , the tangential electric

field shows even symmetry such that a1 = a9, a2 = a8, and a3 = a7.

Therefore, we get for the shape matrix,

g0 -g7 -g0 -g6 -g,

g1 g6 gocgs gog4
1 1 1

a
1

a
2

a
3

V
1

(81)



And for the charge matrix,

g2-g5 g1-g4 g0-g3

.
a

1

[
g3-g4- g2-g3 g1-g2

a
3

P341

Now, we can develop general algorithm for symmetric N-line C.P.W.
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( 81 )

PrOblem Statement : For symmetric N-line C.P.W., Ni's for the

spacings are given for i=1,2,...,(N+1)/2 for N odd or (N+2)/2

for N even, and M.'s for the intervening strips are specified

for i=1,2,...,(N+1)/2. for N odd or N/2 for N even. Gr's for

the elements of matrix are given for n=0,1,2,...,Nt-2 where
N+1

N
t

= (M +N
i
), and M

N+1
= 0 for convenience. Potential dif-

i=1

ference between strips, V
i
's are specified for i=1,2,...,N+1

The object is to devise the algorithm for constructing 2 dimen-

sional shape matrix array, EK
even]

and
vddl,

and charge matrix

array,
[even]

and
(9oddl,

in compressed form as is exemplified

in eqs.(81) and (82), respectively, for single line case.

Preliminary Steps : One needs to introduce the same temporary

local 1-dimensioanal array as that for the general case. In

addition, some definitions are needed as follows.

Let N = (N+1)/2 for N odd, and (N+2)/2 for N even, and for even

N, let N
M

= half of original N
M

(which implies that for even N,

the center spacing should be discretized into even multiple of

basic steps), and for odd N, let M
M

= half of (original M
M
-1),

(which imples that the center conducting strip in this case

should be discretized into odd multiple of steps).
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Alo.orithm :

do 10 i=0
'

N -2
t

-N
t
-1-1

=-G
i

10 continue
jbegin=Nt+1
jcol=0
idiff=N

t
+1

do 100 i=1,M

do 80 1=1,N.
1

jbegin=jbegin-1
index1=1
index2=jbegin
index3=1
jcol=jcol+1
idiff=idiff-2

do 60 j=1,M (81

do 40 k= 1,N. -1

f
even,odd

fi
lh
-7

Kindexl,jcol ndex2 index2-idiff
index1=index1+1
index2=index2+1

40 continue
if(N is even and j=M) then begin

even
Kindex1,jcol

=findex2-idiff

odd
ICindexl,jcol = 0.5*V

j
end

else begin if(j=i) then Keven,odd. = V
index1,jcol j

even,
else K. = 0.0 ;

tdex1,jcol
index1=index1+1

dO 20 k=1,M
j
+1

even,odd .0 fi ,
-index3,jcol ndex4 1

Iindex2-idiff

index3=index3+1
index2=index2+1

20 continue
end ;

60 continue
80 continue
jbegin=jbegin-M.

100 continue
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Note : The parts with asterisk(*) need to be modified in actual Fortran

coding.

4.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, the procedures for the actun7 computing imple-

mentation schemes of the basic numerical techniques analyzed in Chapter

3 have been discussed. The two main features emphasized throughout

this chapter were the efficiency and the generality of the algorithm.

From the efficiency point of view the objective has been to devise

schemes for fast computations and to reduce the storage requirements.

In order to accomplish this, novel concepts based on the decomposition

of the inhomogeneous Green's function were developed in evaluating the

integrals over infinite intervals, and some methods to avoid the

redundant calculations were explicitly shown.

In addition, the algorithm must be general and be able to cover

any general multiple coupled line structures with symmetric or non-

symmetric geometries. For this purpose, it was demonstrated that once

the relatively simple algorithms for the single and double lines

are initiated, these can be used as the stepping stones to construct

the desired general algorithms in a logical manner.
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Chapter 5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The numerical methods and algorithms described in the previous

chapters have been carried out on the CDC 6400 computer. Some of the

numerical results obtained for the three quasi-TEM planar structures

considered in this study are presented in this chapter.

The primary objective of this thesis work is the development of

simple but efficient computational schemes, and thus the numerical

results are intended mainly to demonstrate that the implementations

really work as intended. The rationale is that the scope and range

of physical structures and dimensions which can be dealt with these

general methods is very broad such that it would be hopeless to at-

tempt to present all the features it can produce. Instead, the

complete working computer programs are supplemented in the appendix.

In this chapter, computed results for the normal mode parameters

fOr typical cases of the three planar structures are presented to show

the versatility and accuracy of the numerical techniques. The accu

racy of the results is examined by comparing the capacitance values

obtained by this method with exact or known accurate values for the

simple case of the homogeneous medium. A simple extrapolation scheme

is also given to help enhance the accuracy of the numerical results.
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5.1 Microstrip Lines

Since many results for the characteristics of the single and

symmetric 2-coupled lines have been published, these will not be re-

peated in this section. Instead, for the analytically solvable case

of the single stripline in a homogeneous medium, the merit of the

gate function used here is examined to see how closely it can approach

the exact solution as the discretization steps are increased. This

is demonstrated in Table 5.1.

Unit ( F/m)

W/H
Computed

Exact( 1)

n= 10 n= 20 n= 40 Extrap.

0.1 12.5937 12.6439 12.6692 12.6945 12.6946

1.0 25.9765 26.1788 26.2810 26.3832 26.384

10.0 112.056 113.406 114.148 114.890 114.9

Table 5.1 Capacitance of single microstrip line in air medium

From the table, it is clearly noted that the numerical scheme

gives lower bounds on the capacitance, and the error is about propor-

tional to the step size which is equal to Win. This is as expected,

since the capacitance is computed from charge induced on the strip

via gate function approximation, which is nothing but the rectangle

integration scheme for which overall error is known to be propor-

tional to the step size.

(1) Even though analytical result for this case is possible (Palmer
1937), its practical use is limited, because it requires the
solution of a complicated transcendental equation unlike the
cases of the coplanar lines. Thus, the results (Poh et al 1981)
quoted for comparision in this case have been obtained through
global basis approximation scheme which is better suited for this
kind of problems, and the results shown are considered to be
accurate as given digits. This is discussed further in Ch. 6.
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Based on the convergence rate, simple extrapolation scheme to estimate

more accurate results can be applied as,

C = C
2n

+ ( C
2n

- C
n

) (1)

The results of extrapolation for n= 20 and n= 40 are shown in Table 5.1

to give almost identical results as compared to the results of Poh.

In practical computation, the extrapolation for n= 10 and n= 20 will

render the results with 4-digits accuracy ( error within 0.1 % ) in

reasonable computing time, and thus is strongly recommended, though

it has not been directly implemented in our computing codes. And even

more cruder scheme for n= 5 and n= 10 will result in at least 3-digits

accurate values.

From Table 5.1, it is also seen that for wider strip, accuracy

of approximation is lagging, e.g., for W/H= 10, the computed result

for n= 20 gives 1.2 % error, but for W/H= 0.1, the same number of dis-

cretization leads to 0.4 % error.

The preceding arguments are quite general and also applicable to

the results obtained for the coplanar lines for which the same gate

function approximation is used.

Some of the typical characteristics computed for the general

multiple coupled microstrip lines are presented in Figures 5.1 through

5.4. Fig. 5.1 shows the results for the typical coupled asymmetric

lines on a substrate having relative dielectric constant
r
= 10.

The characteristic impedances of c andTr modes vs. 141,/H when W1 /H and

S/H are fixed along with the effective dielectric constant, and the

mode voltage ratio can be read from the figure.
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Here, the superscript represents the mode, and the numeral subscript

the line, where the voltage normal mode is defined according to

R
[ 1

for c mode, and for Tr mode.
c

-R
7

Computed results for the normal mode parameters of symmetrical

structures consisting of three and four coupled microstrip lines are

shown in Figures 5.2 through 5.4 for some typical cases. The voltage

normal modes for these cases are defined according to

1 1

0] for mode 1, R2
-1

three line, and

'1 11
R1 R2
v

for mode 1,
R-

1 -R2
v v

1 -1,

[

1

for mode 2, and -R3 for mode 3 for

for mode 2,

1

-R3

-R3

1

1

for mode 3, and
V

R4

-1

for

mode 4 for four line cases. These definitions are equally applicable

to the multiple coupled lines of the coplanar structures.
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5.2 Coplanar Striplines

For the analytically known case of single coplanar striplines in a

homogeneous medium, the capacitances are compared with the exact values

in Table 5.2 to see the convergence with respect to the discretization

steps ( n= W/b ).

Unit (pF/m)

W : S: W ComputedComp
Exact

n= 10 n= 20 n= 40 Extrap.

2:1:2 16.355 16.589 16.708 16.829 16.829

1:1:1 13.567 13.704
J

13.773 13.842 13.842

0.5:1:0.5 11.157 11.241 11.284 11.327 11.327

Table 5.2 Capacitance of single coplanar stripline in air medium

Here, the exact capacitance is given by ( Wen 1969 )

exact co
K'(k) /K(k), (2)

where K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind and

k = S /(S +2W), and Kt(k) = K(k'), k'= 1-k2 .

The value of elliptic integral can be either looked upon in the math-

matical table like (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965) or calculated from

simple and accurate approximate expressions (Hilberg 1969).

Similar arguments as for the case of microstrip lines can be made

here from Table 5.2, and simple extrapolation scheme using n= 10 and

n= 20 will give the results with 4-digits accuracy in less computing

time.

Presentation of some typical results for coplanar striplines

begins with Fig. 5.5(a) for single symmetric coplanar striplines for

several values of S/H's. From Fig. 5.5(a), it is noted that
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characteristic impedances for the coplanar striplines are generally

higher than those for the comparable microstrip or coplanar waveguides.

Results for single asymmetric lines for two values of S/H are plotted

in Fig. 5.5(b).

For multiple coupled coplanar striplines with the center strip

designated as the reference line, the results are shown in Figs. 5.6

(a) and (b).

At this stage, it may be of some interest to examine the effect

of choosing arbitrary reference line, because there is no pre-fixed

ground line in multiple coupled coplanar stripline structures. Let

us consider the normal modes of propagation for the symmetric three

coplanar lines as shown in Fig. 5.6.

1 2

2

3

W3

Mode line 1 line 2 line 3

Mode 1
(Even)

V 1 0 1

I 1 -2 1

Mode 2
(Odd) li

V 1 0 -1

_
1 0 -1

a) Normal modes

Mode line 1 line 3

Mode 1 V 1

(Even) I 1

Mode 2 V 1 -1

(Odd) I 1 -1

b) Normal modes for reference
of line 2

Mode line 2 line 3

Mode 1 V -1 0

I 1

Mode 2 V -1 -2
I 0 -1

c) Normal modes for reference
line 1

Table 5.3 Normal modes for symmetric three coplanar striplines
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Table 5.3(a)clearly shows all the voltage and current specification

for 2 existing normal modes. It is noted that for each mode, the

summation of all line currents always reduces to zero. Now, if we

take line 2 as the reference line, and remove it from Table 5.3(a)

to get to Table 5.3(b), it is perfectly normal, and is the one chosen

for Fig. 5.6. But, if we take line 1 as the reference line to get to

Table 5.3(c), it becomes asymmetric coupled lines, and one of the line

characteristic impedances for each mode is either 0 or infinite. This

is due to the fact that by taking any specific line as reference, the

line voltages are shifted with respect to that reference line, but the

line currents are invariant.

Extending this kind of behaviour, it will not be difficult to

figure out that for the general asymmetric coupled coplanar lines

consisting of three or more strips, a negative characteristic imped-

ance could be obtained and this is demonstrated in program document

section for coplanar striplines in appendix. This seemingly strange

aspect of getting characteristic impedances like zero, infinite, or

even negative values is because of our definition of line mode charac-

teristic impedances. It should be noted that the characteristic imped-

ance or admittance matrix representing the terminating network which

will match all the normal modes is positive definite and that such a

terminating network is purely resistive.

These characteristics are normally observed in multiple coplanar

striplines, and in microstrip lines for some special cases of asymmet-

ric lines in multiple substrate structures (Emery 1979). The effect

of these strange characteristics in actual designing of microwave device

has not been fully studied, and may be a worthwhile undertaking.
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5.3 Coplanar Waveguides

Following similar arguments as in the previous cases, we examine

the convergence feature of the approximation scheme for the analyti-

cally known case of single coplanar waveguide in homogeneous medium.

Here, the exact capacitance is again given by (Wen 1969)

Cexact = 46 K(k)/I0(k) (3)

where k = WW-1-2S).

From Table 5.4, it is evident that two different schemes mentioned

in Ch. 3 give the upper bounds and lower bounds on the capacitances

respectively, and for the same number of discretizing steps ( n=S/b ),

the broadening scheme results in less errors, and thus this scheme

has been selected in actual computations.

Recommended extrapolation scheme is to use the results for n= 10

and n= 20, which will lead to results which are accurate up to

4 digits in reasonable computing time.

Some typical results for coplanar waveguides are shown in Figures

5.7 through 5.10. These include the cases of single symmetric

(Fig. 5.7(a)), and nonsymmetric (Fig.5.7(b)) C.P.W.'s,and general

multiple coupled coplanar waveguides.



Unit ( pF/m )

S : W :
Broadening Scheme Narrowing Scheme

Exact

n= 10 n= 20 n= 40 Extrap. n= 10 n= 20 n= 40 Extrap.

2 : 1 : 2 19.173 18.902 18.767 18.632 17.648 18.139 18.385 18.631 18.633

1 : 1 : 1 23.113 22.882 22.767 22.652 21.821 22.233 22.442 22.651 22.653

0.5 : 1 : 0.5 28.105 27.894 27.789 27.684 26.925 27.300 27.491 27.682 27.685

Table 5.4 Capacitance of single coplanar waveguide in air medium
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5.4 Remarks on Computing Requirements

There are two main limitations in the use of the local basis

approximation method employing gate functions to solve static field

problems of our interest. These are i) the amount of computer

storage necessary for the shape matrix, and ii) the amount of

computing time required to evaluate the integrals for the matrix

elements, and to solve the resulting linear equations. These limits

are strongly dependent upon the need of the users in general. The

computing needs for the user who just seek data for single or 2-coupled

lines would be completely different from the one who needs results for

5 or 6-coupled nonsymmetric lines. Besides that, the required accuracy

of the computed results is another critical factor in determining the

computing requirements.

Computing time needed to evaluate all the integrals is propor-

tional to the total number of discretizing steps, and the time to

solve the linear equation is usually proportional to the third order

of the matrix size. For the single or 2-coupled lines and small number

of discretizing steps, the former takes up a considerable portion of

the total computing time, while for the general multiple lines and

large number of discretizing steps, the latter consumes almost all of

the computing time.

There are a number of ways to reduce the computing requirements

without sacrificing accuracy. One effective tool is the use of extra-

polation scheme mentioned in this chapter for improved accuracy in

less computing time, which is possible when the convergence behavior

of the approximating scheme is known. For fixed discretizing steps,
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one may also utilize the symmetry properties usually implied by the

physical structures. Thus, in our example of using even and odd

excitation for such structures, the storage is reduced by half, and

the computing time to solve linear equations is reduced by a factor

of four.

.Even though all of the time-saving features and the extrapolation

schemes have not been fully used to get the typical results pre-

sented in this chapter, the computation time needed to compute the

quasi-TEM parameters for various structures is quite reasonable. It

varies from 0.1'0.2 second for single or 2-coupled symmetric micro-

strip lines to 4q.,6 seconds for 3-coupled coplanar waveguides on the

CDC 6400 computer.

Again, it should be noted that the computational results presented

in this chapter are only intended to demonstrate the versatility and

the accuracy of the numerical techniques, and not to generate exhaus-

tive design data. One would need to use the computer programs ap-

pended in the thesis to compute the normal mode parameters for various

specific cases of substrate materials and structure geometry.
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Chapter 6. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

Throughout the course of this study, we have attempted to adhere

to the main objectives of devising numerical schemes which are simple

enough to generalize and efficient enough to use practically for the

characterization of Quasi-TEM properties of three fundamental planar

MIC structures, i.e.,

a) microstrip lines b) coplanar striplines c) coplanar wave-

guides:. These initial objectives seem to have been accomplished

more or less rigorously at this stage.

Major achievements of this work can be summarized as follows ;

1) Introduction of the decomposition concept for the Green's function

in an inhomogeneous medium for the electrostatic field problems,

2) Application of regularization process developed in Generalized

Function Theory to the numerical study of the coplanar striplines,

3) Visualization of different spaces for the basis function and test

function sets in solving the Cauchy-type Singular Integral Equation

and its application to the numerical study of the coplanar wave-

guides,

4) Systematic construction of algorithms to cover any number of

multiple lines for all of the three fundamental planar structures.

The numerical schemes we have formulated are quite simple and

efficient, but nevertheless, they cannot be the best. They have

their own limitations and weakness.
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What follows now is a discussion of what can be done in prospect,

rather than to review what should have been done in retrospect.

6.1 Improvement of Present Methods

The numerical schemes, examined long since, are based on the

variational principle of a physical system which tends to settle down

its minimum energy state. There are two main numerical ap-

proaches used in seeking the first-order error free stationary

solutions. These are ;

A. Local Scheme

It is called the method of local basis approximation, which dis-

cretizes the region of interest into many fine segments, and sets up

the approximating function for each of the segments. Our method

belongs to this category. In this method, in order to get improve-

ments in the results, one can normally follow two alternatives,

1) Discretizing into more fine steps, and.thus requiring more

computing time,

2) Use is made of employing higher-order approximating function

such as i) piecewise linear function (cap function), ii)

piecewise quadratic function or iii) spline function, and thus

requiring more analytic preparations.

However, neither one is expected to render significant gains against

their expenses for our problems because of the fundamental limitation

posed by physical nature of the structures which cannot be easily adopted

by the local approximations. The limitation of the local approximation is

called the edge effect singularities (Collin 1960), which is the conse-

quence of the physical requirement that energy stored near the edge
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should be bounded. As was well exemplified in Acton(1970), the dis-

cretization and the analytic manipulations are quite involved even

for the homogeneous air medium to include the edge effect. In inhomo-

geneous medium where exact analytic manipulation is limited, the edge

singularity is difficult to be incorporated with these approximating

schemes. As a result, all the segments, regardless of their relative

position with respect to the edge have the same expressions. There-

fore, it becomes necessary to search for other methods where the

edge effects can be easily included.

B. Global scheme

This. is called the method of global basis approximation, which

does not discretize the region at all, and is more closely related to

the classical variational methods developed.long before the computing

age. In this method, the appropriate function set to approximate the

whole region, usually orthogonal functions in most situations, is

applied. It is, then, very easy to accommodate the edge effect into

the approximating functions as a kind of weight factor. At this stage

selecting the suitable basis function is very critical upon its over-

all numerical efficiency and accuracy. For well chosen sets, surpris-

ingly few terms of expansion are sufficient to render the highly accu-

rate results as has been amply demonstrated in the literature on high

frequency dispersion characteristics for the single and 2-coupled

microstrip lines. Among many approximating functions, two are quite

distinct and are discussed here.

One is the functions introduced by Jansen(1978) with useful dis-

cussion of general criterion, i.e., using trigonometric function with

edge factors as
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(a cos nx + b sin nx)
n n n and 1 x (a cos nx + b sin nx) (1)

n n n
j1 -

in a little modified form. The other, which is suited to such problems,

but not extensively used in literature, is using Chebysheff functions

of the first and second kind with edge factors as given by

T
n
(x),/,11 - x

2
and 1 - x2 U

n-1
(x) .

The difficulties associated with this global scheme is that it

(2)

is most effective for the single line case where there is just one

region tc be approximated, but extending it to multiple lines is not as

straightforward as the local schemes. Unequal widths of conducting

strips or spacing gaps will require additional analytic works in

evaluating the corresponding integrals. Surely, the decomposition

process introduced here may help to ease much of the computational load.

Above all, this method of global basis approximation is indispen-

sable when one tries any numerical work on high frequency dispersion

analysis. Therefore, a study of this method warrants serious

attention and should be quite useful for various applications.
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6.2 Unified Approach

As might have been noticed during the course of this work, the

analysis and the follow-ups for microstrip lines and coplanar strip-

lines are very similar, once the log r singularity associated with

latter ones is resolved, and therefore, these two cases may be joined

into one, but for the coplanar waveguides, different direction is

followed right from the beginning.

C.P.S. and C.P.W. in homogeneous medium are exact physical dual,

where Babinetts equivalence principle plays its role (Collin 1960).

In static capacitance problems, we have known that the same conformal

mapping will render the results simultaneously for both structures

with complimentary physical dimensions. By extending this concept

into the inhomogeneous medium, it may be feasible to devise one uni-

fied scheme which will give the results for the C.P.S. and C.P.W., and

in turn, M.S., not simultaneously, but readily at least because the

C.P.W. and C.P.S. are not exact physical dual in an inhomogeneous

medium.

The notion of unified scheme thus becomes attractive enough to

invoke some academic interest. What is needed now is the examination

of the physical reasons as to why we have to follow different directions in

the formulations. In the analysis of M.S. and C.P.S., the distributed

charge and potential are the basic physical variables of our concern,

where as in the analysis of C.P.W., the tangential electric field and

distributed charge are the basic variables.

In Table 6.1, the relationship between these basic physical varia-

bles is indicated. It should be noted that to be a valid basis function,
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Structures Basis Function
(Cause)

Test Function
(Consequence)

M.S. & C.P.S. Distributed
Charge, p

Potential, (1)

C.P.W. Tangential
Electric Field,
E
x

Distributed
Charge, p

Table 6.1 Relations of basic physical variables

it should have finite support, while for being a valid test function,

there is no such restriction. Thus, some flexibility may be expected

in handling with less-restricted variables for test functions. Now, it

seems clear that there may exist two possibly different unified schemes

to meet the objectives, and the following is an attempt to describe

the general features of these possible schemes.

A. Scheme I ( C.P.W. Mode) :

Here we take the tangential electric field as test function in-

stead of potential in C.P.S. and M.S. problems. In this scheme as is

related in Table 6.2, the numerical procedures for the M.S. and C.P.S.

will follow the similar paths as the ones applied for the C.P.W. just

by exchanging the roles of Ex and p, and thus named as C.P.W. Mode.

Structures Basis Function Test Function

M.S. & C.P.S. Distributed
Charge, p

Tangential Electric
Field, E

x
C.P.W. Tangential

Electric
Field, E

x

Distributed

Charge, p

Table 6.2 Relations for unified physical variables (I)
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It is necessary to anticipate the consequences of this role exchanges

in terms of required inputs and the results. After some

physical reasoning, it is found that in this mode, the input excita-

tion will be the charges on each strips, instead of the potentials,

and the results are the potentials on each strips induced due to the

applied charges. Therefore, we will end up with the matrix of the

distributed coefficients of potential which was defined along with

the matrix of the distributed capacitance in (Ramo et al. 1965) as

V = [P) Q . (3)

This matrix is closely related to the matrix of the distributed induct-

ance, and this relation can be appreciated if one reviews the normal

mode definitions in Chap. 2, noting that from eq. (3),

[1]. [c]-1 . (4)

In this scheme, the extra singularity associated with C.P.S.

would not appear at all, which may be of some attractive merit. In

correspondence with two matrices of the shape and charge for the C.P.W.,

this will also render two matrices, i.e., one is the shape matrix to

be be solved for the unknown coefficients of charge distributions, and

the other is the potential matrix to be used for computing the induced

potential difference between the strips with the charge distributions

found.

B. Scheme II (Stripline Mode)

On the other hand, we have experienced that the formulation and

algorithm development for the M.S. and C.P.S. structures is relatively

easy as compared to the C.P.W. structures. Furthermore, numerical

scheme for the C.P.W. leads to less-effective non-symmetric linear
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equations due to the odd symmetry of integral kernel. Therefore, in

some situations, one may need to search for the M.S./C.P.S. type for-

mulation in solving the C.P.W.

For this purpose, need is raised to replace the test function of

distributed charge in Table 6.1 with another physical variable. Isn't

there any other kind of physical variable left to be uncovered as

yet ? To answer this, we have to examine the cross-relationships be-

tween various physical variables shown in Table 6.1 such as

Potential I) .4.4- Tangential electric field Ex

Distributed charge p ++ Distributed charge p -

The former one indicates the integral or the differential relation

between potential and tangential electric field as

(1)(x) = -I E (x') dx' or E = -
.x 3x

-00
x

In analogy, what is missing in the latter relation is the one corre-

sponding to the integral nature of distributed charge. Thus, we can

reach the conclusion that one needs to define the accumulated charge

as
Q
a
(x) = p(x') dx' .

It looks strange at first because it has not been used and hence an

unfamiliar variable. Their relational roles are indicated in Table

6.3.
Structures Basis Function Test Function

M.S. & C.P.S. Dist'd Charge, p Potential, (I)

C.P.W.
Tangential
Electric
Field, E

x

Accumulated
Charge, Q

a

Table 6.3 Relations for unified physical variables (II)
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Now, one can follow the similar numerical procedures as C.P.S. in

dealing with C.P.W., and therefore, it is named for stripline mode.

In this unified scheme for C.P.W., the input excitation would be the

accumulated charges Qa assumed on each spacings, where Qa remains

constant throughout each spacings. Then the result is the potential

induced on the intervening conducting strips due to these assumed

accumulated charges. From the assumed Qa, the charge on each strip

is found to be nothing but the difference of Qa's between both adja-

cent spacings to each strip. In this way, one will get the matrix of

the coefficients of potential directly. It is noted that the extra

singularity associated with C.P.S. would appear for unified C.P.W.

scheme, but since the regularization procedure is known, it should

cause no difficulty.

6.3 Extension into Other Planar MIC Structures

The subject thus far have been limited to the three fundamental

open type planar structures, but the methodology we have formulated

is general enough to apply to other important quasi-TEM planar struc-

tures such as i) covered microstrip line, ii) closed microstrip

line, iii) structures with multiple dielectric layers, and iv) struc-

tures on anisotropic substrates. Especially, the concept of decompo-

sition of the inhomogeneous Green's function is also applicable to

any numerical scheme for any of these structures.

In this section, some additional new and useful structures which

require combined solution techniques of both stripline and coplanar

waveguide will be introduced for future subjects.
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A. Coupled Strip-Slot lines

These structures shown in Fig.6.1 have been recently introduced

as useful alternatives in coupler design to get tight coupling and

equal phase velocities(Ogawa 1979 ; Itoh and Herbert 1978 ; Hoffmann

and Siegel 1982). It is composed of conducting strips on different

sides of the dielectric layer, the quasi-TEM analysis reported on

these structures have been confined to the types with covered or closed

enclosures. For open structures, it is the combination of both micro-

strip lines and coplanar waveguides with the inherent analytic diffi-

culties which have been completely resolved in our developments. Tt

will be natural to extend those techniques to tackle these structures.

The formulation may begin with a hybrid form because differnt physical

"source" parameters coexist, i.e., the distributed charges on the upper

surface, and tangential electric fields on the lower surface. In this

respect, the unified approach mentioned in preceding section should be

of great help in formulating the problems and utilizing the similar

numerical schemes.

B. One-sided Coplanar Waveguide

This structure shown in Fig.6.2 was mentioned by Wen (1970) for

its possible advantage of having smaller stray capacitance effects at

the ends, but it has not been used much since mainly due to a lack

of suitable analysis. This structure poses some interesting problems,

that is, the approximation schemes we have adopted so far have been

based on the basis function variables having finite support, but in

this structure, neither tangential electric field nor distributed

charge .tlas finite support. And therefore, it needs to be correctly
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formulated from different view point than the conventional approaches.

In this respect again, the hybrid formulation similar as those for

coupled strip-slot lines may be worth trying.

6.4 Application View

Device application is the ultimate purpose of studying the trans-

mission properties for planar structures. In this section, a brief

discussion on how the results of this work may be used in the design

of actual microwave components is presented together with possible

application of this work to other fields of engineering.

A. General Scattering Matrix Formulation

In microwave circuit applications such as couplers, filters, and
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power divider/combiners, the beginning step is to formulate the scat-

tering parameters for specified loading conditions and excitations

using the given transmission characteristics. Then one usually tries

to find some desirable conditions like the impedance matching, improved

coupling, improved directivity or perfect isolation based on these

scattering parameters. For simple case of 2-coupled 4 port couplers,

one can find some closed-form expressions to achieve such design goals.

But, for general multiple-coupled line networks, the closed-form rela-

tions are usually not feasible, and therefore, one is forced to simpli-

fy the formulation by assuming reduced models and/or to rely on the

results of numerical computation.

In order to utilize the results of present study, a general numer-

ical procedure can be developed so as to automate the process of comput-

ing scattering parameters. Then one may try to achieve desired design

specifications as close as possible by applying any of the known non-

linear optimization schemes such as the steepest descent method.

Thus, the procedures can be stated as follows. For the given

quasi-TEM characteristics of N -coupled lines and any loading condi-

tions as connecting two or more ports together, suppressing some ports

leaving open or short-circuited, formulate the scattering matrix for

the remaining ports and apply the optimization routine to design the

device for given specifications.
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B. Possible application into other fields of engineering

1) VLSI circuit ;

Advances in VLSI technology demand smaller and denser packag-

ing of circuit elements. Interconnection between various elements is

usually done in the form of multiple stripline structures. Thus, the

problems such as crosstalk which arises due to the capacitive or in-

ductive coupling between lines (Wallmark 1982), and propagation delays

(Yuan et al. 1982) may be more precisely characterized by applying

the results of the present work.

2) Electrooptic waveguide modulators ;

High-speed electrooptic modulators can be realized in the

form of coplanar striplines (Alferness 1982). In optical waveguides,

the substrate material is usually anisotropic, but its quasi-TEM anal-

ysis is not much different from the one used for the isotropic medium

(Kobayashi 1978). So, modifying the present method of coplanar strip-

lines to cover anisotropic mediums will find useful application to

characterize the modulation procedure accurately in optical waveguide.

3) Boundary Element Method ;

The mathematical background for the present work is quite

similar to the boundary element method which structural engineers have

developed recently (Banerjee and Butterfield 1980). One can find the

familiar concepts and difficulties such as the fundamental solution,

and the two dimensional logarithmic potential singularity. Cross-

study between these different fields may be mutually beneficial and

this cooperation may lead to further advances in the analysis of

many problems.
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6.5 Final Remarks

Simple but efficient computational schemes to study general

quasi-TEM characteristics of the three fundamental planar MIC

structures have been presented. Throughout the work, attempt has

been made to emphasize the development procedures and describe them

in sufficient detail so as to make the thesis self-contained and

easily understandable.

The ultimate purpose of studying the transmission characteristics

of these structures is to examine their suitability for viable devices,

and it is our hope that this thesis work will be of help to the field

engineers in the design of various microwave components and devices.

As for the theoretical part, this work is by no means complete, and

there is a lot of room to improve the present methodologies and

develop new ones.
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Appendix 1 Mathematical Previews

A. Numerical Galerkin Method for Singular Integral Equation

The integral equtions encountered are of the form

u(x') dxt j K(x,x')u(x')dx' = f(x),
Iwis " -"

and
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(1 )

IN's loglx-x'111(xl)dx' K(x,x')u(xl)dx1=f(x) (2)
lwts

where integral (f) is defined. in the sense of Cauchy principle values.

Let us introduce operators L, A and K so that

LuEAu+Ku=f. (3)

Here, I u(x7)
dx' or =A u = j loglx-xllu(x')dx1 is known

x'-x Jwts

as the dominant part of L u, and K u is known as its regular part

(Golberg 1979) in singular integral theory. These names are particu-

larily apt to our purpose since the dominant part of L has a profound

influence on the behavior of the solution

Galerkin method is a general class of variational method for

approximating solutions to any linear operator equation

L u = f , (4)

from finite dimensional subspace X
N

of some inner product space X in

which the operator L is defined. In particular, if ( , ) denotes

N .N
an inner product on X , and if XN =. span{ ;,1,02, ,(1) } and

Y
M

= span{ t
M

1 9' M
) are N-dimensional subspace of X, called

by basis fuction space, and M,dimensional .subspace of X, called by

by test function space, respectively. Then the general Galerkin



-
method for approximating a solution u of eq.(4) for given f seeks

a function U 6 X
N

satisfying the system of equation

( L u
N

- f, .Cp.1 ) = 0 , i=1,2,...,M
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(5)

N N
+c

N
c,d)Thus, if uN y= cic2.2

N N
= , and if L is

i=1

linear, we find, substituting into eq.(5), that uN must satisfy the

linear equation
(Le,e) c = (f,ti!1 i=1,2,...,M . (6)

j=1 3 1
.1\1

Usually one takes N = H, and u. = (1)1. , i=1,2,...,N . In this

case e .(6) becomes N

7 (r.,e) c
j

= (f,(1)Ii!) , i=1,2,..,N (7)
j 1

i=1

(7) is exactly the Rayleigh-Ritz method when L is positive definite

and symmetric.

The point, however, is that there are situations of nonsymmetric

nonpositive definite operator L, e.g., eq.(1) to which general

Galerkin method applies where the basis function and the test function

need not b the same.

The solution thus obtained for eq.(6) or (7) may be exact or

1,7 M
approximate, dePPIdirg upon the choices of the b S and ti) .'s. "

1

One of the main tasks it any particular boundary value problem is the

selection of suitable basis functions and test functions. These are

uaually chosen to be linearly independent. Some additional factors

which are to be considered in the choice of these are as follows;

i) the accuracy of solution desired, ii) the ease of evaluation

of the matrix elements, iii) the size of the resultant matrix, and

iv) the realization of well-conditioned matrix.
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Fourier Integral Transform

a) Definition of Fourier Transform

f:(a) = f(x)ejax dx E F [f(x]

rc°

f(x) = (1/27) f(u)e-ixa du
J-00

b) Definition of Inner Product

-1
[T(a)3

(f,g) =lf* g dx

where asterisk(*) denotes complex conjugate

c) _a_ -rPseval's Theorem

(T(a),i(a)) = 27(f(x),g(x))

d) Some Relevant Transform Pairs

Spatial Domain Spectral Domain

(S(x-x!) e

ux'f(x-x') e
jT(a)

df(x)
-ja 1.(a)dx

d2f(x) a2T(a)
dx

11(x) = 2

b1/b, -b/2<x<b/2 sin a

0 otherwise b
a

2

a>0
1/(7

1,
x) j sgn a where sgna=t

-1,u<0

1/(7b) logl(x4)/(x-lin j
sin(ba/2)

(b04/2)

j sgna e-slal(1/7) x /(x2 +s2)

(1/27) log (b2+x2 )/(a2+x2) (e

C - (1/7) logixl 1/104i (see proof)
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e) Proof of F [ P
1

-20-21oglal quoted from (Vladimirov 1971)
1x1

Note ;

1

P--7 is defined with the regulalization in generalizedX7

function as
1

(Plxl'f) jixl<1
dx + f(x) dx

,Ixl>11x1

1

(FF)---c-d ,f) = (P1x1, F[f])

1

=
Flf)

x
- F[f]l

x=0
F[f]

dx + I
x _

,_:1 1x1
d-x

lx;

r1 00
ilxj>1

= j 1--if f(a)(eixa-1)da dx + i 11 f(,)eixado,dx
IX' -00

j X
I X 14 i Lap

1,00

1

f(a)
cos xa-1

f(a)
cox xa

dadx
0,

= 2f dadx + 21°T
J ..cx,

x . x

1= 21 f(a)1 dxda - 21 I f (a)
sin

as
ic° co -1

00,00
I ,, ,sin xa

x2
JO

x
1 J-00

co
lal cos u-1

.0 co

. 2f f(a)f du da- 2f f (a)
e f sin xa

x
2 dxda

0
u

00 1

= 21 f(ctif
lal cos u-1

u
du +

3 i sin ax 1
.00

2 dXI
rop

.1.. o (1.)1 x

= 2
rm

f(a) [ jr

lal cos u-1

u
du +

cos ax
x

dx

,

da
J.-co 0 -1 1 -

= 21

00

f(a) lia' du + 1 ----- du da
rm

cos u-1 cos u

i-co 0
u

jial
u

= 2

.00

f(a) [1

1
ucos -1

du +
cos u fl

1

.00

du - f du da
..co JOu

i 1 U 1
u

= 21 f(a) ( -C - loglal ) da

where C is the Euler constant
1

0

,

du -
t-cos u f u

du )

1

Therefore = -20 - 2log jai .

xi

In the texts, it is clearly shown that C is, anyway, going to drop

out, thus the exact value of C is not relevant.
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0. Equivalence between the Spectral and Spatial Green's Function

a) Microstrip line structure

The spectral Green's function in inhomogeneous mediums is decom-

posed as
s2+1 e-21cdh

G(a) (1)

r

1 1

where
1-e

-2Ialh
(a,)=

solai(l+c cothlaih)
and-

o
(a)- 1

E01061(1+cothlulh)- 2colui

and K is defined by K (1-E )/(1+6
r

) .

Interestingly enough, we can notice the recursive definition for Lx(a)

in eq.(1). Let J 2/(1+E
r
), then we can rewrite eq.(1) as

= J
o
(a) + Ke-21a111( J

o
(a)+Ke-21alh (a))

= J
o
(a) {1 + Ke-21alh + (Ke-21a1h)2 + }

= J
o
(a) Kn e

-21aIhn

n=0
00 e-21cdhn (-21041h(n+1)

),
(2)

n=0
= J/(2c0) L K

lal

It is just simple convergent geometric series because IKe-"hl is

always less than 1 . Therefore term by term Fourier inverse transform

is possible. With the aid of Fourier transform table on the preceding

section, we will get
00

(2n+1)11 x1G(x) = F-1[G(a] 1( e log {
( 2nh ) 2A-X2

r I n=0

(3)
Ea.(3) is precisely the one which is otherwise derivable with image

charge method directly in spatial domain (Silvester 1968).
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b) Coplanar stripline structure

Here, the spectral Green's function in inhomogeneous mediums is

decomposed as 1-c2
1

'd(a) = G (a) + (4)
)2(1+0- col al(1+E'cothlalh)

where 1+ErcothiaJh
.a.(a)= (a)=1/(2colal), and

Eola {(1+62r )+2E
r
cothlalh} ' o r 1+E

r

The latter part is just the same as the inhomogeneous Green's function

for microstrip line, and thus, we can use its result of eq.(3). And

Fourier inverse transform is possible with the help of regularization

for the first part. After some manipulations, we get

co

{(2n+1)h)
2
+x
2

G(x)Pft
1 1 r. 2n-1

ux) - 1 [uva] = C-777-loglxl+ K log
(2nh) 2+X247TEJ0

4 ° n=0
(5)

The same result but in a slightly different form than eq.(5) was

derived with image; method (Silvester).

c) Coplanar waveguide structure

as

where

The inhomogeneous Green's function in spectral domain is decomposed

e

y(a) = i(1+Er) Yo(a) + -j2cocrK sgn 1-Ke-2lalh , (6)

(1+4)+2crcoth ajh
(a) = -jE0 sgn a

1 +
r
cothla h

2
o
(a) = -j2s0 sgn a .

The latter part can be expanded in terms of geometric series as follows,

7(a) = 1(1+6
r
)2' (a)+ 2coc

r
K (-jsgna)Kne-

(2n+1)lalh
2

n=0 (7)

Then, term by term Fourier inversion is possible, and we get

00

Y(X)=-Fl[i(a]--60TrX
(11-Sp.

ri n 0

Kn

=
2

{ (2n+1)h +x
2}.

(8)
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Appendix 2 Documents of Computer Programs

A. General Microstrip Lines

Name ; Program STRIP

Purpose ; To compute the quasi-TEM characteristics of general multi-

ple coupled microstrip lines in dielectric substrate.

Language ; FORTRAN IV

Decription ; This program computes the following quasi-TEM parameters

of up-to 6-coupled symmetric or nonsymmetric open microstrip

lines,

Capacitance Matrix
Inductance Matrix
Normal Modes of Propagation

Effective Dielectric Constant
Phase Velocity
Mode Line Characteristic Impedances
Voltage Modes
Current Modes

Numerical method applied is the Galerkin method employing local

basis approximation scheme, and the piece-wise constant (gate)

function is used for.basis function and the point collocation

is used for test function to solve the related integral equation

in Fourier spectral domain. Normal modes of propagation are

found algebraically for simple cases,and numerically by solving

generalized eigenvalue problems of matrix for general cases.

External Routines Required ;

It calls two subroutines supported in IMSL packages. One is

LEQT1P for solving linear equation of symmetric positive-definite

matrix, and the other is EIGRF for finding eigenvalues and eigen-

vectors of general real matrix.

Input Variables ;

Line 1 : EPSR (dielectric constant of substrate), STEP (discre-

tizing step size), and WIDTH (total width)



Line 2 : KIND (the number of strips), and

indicator for continuation)

Line 3 : NW(1),NS(1),NW(2),NS(2),

NW(i) is the number of steps for

NS(i) is the number of steps for

Limitations ;

NEXT (the flag

,NW(KIND) where
.th
1 strip, and

I
th

spacing.

Multiple-coupled lines over 5 lines show tendency

of degeneracy among some of its normal modes. The subroutine

used is not capable of handling such degenerate modes, and

thus careful interpretation is needed in such situations.

Extension ; In order to use for multiple coupled lines over 6

lines, some dimensional adjustments are required. Read the

comments inside the program for details.

Example ;

SYMMETRIC 4-COUPLED STRIP EPSR= 10.000 NO SHIELD
01 S1 U2 S2 U3

.200 .100 .200 .100 .200

CAPACITANCE MATRIX IN P-F/M FOR AIR
. 214176E+02 -.105278E+02 -.183885E+01 -.101873E+01

-.105278E+02 .272053E+02 -.973757E+01 -.183885E+01
INDUCTANCE MATRIX IN MICRO-H/M

.724398E+00 .386963E+00 .261707E+00 .191842E+00

. 386963E+00 .713427E+00 .382786E+00 .261707E+00
CAPACITANCE MATRIX IN P -F /N FOR DIELECTRIC

.124414E+03 -.557264E+02 - .829341E +01 -.335175E+01
-.557264E+02 .151048E+03 - .522186E +02 -.829341E+01

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LINE

STEP= .0100

S3 04

.100 .200

MODE= 1 R-EFF= 6.7381

VOLTAGE MODE=
CURRENT MODE=

MODE= 2 K-EFF= 5.5877

VOLTAGE MODE=
CURRENT MODE=

MODE= 3 M-EFF= 5.5034
VOLTAGE MODE=
CURRENT MODE=

MODE= 4 K-EFF= 5.5001

VOLTAGE MODE=
CURRENT MODE=

Program Listing ;

VEL= 1.1549E+8 M/S

1.00000 1.02322

1.00000 .66788

VEL= 1.2682E+8 M/S
1.00000 .35390

1.00000 .22080

VEL= 1.2779E+8 M/S
1.00000 -1.49728

1.00000 -.97731

VEL= 1.2783E+8 M/S
1.00000 -4.52907

1.00000 -2.82563

ZO= 155.853 OHM 238.774
1.02322 1.00000

.66788 1.00000

ZO= 71.048 OHM 113.880

-.35390 -1.00000
-.22080 -1.00000

20= 36.074 OHM 55.268
-1.49728 1.00000

-.97731 1.00000

ZO= 22.834 OHM 36.600

4.52907 -1.00000
2.82563 -1.00000

OHM 238.774

OHM 113.880

OHM 55.268

OHM 36.600
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OHM 155.853 OHM

OHM 71.048 OHM

OHM 36.074 OHM

OHM 22.834 OHM



PROGRAM STRIF(INPUT,OUTEUT,TAPE5=INFUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)

C ON QUASI-STATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTIPLE COUPLED MICROSTRIP LINES
C
C THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN TO STUDY THE QUASI-STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
C OF LOSSLESS MULTIPLE COUPLED MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES.
C
C IT COMPUTES THE FOLLOWING QUASI-TEM TRANSMISSION PARAMETERS OF
C UP-TO 6 COUPLED SYMMETRICAL OR NON-SYMMETRICAL
C MICROSTRIP LINES OF OPEN TYPE ;
C CAPACITANCE MATRIX
C INDUCTANCE MATRIX
C NORMAL MODES OF PROPAGATIONS
C FOR EACH MODE,

C EFFECTIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
C PHASE VELOCITY
C CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCES OF EACH LINES

C VOLTAGE MODES
CURRENT MODES.

C

C SUBROUTINES REQUIRED;
C THE PROGRAM CALLS TWO EXTERNAL SUBROUTINES SUPPORTED FROM IMSL

C PACKAGES. THEY ARE LEQT1P FOR SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATION OF
C SYMMETRIC POSITIVE-DEFINITE MATRIX, AND EIGRF FOR EIGENVALUES
C AND EIGENVECTORS FOR GENERAL REAL MATRIX.
C IN ADDITION, THE PROGRAM CONTAINS EIGHT SUBROUTINES OF ITS OWN;
C CHART,INDUCT,CAPT,GREEN,FBODE,CINTEO,MATRIX, AND COEFF.
C

C DIMENSION REQUIREMENTS FOR EXTENSION;
C FOR EXTENSION TO ARBITRARY NUMBERED COUPLED LINES OF N STRIPS,
C THE FOLLOWING DIMENSIONSAL CHANGES ARE REQUIRED;
C FOR VARIABLES DEFINED IN COMMON BLOCKS, AND MAIN PROGRAM,
C WH(N),SH(N),NW(N),NS(N),CAP(N,N),HENRI(N,N)
C FOR SUBROUTINE CHART,
C Z( N, N), I. C( N, N), WK( 2'N),EIGVAL(2,N),EIGVEC(2,N,N),

C VAL(N),VECT(N,N)
C FOR SUBROUITINE INDUCT,
C A(1E(N+1)/2)
C AND FOR MODERATE ACCURACY OF THE SOLUTIONS;
C DMAT(20EN,N),AMAT(200N(200N+1)/2),PN/(40/N,2)
C AND IT IS REQUIRED TO CHANGE THE CORRESPONDING DIMENSIONAL
C PARAMETERS IN CALLING STATEMENTS OF TWO IMSL ROUTINES.
C AND OUTPUT STATEMENTS(FORMAT) SHOULD BE MODIFIED TO LIST ALL.
C

C NOTE ON DEGENERATE CONFIGURATIONS;
C IF THE MEDIUM IS HOMOGENEOUS,
C ALL THE EIGENVALUES ARE THE SAME, AND EIGENVECTORS ARE

C ARBITRAY DETERMINED. FOR THIS KIND OF DEGENERACY, THE ROUTINE
C USED, IS NOT SUPPOSED TO HANDLE THE NON-UNIQUE EIGENVECTORS.
C

C

C
C

C
C
C

NOTE ON SYMMETRICAL CONFIGURATIONS;
IT IS RECOMMENDED TO USE THE CORRESPONDING SEPARATE VERSION
FOR THE SYMMETRICAL LINES FOR FASTER COMFUTATATIONS.
THIS PROGRAM TREATS THE SYMMETRICAL ONE AS NON-SYMMETRICAL
ONE, SO EFFICIENT FEATURES OF SYMMETRICAL ONE IS NOT UTILIZED.

DIMENSION WU(6),S11(6),LET(3)
CoMMON/MAT/AMAT(7260)/GRIPHI(240,2)/INT/H,F(65)
COMMON/CAT/CAP(6,6)/IND/HENRY(6,6)/C0F/NW(6),NS(6),BMAT(120,6)
DATA LET/3HAIR,10HDIELECTRIC,9HNO SHIELD/

C

C READ THE MAJOR SCHEMES AS EPSR,STEPSIZE( WIDTH OF
C SMALL SEGMENT), AND THE TOTAL WIDTH.
C

50 READ(5,1000) EPSR,STEP,WIDTH
1000 FORMAT(3F6.3)

NTOTAL=IFIX(WIDTH/STEP+0.5)
C
C COMPUTE THE CORRESPONDING GREEN'S FUNCTIONS FOR HOMOOENEOUS(AIR),

C ANTI DIELECTRIC MEDIUM.
C

CALL GREEN(EPSR,STEP,NTOTAL)
C
C READ THE SPECIFIC CONFIGURATION UNDER THE MAJOR SCHEME, WHERE

C KIND= DENOTES HOW MANY CONDUCTING SRIPS THERE ARE,
C NEXT= DENOTES WHETHER THE COMPUTATION WILL BE CONTINUED, CHANGED,
C OR STOPPED AFTER COMPLETION OF CURRENT CONFIGURATION AS
C 0: STOP, 1: CONTINUE UNDER SAME MAJOR SCHEME,
C 2: CONTINUE UNDER THE NEW MAJOR SCHEME.

C
100 READ(5,1200) KIND,NEXT

1200 FORMAT(2I1)
C
C READ TILE WIDTHS OF THE CONDUCTING STRIPS, & THE SPACINGS IN INTEGER

C MULTIPLES OF STEP SIZE
C

READ(5,1400) (NW(I),NS(T),/=1,R/ND)
1400 FORMAT(12I3)

NS(KIND)=0
DO 120 I=1,KIND
WH(I)=STEPFLOAT(NW(I))
SH(I)=STEPEFLOAT(NS(I))

120 CONTINUE
J=3
WRITE(6,2000) KIND,EPSR,LET(J),STEP

2000 FORMAT(///,2X,14HNON-SYMMETRIC ,I2,14H-COUPLED STRIP,3X,5HEPSR.,
1 F7.3,2X,A9,2X,10NSTEP SIZE- ,F6.4)



IF(KIND .EQ. 1) 00 TO 125
WRITE(6,2200) WH(1),(I-1,SH(I-1),I,WH(I),I=2,KIND)

2200 FORMAT(10X,3MW1.,F6.3,2X,5(10.1,11,1H.,F6.3,2X,M,I1,11L.,F6.3,2X))
GO TO 130

125 WRITE(6,2200) WH(1)
130 MROW.0

J=0
DO 140 L=1,KIND
MROW.MROWNW(I)
J.J+NS(I)

140 CONTINUE
NT.MROW+J
IF(NTOTAL .GE. NT) GO TO 160
NTOTAL.NT
CALL GREEN(EPSR,STEP,NTOTAL)

C
C COMPUTE THE CHARACTERISTICS FOR AIR, & DIELECTRIC MEDIUM, WHERE
C ITER.1 FOR AIR, 2 FOR DIELECTRIC.
C

160 ITER=1
C
C FILL THE MATRIX FROM GREEN'S FUNCTIONS.
C

C

C FILL THE RIGHT SIDE COEFFICIENT MATRIX.
C

C

C

C

C

C

200 CALL HATRIX(ITER,KIND)

CALL COEFF(KIND,MROW)

SOLVE THE LINEAR EQUATION OF AX=t, WHERE MATRIX A IS SYMMETRIC
POSITIVE-DEFINITE.

THE RESULTS ARE CONTAINED IN GMAT FOR CHARGE DISTRIBUTION.

CALL LEQT1P(AMAT,KIND,MROW,BMAT,120,IDGT,D1,D2,IER)
C
C COMPUTE THE CAPACITANCE MATRIX.
C

CALL CAPT(KIND)
WRITE(6,2400) LET(ITER)

2400 FORMAT(10X,35HCAPACITANCE MATRIX IN PICO-F/M FOR ,A10)
DO 220 I=1,KIND
WRITE(6,2600) (CAP(I,J),J=1,KIND)

2600 FORMAT(10X.6E15.8)
220 CONTINUE

IF(ITF.R .OE. 2) GO TO 260
C
C
C

COMPUTE THE INDUCTANCE MATRIX.

CALL INDUCT(KIND)

WRITE(6,2800)
2800 FORMAT(10X,3CHINDUCTANCE MATRIX IN MICRO-H/M)

DO 2110 I=1,KIND
WRITE(6,2600) (HENRI(I,J),J.1,KIND)

2h0 CONTINUE
ITER=2
CO TO 200

C

C COMPUTE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS MICROSTRIP LINE LIKE IMPEDANCES,
C EFFECTIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS, PHASE VELOCITY, MODE VOLTAGES,
C AND MODE CURRENTS.
C

260 CALL CHART(KIND)
IF(NEXT-1)700,100,50

700 STOP
END

SUBROUTINE CAFT(KIND)
C

C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE CAPACITANCE MATRIX FROM THE KNOWN
C SOLUTIONS OF CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS.
C

COMMON/CAT/CAP(6,6)/C0F/NW(6),N3(6),BMAT(120,6)
CON=111.2626
DO 100 I=1,KIND
KROW=.0

DO 80 J=.1,KIND
JROWAROW+1
KROW.KROW+NW(J)

DO 60 K.JROW,KROW
Q.Q+BMAT(K,I)

60 CONTINUE
CAP(J,I)=CON1Q

80 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE

RETURN
END



C

C

C

SUBROUTINE CHART(KIND)
THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STRIP
LINES.

REAL Z(6,6),L(6,6),LC(6,6),WK(12),EIGVAL(2,6),EIGVEC(2,6,6)
COMPLEX VAL(6),VECT(6,6)
COMMON/CAT/C(6,6)/IND/L
EQUIVALENCE (VAL(1),EIGVAL(1,1)),(VECT(1,1),EIGVEC(1,1,1))
CV=2.997925
CVSQ=CV*CV/100.
CVIN=10000./CV
WRITE(6,2000)

2000 FORMAT(8X,27HCHARACTERISTICS OF THE LINE)
IF(KIND .GE. 2) GO TO 20
Z(1,1)=1000.1SORT(L(1,1)/C(1,1))
EIGVAL(1,1)=CVSOL(1,1)*C(1,1)
EIGVAL(2,1)=CV/SQRT(EIGVAL(1,1))
WRITE(6,2200) Z(1,1),EIGVAL(1,1),EIGVAL(2,1)

2200 FORMAT(10X,3HZ0=,F8.3,13H OHMS K-EFF.,F7.4,2X,4HVEL.,F7.4,

1 911E+8 M/SEC)

RETURN
20 DO 40 I=1,KIND

DO 40 J=1,KIND
T=0.
DO 30 K=1,KIND
T=T+L(/,10°C(K,J)

30 CONTINUE
LC(I,J)=T

40 CONTINUE
C
C COMPUTE THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF VOLTAGE MODES
C FROM LC MATRIX.
C THE RESULTS ARE
C VAL(MODE) CONTAINS THE EIGENVALUE OF EACH NORMAL MODES,

C VECT(LINE MODE) CONTAINS THE EIGENVECTORS OF THE VOLTAGES
C FOR EACH LINES, FOR EVERY MODES.
C

CALL EIGRF(LC,KIND,6,1,VAL,VECT,6,11K,IER)

C
C

C
C

C
C
C

C

C
C

C

NORMALIZE VOLTAGE NORMAL MODES WITH RESPECT TO THE LINE 1.
FIND THE EFFECTIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT FROM THE EIGENVALUE,
AND STORE IT INTO EIGVAL(1,MODE).
FIND THE PHASE VELOCITY, AND STORE IT INTO EIGVAL(2,MODE).
COMPUTE THE CURRENT NORMAL MODES FROM THE VOLATGE MODES,
AND STORE IT INTO EIGVEC(2,LINE,MODE).
COMPUTE THE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCES FOR EACH LINE FROM
THE CORRESPONDING VOLTAGE MODES AND CURRENT MODES.
NORMALIZE CURRENT NORMAL MODES WITH RESPECT TO THE LINE 1.

DO 60 I=1,KIND
EIGVAL(1,I)=CVSMIGVAL(1,I)
EIGVAL(2,I)=CV/SORT(EIGVAL(1,I))
TEMP=EIGVEC(1,1,/)
DO 60 J=1,KIND
EIGVEC(1,J,I)=EIGVEC(1,J,I)/TEMP

60 CONTINUE
DO 120 I=1,KIND
T=CVINISQRT(EIGVAL(1,I))
DO 100 K=1,KIND
S=0.
DO 80 J=1,K/ND

S=S+C(K,J)IEIGVEC(1,J,I)
80 CONTINUE

IF(K .EQ. 1) TEMP=S
EIGVEC(2,K,/)=S/TEMP
Z(I,K)=0.
IF(ABS(S) .GT. 0.00001) Z(I,K)=TIEIGVEC(1,K,I)/S

100 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,2100) I,EIGVAL(1,I),EIGVAL(2,I),(Z(I,J),J=1,KIND)

2100 FORMAT(10X,5HMODE.,I2,21,6HK-EFF=,F7.4,2X,4HVEL.,F7.4,
711E+8 M/S,2X,3HZ0=,6(F8.3,4H OHM))

WRITE(6,2400) (EIGVEC(1,J,I),J=1,KIND)
2400 FORMAT(19X,13HVOLTAGE MODE=,6F10.5)

WRITE(6,2600) (EIGVEC(2,J,I),J=1,KIND)
2600 FORMAT(19X,1311CURRENT MODE=,6F10.5)
120 CONTINUE

RETURN
END



SUBROUTINE GREEN(EPSR,STEP,NTOTAL) H(1)=M64./45.
C W(2)=11124./45.

C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE STATIC GREEN'S FUNCTION IN SPACE DOMAIN. W(3)=11(1)

C FOR INHOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM, IT IS CALCULATED BY TAKING INVERSE 11(4)=41128./115.

C FOURIER TRANSFORM FROM SPECTRAL GREEN'S FUNCTION. C.(1.0EPS)/(1.0+EPS)

C FOR HOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM OF AIR, THE ANALYTIC [ORM IS USED. DO 100 I=2,5

C WT=W(I-1)

COMMON/OR/PU(240,0 X=FLOAT(I-1) °H

HSTEP=0.51STEP DO 100 J=I,M,4

X=HSTEP T=EXP(-2.0°X)

TM=XwALOG(1.0+4.0/(XIX))+4.0NATAN(0.5°X) F(J)=WT*T1(1.0T)13IN(HSTEP,X)/(X1X1(1.0C°T))

DO 50 I=1,NTOTAL X=X+H4

X=X+STEP 100 CONTINUE

TN=X*ALOG(1.0+11.0/(M))+4.00ATAN(0.51X) F(M)=0.5°F(M)

PHI(I,1)=(TNTM)/STEP F(1)=W(4)911STEP/(1.0C)

TD=TN RETURN

50 CONTINUE END

11+5.0

11=64 FUNCTION CINTEG(X,N)

CALL FBODE(EPSR,R,HSTEP,N) C

CON=8.011(1.0EPSR)/(STEP0(1.0+EPSR)1(1.0+EPSR)) C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE ACTUAL INTEGRATION BY BODE'S SCHEME

TCMP=2.0/(1.0+EPSR) C USING CLENSHAW'S RECURSIVE METHOD FOR EVALUATING A FINITE SERIES

X=0. C OF ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS.

DO 150 I=1,NTOTAL C

PHI(/,2)=TEMPIPHI(I,1)+COWICINTEG(X,N) COMMON/INT/H,F(65)

X=X+STEP THETA=X111

150 CONTINUE CON=2.011COS(THETA)

RETURN C2=0.

END C3=0.
M=N+2

SUBROUTINE FBODE(EPS,R,HSTEP,N) L=N+1

C DO 50 I=1,L

C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES WEIGHTS OF EVERY INTERVALS C1=CONIC2C3+F(MI)

C IN BODE'S 5 POINTS RULE FOR INTEGRATION. C3=-C2

C C2=C1

REAL W(4) 50 CONTINUE

COMMON/INT/H,F(65) CINTEG=C2C3eCOS(THETA)

14=N+1 RETURN

H=R/FLOAT(N) END

H4=4.0*11



SUBROUTINE MATRIX(ITFR,KIND) KRON=0
C DO 100 I=1,KIND

C THIS ROUTINE FILLS UP THE SHAPE MATRIX 'A IN LINEAR EQUATION JROW=KROW+1

C OF AX=B, WHICH IS SYMMETRIC AND POSITIVE-DEFINITE, IN PACKED KROW=KROW+NW(I)
C ONE DIMENSIONAL FORM FOR GENERAL NON - SYMMETRIC MICROSTRIP LINES. DO 100 J=JROW,KROW
C DMAT(J,I)=1.0

COMMON/MAT/AMAT(7260)/GR/PHI(240,2) 100 CONTINUE

COMMON/C0F/NR(6),NS(6),BMAT(120,6) RETURN

INDEX.° END

JROW=NW(1)
DO 100 I'1,JROW SUBROUTINE INDUCT(KIND)

DO 100 J=1,I
INDEX=INDEX+1 C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE INDUCTANCE MATRIX FROM THE CORRESPONDING

AMAT(INDEX)=1'HI(/-J+1,ITER) C CAPACITANCE MATRIX OF AIR MEDIUM.

100 CONTINUE
IF(KIND .LE. 1) RETURN REAL A(21)

DO 200 I=2,KIND COMMON/CAT/CAP(6,6)/IND/HENRY(6,6)
IP=I-1 CV=2.937925
JROW=JR0W+NS(IP) CON=100./(CV4CV)
NUN=NW(I) IF(KIND-2) 10,20,30
DO 180 JNUM=1,NUM C FOR SINGLE STRIP LINE
JROW=JR0W+1 10 HENRY(1,1)=CON/CAP(1,1)
JCOL=0 RETURN

DO 140 K=1,IP C FOR DOUBLE STRIP LINE

NP=NW(K) 20 DET=CON/(CAP(1,1)RCAP(2,2)-CAP(1,2),CAP(2,1))

DO 120 J=1,NP MENRT(1,1)=DET4CAP(2,2)
JCOL=JCOL+1 HENRY(2,1)=-DETICAP(2,1)
INDEX=INDEX+1 HENRT(1,2)=HENRY(2,1)
AMAT(INDEX)=111I(JR0W-JCOL+1,ITER) HENRY(2,2)=DETITAP(1,1)

120 CONTINUE RETURN
JCOL=JCOL+11S(K) C FOR 3 AND MORE COUPLED LINES

140 CONTINUE 30 INDEX=p
DO 160 J=1,JNUM DO 60 I=1,KIND
JCOL=JCOL+1 DO 40 J=1,I
INDEX=INDEX+1 INDEX=INDEX+1

AMAT(INDEX)=PHI(JROW-JCOL+1,ITER) A(INDEX)=CAP(J,I)
160 CONTINUE 40 CONTINUE
180 CONTINUE DO 50 J=1,KIND

200 CONTINUE HENRI(J,I)=0.

RETURN 50 CONTINUE
END HENRT(I,I)=CON

60 CONTINUE
SUBROUTINE COEFF(KIND,MROW) CALL LEQT1P(A,KIND,KIND,HENRY,6,IDGT,D1,D2,IER)

C RETURN
C THIS ROUTINE FILLS UP THE B MATRIX OF AX=B BY ASSIGNING END

C POTENTIAL OF 1.0 VOLT TO THE APPROPRIATE STRIPS FOR
C NON-SYMMERICAL MICROSTRIP LINES.
C

COMMON/C0F/NW(6),NS(6),BMAT(120,6)
DO 50 I=1,KIND
DO 50 J=1,11ROW
BMAT(J,I)=0*

50 CONTINUE
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B. General Coplanar Striplines

Name ; Program CPS

Purpose ; To compute the quasi-TEM characteristics of general multi-

ple coupled coplanar striplines in dielectric substrate.

Language ; FORTRAN IV

Description ; This program computes the following transmission

parameters of up-to 6-coupled symmetric or nonsymmetric coplanar

striplines,

Indefinite Capacitance Matrix
Inductance Matrix for any reference line
Normal Modes of Propagation

Effective Dielectric Constant
Phase Velocity
Mode Line Characteristic Immitances
Voltage Modes
Current Modes

Numerical method used is similar as ones for microstrip lines

except regulrization procedure to resolve singularity.

External Routines Required ;

It calls three subroutines supported in IMSL packages. One is

LEQT1F for solving linear equation of general real matrix, and

the second is LEQT1P for solving linear equation of symmetric

positive-definite matrix, and the last is EIGRF to find eigen-

values and eigenvectros of general real matrix.

Input Variables ;

Line 1 : EPSR (dielectric constant of substrate), STEP (step

size), and WIDTH (total width under consideration)

Line 2 : KIND (the number of strips), LBEGIN (designation of

beginning reference line), LEND (designation of last

reference line), and NEXT (flag indicator for conti-

nuation after current run)

Line 3 : NW(1),NS(1),NW(2),NS(2), ,NW(KIND) where

NW(i) is the number of steps for ith strip, and

NS(i) is the number of steps for ith spacing.
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Example ;

? 10.0 0.1 b.
J130

20 10 10 10 10 10

COPLANAR 3-COUPLED STRIP EPSR= 10.000 HEIGHT= 1.0 STEP SIZE= .1000
U1= 2.000 81= 1.000 112= 1.000 S2= 1.000 U3= 1.000 S

CAPACITANCE MATRIX IN PICO-F/M FOR AIR
.17199224E+02 -.11192111E+02 -.60071132E+01

-.11192111E+02 .20908298E+02 -.97161872E+01
-.60071132E+01 -.47161872E+01 .15723300E+02
CAPACITANCE MATRIX IN PICO-F/M FOR DIELECTRIC
.63595027E+02 -.507017313E+02 -.12893289E+02

-.50701738E+02 .94423195E+02 -.48721456E+02
-.12293289E+02 -.48721456E+02 .61614745E+02

** FOR REFERENCE OF LINE 1 **

INDUCTANCE MATRIX IN AICRU-A/n
.74653453E+00 .46131976E+00
.46131976E+00 .99271567E400

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LINE
MODE= 1 K-EFF= 4.7745 VEL= 1.3720E+8m/S ZO= .67572E+02 OHM .21260E+02 OHM

VOLTAGE MODE= 1.000000 -.17324?
CURRENT MODE= 1.000000 -.550657

MODE= 2 K-EFF= 3.3535 VEL= 1.6371E+8A/S ZO= .55813E+03 OHM .17560E+03 OHM
VOLTAGE MODE= .550657 1.000000
CURRENT MODE= .173249 1.000000

** FOR REFERENCE OF LIME 2 **

INDUCTANCE MATRIX IN MICRO-N/A
.74653453E+00 .28521476E+00
.28521476E+00 .81661067E+00

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LINE
MODE= 1 K-EFF= 3.3535 VEL= 1.6371E+GA/S ZO= .82417E+02 OHM .78905E+02 OHM

VOLTAGE MODE= -1.000000 .816012
CURRENT MODE= -1.000000 .852334

mODE= 2 K-EFF= 4.7745 VEL= 1.4720E+8A/S 20= .15018E+03 OHM .14397E+03 OHM
VOLTAGE NUDE= -.852334 -1.000000
CURRENT NODE= -.816012 -1.000000

** FOR REFERENCE OF LIME 3 **

INDUCTANCE MATRIX IN MICRO -H/A
.99271567E+00 .55139590E+00
.53139590E+00 .81661067E+00

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE Lin
MODE= 1 K-EFF= 3.3535 VEL= 1.6371E+8A/S ZO= .14967E+03 OHM -.45544E+03 OHM

VOLTAGE MODE= -1.000000 -.449343
CURRENT MODE= -1.000000 .147666

MODE= 2 K-EFF= 4.7745 VEL= 1.3720E+8A/S 20= -.26053E+02 OHM .79279E+02 OHM
VOLTAGE MODE= -.147666 -1.000000
CURRENT MODE= .449343 -1.000000

1.282 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME.

Program Listing ;



PROGRAM CPS(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT) ITER=ITERO
C IF(ITER .EQ. 2) GO TO 200

C QUASI-TEM CHARACTERISTICS FCR COPLANAR STRIPLINES. DO 500 I=LBEGIN,LEND
C ITER=1

C FOR GENERAL FEATURES, SEE MICROSTRIP LINE PROGRAMS. 300 JROW=0

C DO 320 J=1,NUM

DIMENSION LET(2),WK(100) JROW=JR0N+1

COMMON/MAT/AMAT(100,100)/GR/PHI(200,2)/INT/H,F(68) IF(J .EQ. I) JROW=JR0N+1

COMON/CAT/CT(6,6)/IND/HENRT(6,6)/C0F/NN(6),NS(6),BMAT(100,6) KCOL=0

COMMON/CHAR/CAP(6,6,2) DO 320 K=1,NUM

DATA LET/3HAIROORDIELECTRIC/ KCOL-KCOL +1

50 READ(5,1000) EPSR,STEP,WIDTH IF(K .EQ. I) KCOL=KCOL+1

1000 FORMAT(3F6.3) CT(J,K)=CAP(JROW,KCOL,ITER)

NTOTAL=IFIX(WIDTH/STEP+0.5) CT(K,J)=CAP(JRON,KCOL,ITER)

CALL GREEN(EPSR,STEP,NTOTAL) 320 CONTINUE

C READ THE NUMBER OF STRIPS (KIND), THE BEGINING IF(ITER .GE. 2) GO TO 400

C REFERENCE LINE (LBEGIN), THE ENDING REFERENCE LINE (LEND), CALL INDUCT(NUM)

C AND THE CODE FOR NEXT CONFIGURATION. WRITE(6,2800) I

100 READ(5,1200) KIND,LBEGIN,LEND,NEXT 2800 FORMAT(/,3X,2511410 FOR REFERENCE OF LINE ,I1,3H 4.,/,10X,

1200 FORMAT(4I1) 1 30HINDUCTANCE MATRIX IN MICRO-H/M)

READ(5,1400) (NN(I),NS(I),I=1,KIND) 'DO 340 J=1,NUM

1400 FORMAT(1213) WRITE(6,2600) (HENRY(J,K),K=1,NUM)

NS(KIND)=0 340 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,2000) KIND,EPSR,STEP ITER=2

2000 FORMAT(//6211,811COPLANAR,I2,14H-COUPLED STRIP,3X, GO TO 300

1 6HEPSR=J1.3,2X,11HHEIGHT= 1.0,2X,10HSTEP SIZE=J6.4) 400 CALL CHART(NUM)

WRITE(6,2200) STEP4FLOAT( NW(1)),(I-1,STEP4FLOAT(NS(I-1)),I, 500 CONTINUE

1 STEPIFLOAT(NN(I)),I=2,KIND) IF(NEXT-1) 600,100,50

2200 FORMAT(3X,3H111=,F6.315(2X,IHS,I1,1H=,F6.3,2X,111W,I1,1H.,F6.3)) 600 STOP

MROW=0 END

NT=0
DO 120 I=1,KIND SUBROUTINE COEFF(KIND,M11011)

MROW=MROW+NW(I) C

NT=NT+NS(I) C THIS ROUTINE FILLS UP THE B MATRIX OF AX=B BT ASSIGNING

120 CONTINUE C POTENTIAL OF 1.0 VOLT TO THE APPROPRIATE STRIP.

NT=NT+MRON C

IF(NTOTAL .GE. NT) GO TO 140 COMMON/COF/NW(6),NS(6),BMAT(100,5)

NTOTAL=NT DO 50 I=1,KIND

CALL GREEN(EPSR,STEP,NTOTAL) DO 50 J=1,11RON

140 NUM=KIND-1 BMAT(J,I)=0.

ITER=1 50 CONTINUE

200 CALL MATR/X(ITER,KIND,NT) KRON=0

CALL coErF(Nmmoillow) DO 100 I=1,KIND

CALL LEQT1F(AMAT,NUM,MROW,100,BMAT,5,WK,IER) JR011=KROW+1

CALL CAPT(ITER,KIND) KROW=KROW+DWI)
WRITE(6,2400) LET(ITER) DO 100 J=JROW,KROW

2400 FORMAT(10X,35HCAPACITANCE MATRIX IN PICO-F/M FOR ,A10) BMAT(J,I)=1.0

DO 250 I=1,KIND 100 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,2600) (CAP(I,J,ITER),J=1,KIND) RETURN

2600 FORMAT(10X,6E15.8) END

250 CONTINUE



SUBROUTINE CHART(KIND)
C

C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STRIP
C LINES.
C

REAL Z(6,6),L(6,6),LC(6,6),WX(12),EIGVAL(2,6),EIGVEC(2,6,6)
INTEGER LET(4)
COMPLEX VAL(6),VECT(6,6)
COMMON/CAT/C(6,6)/IND/L
EQUIVALENCE (VAL(1),EIGVAL(1,1)),(VECT(1,1),EIGVEC(1,1,1))
DATA LET/4H OHM,4H MH0,3HZ0=,3HY0=/
CV=2.997925
CVSQ=CVvCV/100.
CVIN=10000./CV
WRITE(6,2000)

2000 FORMAT(8X,27HCHARACTERISTICS OF THE LINE)
IF(KIND .OE. 2) GO TO 20
7(1,1)=1000.1SORT(L(1,1)/C(1,1))
EIGVAL(1,1)=CVSOL(1,1)1C(1,1)
EIGVAL(2,1)=CV/SQRT(EIGVAL(1,1))
WRITE(6,2200) Z(1,1),EIGVAL(1,1),EIGVAL(2,1)

2200 FORMAT(10X,3HZ0=,F8.3,13H OHMS K-EFF=,F7.4,2X,4HVEL=,F7.4,
1 . 911E +8 M/SEC)

RETURN
20 DO 40 I=1,KIND

DO 40 J=1,KIND
T=0.
DO 30 K=1,KIND
T=T+L(I,K)11C(K,J)

30 CONTINUE
LC(I,J)=T

40 CONTINUE
C

C COMPUTE THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF VOLTAGE MODES
C FROM LC MATRIX.
C THE RESULTS ARE
C VAL(MODE) CONTAINS THE EIGENVALUE OF EACH NORMAL MODES,

C VECT(LINE MODE) CONTAINS THE EIGENVECTORS OF THE VOLTAGES
C FOR EACH LINES, FOR EVERT MODES.
C

CALL EIGRF(LC,KIND,6,1,VAL,VECT,6,WK,IER)
C
C FOR OTHER DETAILS, SEE MICROSTRIP LINE PROGRAMS.
C

DO 200 I=1,KIND
IFLAG=1
EIOVAL(1,/)=CVSQ1EIGVAL(14)
EIGVAL(2,I)=CV/SORT(EIGVAL(1,I))
DO 60 J=1,KIND
S=0.
DO 50 K=1,KIND
S=S+C(J,K) +EIGVEC(1,K,I)

50 CONTINUE
EIGVEC(2,J,I)=S
IF(ABS(S) .LT. 0.0001) IFLAG=2

60 CONTINUE
S=CVINISQRT(EIGVAL(1,I))
IF(IFLAG .EQ. 2) GO TO 70
DO 65 J=1,KIND
Z(I,J)=PEIGVEC(10,7)/EIOVEC(2,J,I)

65 CONTINUE
GO TO 100

70 DO 80 J=1,KIND
Z(I,J)=EIGVEC(2,J,I)/(SIEIGVEC(1,J,I))

80 CONTINUE
100 DO 120 K=1,2

T=ABS(EIGVEC(K,1,I))
DO 110 J=2,KIND
S=ABS(EIGVEC(K,J,I))
IF(S .GT. T) T=S

110 CONTINUE
DO 120 J=1,KIND
EIGVEC(K,J,I)=EIGVEC(K,J,I)/T

120 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,2100) I, EIGVAL (1,I),EIGVAL(2,I),LET(IFLAG +2),

1 (Z(I,J),LET(IFLAG),J=1,KINO)
2100 FORMAT(9X,51RIODE=a2,2X,6H1C-EFF=,F8.4,2X,411(EL=,F7.4,

1 6HE+8M/S,2X,A3,5(E12.5,A4))
WRITE(6,2400) (EIGVEC(1,J,I),J=1,KIND)

2400 FORMAT(19X,13HVOLTAGE MODE=e6F10.6)
WRITE(6,2600) (EIGVEC(2,J,T),J=1,KINO)

2600 FORMAT(19X,13HCURRENT MODE=,6F10.6)
200 CONTINUE

RETURN
END



SUBROUTINE CAPT(ITER,KIND) DO 60 I=1,KIND

C DO 40 J=1,I

C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE CAPACITANCE MATRIX. INDEX=INDEX+1

C A(INDEX)=CAP(J,I)

COMMON/CHAR/CAP ( 6,6,2) /C0F/NW ( 6 ) ,NS(6) r 8MAT( 100 r 5) 40 CONTINUE

CON=111.2626 DO 50 J=1,KIND

NUM=KIND-1 HENRY(J,I)=0.

T=0. 50 CONTINUE

DO 100 I=1,NUM HENRY(I,I)=CON

KROW=0 60 CONTINUE

DO 80 J=1,KIND CALL LEQT1P(A,KIND,KIND,HEHRY,6,IDOT,D1,D2,IER)

JROW=KROW+1 RETURN

KROW=KROW+NW(J) END

Q=0.
DO 60 K=JROW,KROW SUBROUTINE MATRIX(ITER,KIND,N)

0=Q+BMAT(KII) C

60 CONTINUE C THIS ROUTINE FILLS THE LEFT SIDE MATRIX OF LINEAR

Q=Q*CON C EQUATION FOR AX=B, WHICH IS THE SHAPE MATRIX.

CAP(J,I,ITER)=Q C

80 CONTINUE REAL P(400)

CAP(I,KIND,ITER)=Q COMMON/MAT/AMAT(100,100)/OR/PHI(200,2)

T=T+Q COMMON/COF/NW(6),NS(6),BMAT(100,5)

100 CONTINUE DO 10 I=1,N

CAP(KIND,KIND,ITER)=-T P(N+I-1)=PHI(I,ITER)
RETURN P(N-I+1)=PHI(I,ITER)

END 10 CONTINUE
MCOL=0

SUBROUTINE INDUCT(KIND) ICOL=N

C DO 200 IROW=1,KIND

C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE INDUCTANCE MATRIX FROM THE CORRESPONDING JROW=WIROW)
C CAPACITANCE MATRIX OF AIR MEDIUM. DO 150 IN=1,JROW

C MCOL=MC0L+1

REAL A(21) CON=-PHI(ICOL,ITER)

COMMON/CAT/CAP(6,6)/IND/HENRY(6,6) ICOL=ICOL-1

CV=2.997925 J.0

CON=100./(CV*CY) INDEX=0

IF(KIND-2) 10,20,30 DO 100 I=1,KIND

C FOR SINOLE STRIP LINE K=J+NW(I)

10 HENRY(1,1)=CON/CAP(1,1) J=J+1

RETURN DO 80 L=J,K

C FOR DOUBLE STRIP LINE INDEX=INDEX+1

20 DET=COR/ICAP(1,1)*CAP(2,2)-CAP(1,2)0CAP(2,1)) AHAT(INDEX,MCOL)=P(ICOL+L)+CON

HENRY(1,1)=DET*CAP(2,2) 80 CONTINUE

HENRY(2,1)=-DET*CAP(2,1) J=K+NS(I)

HENRY(1,2)=HENRY(2,1) 100 CONTINUE

HENRY(2,2)=DET*CAP(1,1) AMAT(INDEX,MCOL)=1.0

RETURN 150 CONTINUE.

C FOR 3 AND MORE COUPLED LINES ICOL=ICOL-NS(IRON)

30 INDEX=0 200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END



SUBROUTINE GREEN(EPSR,STEP,NTOTAL)
C

C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE GREEN'S FUNCTION FOR
C AIR MEDIUM AND INHOMOGENCOUS MEDIUMS.
C

C

C

C
C

C0101011/GR/PHI(200,2)
HSTEP=0.5*STEP
T11=-ALOO(HSTEP)

CON=1.0
X=HSTEP
DO 100 I=1,NTOTAL
TN=CONIALOG(X)
P11I(I,1)=Tg-TN

X=X+STEP
CON=CON+2.0
MTN

100 CONTINUE
R=5.
N=6*
T=EPSR*EPSR
EPS=2.0*EPSR/(1.0+T)
T=0.5*(1.0..T)/(1.0+T)
CALL FBODE(EPS,R,HSTEP,N)
CON=6.0*T*(1.0-EPS)/(STEP*(1.0+EPS)*(1.0+EPS))
TEMP=2.0*T/(STEP*(1.0+EPS))
X=-HSTEP
TM=X*ALOG(1.041.0/(X*1())+4.0*ATAN(0.5*X)
DO 200 I=1,NTOTAL
X=X+STEP
TN=X*ALOG(1.0+11.0/(XIX))+4.0*ATAN(0.51/X)

PHI(I.2)=P11I(I,1)+TEMP*(TN-TM)+CONICTNTEG(X-HSTEP,N)
111=TN

200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE FBODE(EPS,R,HSTEP,N)

THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES WEIGHTS OF EVERY INTERVALS
IN BODE'S 5 POINTS RULE FOR INTEGRATION.

REAL W(4)
COMMON/INT/H,F(65)
M=N+1
H=R/FLOAT(11)

H401.0*(1

C

C
C
C

C

W(1)=H*64./115.
11(2)=H*24./45.

W(3)=W(1)
W(4)=H*26./45.
DO 100 I=2,5
WT=W(I-1)
X=FLOAT(I-1) 111

C =(1.0-EPS)/(1.0+EPS)
DO 100 J=I,H,11

T=EXP(-2.0*X)
F(J)=WT*T*(1.0-T)*SIN(HSTEP*X)/(X*X*(1.0-CIT))
X=X+H*

100 CONTINUE
F(M)=0.511P(M)

F(1)=W(*)*HSTEP/(1.0-0
RETURN
END

FUNCTION CINTEG(X,N)

THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE ACTUAL INTEGRATION BY BODE'S SCHEME

USING CLENSHAW'S RECURSIVE METHOD FOR EVALUATING A FINITE SERIES

OF ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS.

COMMON/INT/H,P(65)
THETA=1011
C0N=2.0*COS(THETA)
C2=0.
C3=0.
M-N +2

L=N+1
DO 50 I=1,L
C1=CON*C2-C3+P(M-I)
C3 -C2

C2=C1
50 CONTINUE

CINTEG=C2-C3*COS(THETA)
RETURN
END
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C. General Coplanar Waveguides

Name ; Program CPW

Purpose ; To compute the quasi-TEM characteristics of general multi-

ple coupled coplanar waveguides in dielectric substrate.

Language ; FORTRAN IV

Dscription ;

This program computes the following transmission parameters of

up-to 5-coupled symmetric or nonsymmetric coplanar waveguides,

Capacitance Matrix
Inductance Matrix
Normal Modes of propagation

Effctive Dielectric Constant
Phase Velocity
Mode Line Characteristic Impedances
Voltage Modes
Current Modes

Numerical method applied is the general Galerkin method utilizing

local basis approximation scheme, and the gate function is used

for basis function and the same gate function but in overlapping

intervals is used for test function to solve the related singular

integral equation with Cauchy-type kernel in Fourier spectral

domain.

External Routines Required ;

it calls three subroutines supported in IMSL packages. These

are LEQT1F for solving linear equation of general real matrix,

LEQT1P for linear equation of positive-definite symmetric matrix,

and EIGRF for solving eigenvalus and eigenvectors of general

real matrix.

Input Variables ;

Line 1: EPSR (dielectric constant of substrate), STEP (step

size), and WIDTH (total width under consideration)

Line 2: KIND (the number of slots which is larger by one than

the number of conducting strips), NEXT (flag indicator

for continuation), and NS(1),NW(1),NS(2), ,NS(KIND)

where NS(i) is the number of steps for ith slot, and

NW(i) is the number of steps for ith strip.
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Example

74R.44 N4R., PER=
S:= 1.600 wl= 1.)J0 32= .500 w2= 1.000 S3= 1.600 w3= 0.000 S

CAPACIT4NCE PICOeF/m FOR AIR..
.24104254S+CZ -.112i.8392E+02

-.11248882S4C2. ...24,0,4264E+02
INOucT!NCE "1,747PIX IN MT.CC.H/.

.27539456E+L: .59011886E+00
CAPACITANCE MATRIX IN RICO -F /"' FOR DIE.LECTRIC

.11148159E+C3 -.65292635E+02
-.652926,25E+C2. 411,4.815.9E+3

CHAFACTERISTICS CF THE LINE
m03E= K-FFf= R,.0002 CHt.t 42,124. CHA.

vCLTAGE
NODE= 1.00:00 -1.00000

CURRENT mODE=.._.1.3C000. -1.G0000
mCOE= 2 K-EFF= 3.5930 VEL= 1.5816E+8 MIS 2C= 136,88S OHM 136.869 CHM

vCLTAGE 1.1:c:o ;.C110:10
CURRENT MOD E= i.cc:co t.zciwc

:CRLANAR WAVE -GUICE 2-couPLED ST7IR EPSR= t0.00C HEIGHT= 1.0 STEF SIZE= .C5
St= 2.000 kil= 1.000 32= .5C0 w2= 1.000 S3= 2.000 W3= 0.000 S

CAPACITANCE MATRIk IN RICO-fm FOR AIR

-.11521016E+G2 .23546853E+C2
INOUCTANCE MATRIX IN u'CRO-H/m

.62057281.1+C: .3231070?E4.00

.30310708E+CC .6209728iE+JG
CAPACITA10E MATRIX. IN 9:CO-F/m FOR DIELECTRIC

6635022:E+02 .1.07273,,6E+07
CHARACTERISTICS CF T4E LINE

4)3E= 1 K-7,7r= 4.9539 VEL= 1.3469E+8 1/S 20= 42.761 CHM 42.7e1 CHM
VOLTAGE mODE=
CURRENT MOO-=

"cpE= 2 KEFF= 3.3973
VOLTAGE mOOE=
CURRENT

Program Listing ;

000C3 -:.06000
1.00000 -1.:0000

VEL= 1.6265:+5 m/S := 150.237 OHM 15c.237 CHm
i.03000 1.0.020
1.0:C31 1.00010



C

C

C

PROGRAM CPW(INPUT,OUTFUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTFUT)

QUASI-TEM CHARACTERISTICS FOR COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE

DIMENSION LET(2),A(100)
COMON/MATAMAT(100,100)/GR/PHI(200,2)/INT/H,F(65)
COMMON/CAT/CAP(6,6)/IND/HENRY(6,6)
COMMON/C0F/NW(6),NS(6),CMAT(100),BMAT(100,5)
DATA LET/3HAIROORDIELECTRIC/

50 READ(5,1000) EPSR,STEP,WIDTH
1000 FORMAT(3r8.5)

NTOTAL=IFIX(WIDTH/STEP+0.5)
CALL GREEN(EPSR,STEP,NTOTAL)

100 READ(5,1200) KIND,NEXT,(NS(I),NW(I),I=1,KIND)
1200 FORMAT(2I1,12I3)

NW(KIND)=0
NOSAIND-1
WRITE(6,2000) NOS,EPSR,STEP

2000 FORMAT(///,2X,19HCOPLANAR WAVE-GUIDE,I2,14H-COUPLED STRIP,
3X,5HEPSR=,F7.3,21,11HHEIGHT= 1.0,2X,10HSTEP SIZE=,F6.4)

WRITE(6,2200) (I,STEP*FLOAT(NS(I)),I,STEP*FLOAT(NW(I)),I=1,KIND)
2200 FORMAT(3X,6(1HS,I1,1H=,F6.3,21,1HW,I1,1H=,F6.3,2X))

NT=0
NWT=0
DO 120 I=1,KIND
NT=NT+NS(I)
NWT=NWT+NW(I)

120 CONTINUE
NTOT=NT+NWT-1
NWT=NWT+NOS
IF(NTOT .LE. NTOTAL) GO TO 140
NTOTAL=NTOT
CALL GREEN(EPSR,STEP,NTOTAL)

140 ITER=1
200 CALL MATRIX(ITER,KIND,NT,NTOT)

CALL COEFF(NOS,NT)
CALL LEQT1F(AMAT,NOS,NT,100,BMAT,5,WK,IER)
CALL CHARGE(ITER,KIND,NT,NWT,NTOT)
CALL CAPT(NOS)
WRITE(6,2400) LET(ITER)

2400 FORMAT(101,3511CAPACITANCE MATRIX IN PICO-F/M FOR ,A10)
DO 250 I=1,NOS
WRITE(6,2600) (CAP(I,J),J=1.HOS)

2600 FORMAT(101,5615.8)
250 CONTINUE

IF(ITER .0E. 2) 00 TO 300

CALL INDUCT(NOS)
WRITE(6,2800)

2800 FORMAT(10X,30HINDUCTANCE MATRIX IN MICRO-H/M)
DO 270 I=1,NOS
WRITE(6,2600) (HENRT(I,J),J=1,NOS)

270 CONTINUE
ITER=2
GO TO 200

300 CALL CHART(NOS)
IF(NEXT-1) 700,100,50

700 STOP
END

SUBROUTINE INDUCT(KIND)
C
C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE INDUCTANCE MATRIX FROM THE CORRESPONDING

C CAPACITANCE MATRIX OF AIR MEDIUM.
C

REAL A(21)
COMMON/CAT/CAP(6,6)/IND/HENRI(6,6)
C*=2.997925
CON=100./(CV*CV)
IF(KIND-2) 10,20,30

C FOR SINGLE STRIP LINE
10 HENRT(1,1)=CON/CAP(1,1)

RETURN

C FOR DOUBLE STRIP LINE
20 DET=CON/(CAP(1,1)*CAP(2,2)-CAP(1,2).0AP(20))

HENRI(1,1)=DETCAP(2,2)
HENRY(2,1)=-DET*CAP(2,1)
HENRY(1,2)=HENRI(2,1)
HENRY(2,2)=DET*CAP(1,1)
RETURN

C FOR 3 AND MORE COUPLED LINES
30 INDEX=0

DO 60 I=1,KIND
DO 40 J=1,I
INDEX=INDEX+1
A(INDEX)=CAP(J,I)

40 CONTINUE
DO 50 J=1,KIND
HENRY(J,I)=0.

50 CONTINUE
HENRY(I,I)=CON

60 CONTINUE
CALL LEQT1P(A,KIND,KIND,HENRT,6,IDOT,D1,02,IER)
RETURN
END



SUBROUTINE CHART(KIND) DO 120 I=1,KIND
T=CVIN.SQRT(EIGVAL(1,I))

C THIS ROUTINE COMPOTES THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STRIP DO 100 K=1,KIND
C LINES. S=0.
C DO 80 J=1,KIND

REAL Z(6,6),L(6,6),LC(6,6),WK(12),EIGVAL(2,6),EIGVEC(2,6,6) S=S+C(K,J)IEIGVEC(1,J,I)
COMPLEX VAL(6),VECT(6,6) 80 CONTINUE
COMMON/CAT/C(6,6)/IND/L IF(K .EQ. 1) TEMP=S
EQUIVALENCE IVAL(1),EIGVAL(1,1)),(VECT(1,1),EIGVEC(1,1,1)) EIGVEC(2,K,I)=S/TEMP
CV=2.997925 Z(I,K)=0.
CVSQ=CVICV/100. IF(ABS(S) .GT. 0.00001) Z(I,K)=MIGVEC(1,K,I)/S
CVIN=10000./CV 100 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,2000) WRITE(6,2100) I,EIGVAL(1,I),EIGVAL(2,I),(Z(I,J),J=1,KIND)

2000 FORMAT(8X,27HCHARACTERISTICS OF THE LINE) 2100 FORMAT(10X,5HMODE=J2,2X,6HK-EFF=,F7.4,2X,411VEL7,F7.4.
IF(KIND .GE. 2) GO TO 20 1 7HE+8 M/S,21,31120=,6(F8.3,411 OHM))
Z(1,1)=1000.11SORT(L(1,1)/C(1,1)) WRITE(6,2400) (EIGVEC(1,J,I),J=1,KIND)
EIGVAL(1,1)=CYSOL(1,1)1C(1,1) 2400 FORMAT(19X,13HVOLTAGE MODE=,6F10.5)
EIGVAL(2,1)=CV/SORT(EIGVAL(1,1)) WRITE(6,2600) (EIGVEC(2,4/),J=1,KIND)
WRITE(6,2200) Z(1,1),EIGVAL(1,1),EIGVAL(2,1) 2600 FORMAT(19X,13HCURRENT MODE=,6F10.5)

2200 FORMAT(10X,31120.,F8.3,13H OHMS K-EFF=,F7.4,2X,4HVEL=,F7.4, 120 CONTINUE
1 9HE+8 M/SEC) RETURN
RETURN END

20 DO 40 I=1,KIND
DO 40 J=1,KIND SUBROUTINE CAPT(KIND)
T=0. C
DO 30 K=1,KIND C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE CAPACITANCE MATRIX FROM THE KNOWN
T=T+L(I,X)1C(K,J) C SOLUTIONS OF CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS.

30 CONTINUE C
LC(I,J)=T COMMON/CAT/CAP(6,6)/COF/NW(6),NS(6),BMAT(100,8)

40 CONTINUE cou=1.4091578
C C WHERE CON IS DEFINED AS EPS0/2.01PHI
C COMPUTE THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF VOLTAGE MODES DO 100 I=1,KIND
C FROM LC MATRIX. KROH.°
C THE RESULTS ARE DO 80 J=1,KIND
C VAL(MODE) CONTAINS THE EIGENVALUE OF EACH NORMAL MODES, JROW=KROW+1
C VECT(LINE MODE) CONTAINS THE EIGENVECTORS OF THE VOLTAGES KNOW=KROW+NW(J)+1
C FOR EACH LINES, FOR EVERT MODES. 0=0.
C DO 60 K=JROW,KROW

CALL EIGRF(LC,KIND,6,1,VAL,VECT,6,WK,IER) Q4+DMAT(K,I)
C 60 CONTINUE
C FOR OTHER DETAILS, READ MICROSTRIP LINE PROGRAM. CAP(J,I)=CONIQ
C 80 CONTINUE

DO 60 I=1,KIND 100 CONTINUE
EIGVAL(1,I)=CVSMIGVAL(14) RETURN
EIGVAL(2,I)=CV/SORT(EIGVAL(1,I)) END
TEMP=EIGVEC(1,1,I)
DO 60 J=1,KIND

-4
EIGVEC(1,J,I)=EIGVEC(1,J,I)/TEMP 0"

60 CONTINUE C)



SUBROUTINE GREEN(EPSR,STEP,NTOTAL) DO 100 I=2,5

COMMON/GR/PHI(200,2) WT=W(I-1)

C X=FLOAT(I-1)PH

C CHARGE DIST'N DENSITY FOR HOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM OF AIR DO 100 J=I,14,4

C T=EXP(-2.0*X)

T=0.5 F(J)=WT4T/(1.0-C4T),(SIN(HSTEPIX)/X)152

C1=0.51AL00(0.5) X=X+114

CO.-CI 100 CONTINUE

DO 10 I=1,NTOTAL Foiy.0.514(m)

T=T+1.0 F(1)=-0.5114(4)4HSTEMSTEP/(1-C)
.C2=T4ALOG(T) RETURN

PHI(/,1)=-4.011(C2-C1-C1+CO) END

CO=C1
C1=C2 FUNCTION SINTEO(X,N)

10 CONTINUE C

C C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE ACTUAL INTEGRATION USING

C CHARGE DIST'N DENSITY FOR INHOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM C CLENSHAW'S RECURSIVE ALGORITHM FOR SINE SERIES.

C C

R=5.0 COMMON/INT/H,F(65)

N=64 THETA014H

HSTEP=0.511STEP CON=2.01COS(THETA)

CALL FBODE(EPSR,R,HSTEP,N) C2=0.

C0=16.04EPSR*(EPSR-1.0)/(STEPo(EPS11+1.0)) C3=0.

C1=0.51(EPSR+1.0) M=N+2

T=HSTEP DO 50 I=1,N

DO 20 I=1,NTOTAL C1=CON1C2-C3+F(M-I)

PHI(/,2)=C04SINTEG(T,N)+C1*PHI(I,1) C3=C2

T=T+STEP C2=C1

20 CONTINUE 50 CONTINUE

RETURN SINTEG=C16SIN(THETA)

END RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE FBODE(EPSR,R,HSTEP,N)
SUBROUTINE COEFF(NOS,NT)

C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES WEIGHTS OF EVERY INTEGRAL
C INTERVALS. C THIS ROUTINE FILLS THE RIGHT SIDE OF LINEAR EQUATION

C C OF AX=B BY ASSIGNING THE APPROPRIATE POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES

REAL N(4)
COMMON/INT/H,F(65)
M=N+1 COMEON/C0F/NW(6),NS(6),CMAT(100),BMAT(100,5)

114=4.011H

EAJF111)FS

H=R/FLOAT(N)

/1(1)=H*64./45
W(2)=H424./45. 50 CONTINUE

W(3)=N(1)
W(4)=Hv211./45. DO 100 I =1,NOS

C=(1.0-EPSR)/(1.0+EPSR)

BMAT(J,I)=-1.0
100 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C BETWEEN SPACINGS.
C



SUBROUTINE CHARGE(ITER,KIND,NT,NNT,N)
C

C THIS ROUTINE FILLS THE CHARGE MATRIX.
C

REAL P(400)
COMMON/MAT/AMAT(100,100)
COMMON/OR/PHI(200,2)/C0F/NN(6),NS(6),BMAT(100,6)
DO 10 I=1,N
P(N+I)=-PHI(I,ITER)
p(g../41)=PHI(I,ITER)

10 CONTINUE
MCOL=0
NCOL=N+1
NOS- KIND -1

DO 400 IKIND=1,KIND
JCOL=NS(IKIND)
DO 300 IN=1,JCOL
MCOL=MCOL+1
NCOL=NCOL-1
ICOL=NCOL
INDEX=0
DO 200 I=1,NOS
ICOL=ICOL+NS(I)-1
JROW=NW(I)+1
DO 100 J=1,JROW
ICOL=ICOL+1

INDEX=INDEX+1
AMAT(MCOL,INDEX)=P(ICOL)

100 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE

NCOL=NCOL-NN(IKIND)
400 CONTINUE

DO 600 I=2,KIND
DO 600 J=1,NNT
T =O.

DO 500 K=1,NT
T=T+AMAT(KO)IBMAT(K,I)

500 CONTINUE
BMAT(J,I-1)=T

600 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE MATRIX(ITER,KIND,NT,N)
C

C THIS ROUTINE FILLS THE SHAPE MATRIX.
C

REAL P(600)
COMMON/MAT/AMAT(100,100)/OR/PHI(200,2)
COMMON/C0F/NW(6),NS(6),BMAT(100,6)
EQUIVALENCE (P(1),DMAT(1,1))
DO 10 I=1,N
P(N+I)=-PHI(I,ITER)
P(N-I+1)=PHI(I,ITER)

10 CONTINUE
KROWrO
DO 30 I=1,KIND
JROW=KRON+1
KROW=JR0W+NS(I)-1
DO 20 J=1,NT
AMAT(JROW,J)=0.

20 CONTINUE
DO 30 J=JROW,KROW
AMAT(JROW,J)=1.0

30 CONTINUE
MCOL=0
NCOL=N+1
DO 400 IKIND=1,KIND

JCOL=RS(IKIND)
DO 300 IN=1,./COL

11COL=MCOL+1

NCOL=NCOL-1
ICOL=NCOL
INDEX.°
DO 200 I=1,K/ND

INDEX=INDEX+1
JROW=NS(I)-1
DO 100 J=1,JRON

INDEX=INDEX+1
ICOL=ICOL+1
AMAT(INDEX,MCOL)=P(ICOL)

100 CONTINUE
ICOL=ICOL+NN(I)+1

200 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE

NCOL=NCOL-NW(IKIND)
400 CONTINUE

RETURN
END


